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This report is based on the first wave of a two wave nationally representative survey
• of entrants to New Deal for YoungyPeople (NDYP) in autumn 1998. Face to face
interviews took place with 6,010 r~spondentsin Spnng 1999, that is around six
U months after entry to the prograrrime. The report captures participants’ early
experiences of the programme.
• The wave two survey will obtain information on experiences and attitudes at the end
of the programme by following up on the same respondents around nine months to
U one year later The wave two report ~~villfocus on labour market outcomes.
I Characteristics ofparticipants (Chaj~ter1)
• This national survey of entrants to New Deal for Young people (NDYP) took place
around six months after pamcipant~had entered the programme. Respondents were
I mostly male (71 per cent), white (83 per cent) arid around half lived in social rented
U accommodation A fifth had a health problem or disability expected to last for morethan a year, a quarter had no qualifications, and a fifth (22 per cent) had had basic
• skills problems since the age of 16. 1
I Four fifths of respondents had at least one of four known markers of disadvantage
(living in social rented accommodation, no qualifications, suffenng from a health
I problem or disability expected to last for more than a year, no job prior to their
• unemployment spell). Forty per Cent suffered from multiple disadvantage
• Over two thirds of respondents had~expenencedproblems finding or keeping a job in
the past year The most frequently mentioned problems were ‘no jobs nearby’ (29 per
• cent) and lack of personal transport (25 per cent)
Operation ofNDYP (Chapters 2 an~f3)
• Over 90 per cent of respondents recalled something ofNew Deal and over 80 per cent
recalled substantial expenence of Gateway and Options
I A quarter of all respondents were still on Gateway after six months on the programme.Late entry to Gateway, overstaying Gateway and interruptions to programme
participation all contributed to mote respondents being on Gateway after six months
than originally planned.
rn After six months, 15 per cent had ~.lreadyleft Options for something else, and mosthad left without completing the Option. Over half the leavers from Options were still
• on New Deal
• By the time of the survey interview1, 60 per cent of respondents were still participating
in the programme. Of those still p~ticipating,four in ten were on Gateway, one in ten







Nearly half (47 per cent) were completely or very satisfied with the help offered by
their NDPA and a fun.her quarter were fairly satisfied. Those most satisfied with
NDPA advice had positive perceptions of the programme’s value, high Option
satisfaction, and got on well with their NDPA.
I
Respondents were more likely to recall discussion of education and training needs and
things they could do on New Deal, than they were to recall discussions of job search U
responsibilities and ways of looking for jobs. This suggests that during the penod
covered by the survey, advisers were emphasising what New Deal had to offer rather
thanjob search and job search requirements. U
Participants’ recall of the number of items discussed with NDPAs fell with multiple U
disadvantage, and was generally lower amongdisadvantaged groups, who tended to be a
least satisfied with NDPA advice. This may be of concern if those in most need of
help were receiving less intensive or a narrower range of support, however recall may
itself be correlated with social disadvantage.
U
Referrals by advisers to other agencies or specialists reflected special needs, but
generally referral rates were not high.
U
Options (Chapter 4)
Differences in Option entry according to individual characteristics were quite few, but U
some differences were apparent. For instance, it appeared that both ethnic minority
clients and those with work limiting health problems were less likely to enter the
employment Option than others. Participants in the Environment Task Force (EIFJ
had fewer qualifications than others.
There was a higji degree of satisfaction with Options. Eighty seven per cent of
respondents were satisfied with their Options, including 62 per cent who were I
completely or very satisfied. Satisfaction was highest on the employment Option and
lowest on ETF.
UI
Altogether 90 per cent of those on Options at the time of the survey interview
identified benefits of New Deal in at least one respect - increasing confidence, U
improving skills, learning new skills, getting work experience or looking for work U
Just over two-thirds of participants in work based Options reported receiving trainIng
(73 per cent on ETF, 71 per cent on the employment Option, and 53 per cent on the
voluntary sector Option) This compares with 49 per cent of teavers for unsubsidised U
jobs who reported receiving training in those jobs. Thus NDYP appeared to have
raised the chances of participants receiving training, by comparison with opportunities
in the job market. Where respondents felt that training was absent, there was
disappointment with New Deal.
Eighty nine per cent of those receiving training said they were satisfied with it.
Satisfaction levels were lower in ETF. but this has to be set against the relatively high






I Seven in ten stated their Option was what they really wanted to do (82 per cent on the
full time education and training Optid~n,64 per cent on the employment Option, 59 per
cent on the voluntary sector option, a~id46 per cent on Environment Task Force). The
• great majority of those who felt that the Option was not what they really wanted,
would have preferred to be in a diffe~entjob (if in one of the work based Options), or
• in a paidjob (if in full time education~andtraining).
1 The substantial minority whose current or past Option was not ‘what they really
U wanted’ indicates that it is sometime~hard to achieve commitment to client choice on
Options.
— The full time education and training Option had the largest number of participants Ii
— was similar to the employment Opti~nin terms of participants’ levels of satisfaction
• and had fewer participants than othei~Options who felt they were not doing what they
wanted However, although current participants appeared contented, there had been a
U substantial degree of ‘early leaving’~from the Option. This was associated to some
I extent with people with low educational qualifications, or with literacy arid numeracyproblems. I
Employability (Chapter 5)
• Fifty two per cent of NDYP parnci~antsand cx New Deal unemployed thought the
programme had improved their chances of getting a good job. Positive perceptions ofU New Deal’s impact on the prospects of getting a good job were linked with more
• Intensive activity on New Deal and ~ perceptions of NDPA advice. Views were
— least positive where respondents ~had left the programme for unemployment.
U Employment Option participants and those on the FIE! Option were most likely to
say their prospects had improved.
— Not surpnsingly so early on in the programme, respondents perceived NDYP as most
— beneficial in improving their empld~’abilitythrough help with job search skills and
I U confidence building, rather than thrc~ughthe acquisition of qualifications, work skills
and work expenence. However ETF~andvoluntary sector Option participants thought
U NDYP had been most helpful in obtaining work expenence. Those on the full time
— education arid training Option empl’~asisedimproving and acquiring skills Even at
— this early stage sizeable minonti~said New Deal had helped them get work
I experience, improve skills or learn n~wskills.
U Participants from the most disadvan~agedgroups, such as the multiply disadvantaged.
— ex-offenders, the unqualified, and drug/alcohol users, were least likley to say that New
— Deal had helped increase their employability through any of these ways. They were
• also least likely to agree that New D~a1had improved their prospects of getting a good
job.
I
I Leaving New Deal (Chapter 6)
• By the time of the survey interview, four in ten respondents had left New Deal
altogether Half of these were leavers from Gateway, a fifth were leavers from Options
U and the rest recalled little or nothiig of New Deal. Leavers from Options, most of






Thirty eight per cent of leavers were in paid work by the time of the survey interview,
30 per cent were unemployed and claiming benefits, 14 per cent were unemployed and
not claiming unemployment benefits, and 8 per cent described themselves as long
term sick or disabled. Most of the remaining 10 per cent were looking after the home
or in full time education or training. U
Women were more likely than men to have left New Deal early, and to have entered U
part lime employment. Those who had previously had a job, and the more highly
qualified were more likely than others to have left by the survey interview and to have
entered paid work. Having basic skill problems was associated with staying on the I
programme and with lower employment rates on leaving New Deal.
Usefidness ofNDYP (Chapter 7)
Nearly two thirds believed New Deal was ‘very’ or ‘fairly’ useful while 30 per cent
believed it was not. Those in a full time job, self employment, on a government I
programme, or on a full time education and training course were most likely to view
the programme as very useful Respondents from disadvantaged groups were less
likely than others to say they had found New Deal ‘very useful’.
New Deal was viewed most positively where it was perceived as increasing I
employability — a third of those who said it had improved confidence, improved skills,
helped learn new skills, or acquire work experience, agreed New Deal had been ‘very I
useful’ and a further half ‘fairly useful’ Stage 2 of the survey will compare


















U New Dealfor Young People
U New Deal for Young People (NDP) is an important part of the Government’s
I welfare-to-work strategy. The first of the New Deals announced by the new Labour
Government, it was rolled out nation~1lyin April 1998 following a four-month trial
• penod in twelve Pathfinder areas. Fu~idedfrom the windfall tax on utilities, it aims to
— help young unemployed people into jobs and increase their long-term employability
— ‘thereby making a positive contritution to sustainable levels of employment’
• (Employment Service, 1998). The target group are I8-24 year olds who have been
claiming unemployment benefits for six months or more, plus others in the same
U group with shorter unemployment[ spells who are deemed to have particular
difficulties and therefore likely to benefit from early assistance.
How New Deal works
• The programme marks a break with earlier British labour market programmes in two
respects First, as discussed below,~itsdesign is unusual. it incorporates a period
U explicitly designed to assist parti~pants in choosing their route through the
programme. Secondly, participation }in the programme is compulsory for the target
U group, in the sense that failure to participate results in benefit sanctions
After an initial interview with a Ne~wDeal Personal Adviser (NDPA), participants
• enter what is known as the Gateway penod of the New Deal programme. During the
Gateway, they receive intensive advice, help and counselLing about job search, job
I U opportunities, and other opportuniue~under the programme Gateway provision ‘aims
to get young people into work, and i~icludeshelp with job search, careers advice and
I guidance, and preparation for and submission to a range of Options’ (Department for
Education and Employment, 1998. 1).
• After a period of up to four months~those still on the progranimne may enter one of
four Options subsiclised employme~it,full-time education and training, work for the
U voluntary sector, work with the Environment Task Force. Options can be of variable
— duration, but most are expected to ik~~around six months, except in the case of the
— full-time education and training programme, which can last anything up to a year
U The third component of the prograrn’rne is ‘follow through’. The objective of ‘follow
through’ is ‘to ensure that New Deai clients are helped throughout their participation
• on an Option, to progress towards the goal of finding and sustaining work, and are
given further assistance if they retu~nto unemployment’ (Department for Education
• and Employment, 1998 2). In pr~ctice,‘follow through’ is often used to descnbe
— continuing advice and assistance once participants have been through an Option but










The Evaluation of New Dealfor Young People U
To establish whether NDYP benefits participants and to establish the programme’s I
impact on the wider labour market, the Employment Service have commissioned a
very extensive programme of evaluation.’
The evaluation considers three sorts ofoutcome:
U) The micro level impact, that is the effect on participants, employers, providers, the
Employment Service and its partners; U
~ The cost-effectiveness and quality of the different delivery arrangements; I
> The macro economic Impact of New Deal. I
The survey ofparticipants I
As part of the first strand, the Employment Service commissioned the Policy Studies 1
Institute and BMRB Social Research to carry out a large-scale survey of participants.
The study has two purposes. to establish what effect the programme has on
participants’ labourmarket prospects, and to find out what they think of New Deal I
Stage one of the survey is designed to capture participants’ early experiences of the U
programme by interviewing them face-to-face six months after programnme entry
Stage two iS designed to obtain information on their experiences arid attitudes at the
end of the programme by following up on the same particIpants approximately nine
months later. The September-November 1998 cohort of programme entrants was
chosen as the basis forthe study. U
This report marks the end of the first stage in the survey. It identifies the U
characteristics of participants, what they did on the programme and how they felt
about it It also describes movements off New Deal and into the labour market. The
results are important for three reasons. First, it is one of the largest surveys of young
unemployed people ever conducted in Britain Secondly, the results parnt a more
detailed picture of participants on New Deal than has been possible up until now with U
administratively held data (Daly and Bentley. 1999). Thirdly, the analyses of
participants’ attitudes to paid work, job search patterns, New Deal experiences, and U
perceptions of New Deal provide a ‘benchmark’ against which to measure change in
those attitudes and perceptions with the second wave of data. The analysis of change
between waves one and two of the survey will be the basis for establishing the Impact U
of New Deal on participants’ job prospects and employability.
U
It is not possible to deterrrune the effect of the programme on participants’ labour
market prospects so soon after entry to the programme. Participants are expected to U
spend anything up to fifteen months on the programme, and so the majonty of the
sample was still participating on the programme at the time of this first interview By
the time of the second interview, only a small minority are likely to be participating in
the programme. The second stage report will focus on the impact of New Deal for
Young People on participants’ labour market prospects. U
—~





U The survey method I
• A random sample of 11,197 ~artici~aits was selected from the September-November
U 1998 cohort of NDYP entrants. The survey was camed out face-to-face in
respondents’ homes, using Computer Assisted Personal Interviewing (CAN). in
I total, 6,010 interviews were carried oi.~tbetween 26 February and 18 July, 1999, with
54 per cent of all sample cases inter’~iewed,or 66 per cent of those where a correct
I address was avaiiable
• Presentation offindings
This report consists exclusively of c~oss-tabularanalysis and frequency counts it
contains no multivanate analysis ~It is important to bear this in mind wheninterpreting results, since associatior~sbetween variables may strengthen, or prove
I illusory, when one accounts for inter-&rrelation between vanables.3
I Results are based almost exclusivel~on survey data; the7 are therefore subject to
a recall bias and are not comparable with administrative data
I — The tables are designed for reference~purposes. A more selective approach is taken
— when discussing findings: in nearly all cases results are accompanied by a table. Extra














2 For further details on survey design see tb~accompanying technical report BMRB International
(2000) The technical report also contains tl~efull quesuonnaire
U ~Stage two analyses will consist primarily c~ifmultivariate analyses
‘ The only administrative data used in the a~iaIysisare date ofentry to New DcaI, Employment Service
r~gton,and model of New Deal delivery A~mrnistrar,vedata from the Employment ServLce’s NDYP










> This national survey of entrants to New Deal for Young People (NDYP) took place
around six months after participants had entered the programme. Respondents were
mostly male (71 per cent), white (83 per cent) and around half lived in social rented
accommodation. A fifth had a health problem or disability expected to last for more
than a year, a quarter had no qualifications, and a fifth had had basic skills problems
since the age of 16.
U
> Four fifths of respondents had at least one of four known markers of disadvantage
(living in social rented accommodation, no qualifications, suffering from a health
problem or disability expected to last for more than a year, no job pnor to their
unemployment spell). Forty per cent suffered from multiple disadvantage
U
Operation of NDYP I
> NDYP was operating differently to onginal assumptions in two important respects
By month six of programme participation:
U
• many participants were still on the Gateway (a quarter of all respondents, and
four-in-ten of those still on the programme); U
• many had already left Options (15 per cent of all respondents — a fifth of those
who had left the programme and on-in-eight of those still on the programme) U
~ Late entry to the Gateway and lengthy Gateway spells both contnbuted to the high I
percentage of respondents on Gateway at the time of the survey Interview. Longer
periods on the Gateway were also in some cases associated with interruptions to
participation on the programme. 1
> The apparently large proportion of respondents who had left Options at art early stage
may give a misleading impression A survey interview early in the New Deal process
will naturally pick up a high proportion of all the early leavers from Options This
proportion can be expected to decline over the next 9-12 months. Accordingly, not
too much should be read into this aspect of the findings.
U
> By the time of the survey interview, 41 per cent of all respondents had left New Deal.
Of those still participating, four in ten were on the Gateway, one in ten were on post-
Option advice, and the remaining one half was on an Option
> Few of the current New Deal participants described themselves as on a government U
programme Four-fifths of those art the Gateway and four-fifths of those on post-
Option advice regarded themselves as unemployed. Three-quarters of those on the
employment Option said they were in a job Three-quarters of those on the full-time







a Summary and Conclusions
Participants in the Environment Task Force and voluntary sector Option had more
• mixed views about their labour market statuses, with sizeable proportions saying they
were on a government programme.’!
I ~ Ninety-three per cent of respondei~tsrecalled something of New Deal. All but 2 per
cent recalled New Deal or interviews/contact with the Employment Service since
entenng the programme. Eighty-~ixper cent recalled substantial experience of the
• Gateway or Options. Forty-three ~er cent had been on an Option at some point.
I Late entry so Gateway and overstaying
a
> Delays in entenng the Gateway Jwere common, with certain groups, notably the
U longer-term unemployed, expenencrng longer delays This may have been due to
U
difficulties in managing the high~in~taketo the programme (flow and stock) at the
time this cohort entered the programme However, recall of late Gateway entry
• should be treated with caution fèrception of a delay between programme entry and
Gateway entry did not affect participants’ perceptions of the New Deal programme.
• I
~ Around a quarter of participants overstayed on the Gateway. This is a lower bound
• estimate, since it excludes those ~till on Gateway at the time of the survey interview
U and those with poor date recall. ii
i > Overstaying was not strongly associated with personal attributes, although it was
associated with job search problems, which may itself be a rationale for NDPAs
I allowing some participants to extend participants’ Gateway period. Overstayers were
also more likely than others to b~subject to benefit penalties, possibly because they
• have refused Options or failed to~~~articipatefully in the Gateway process Consistent
I with this hypothesis is the finding that overstayers were more likely than otherparticipants to agree that New Deal pushed people into things they did not want to do
U
&perience ofNew Deal Personal Advisers
•
> Nearly half (47 per cent) were co~’npletelyor very satisfied with the help offered by
U their NDPA Satisfaction was ht~hestwhere participants got on well with their
NDPA, were very satisfied with Options, and had positive perceptions of the
programme’s value. Disadvantaged participants, and those who thought New Deal
• pushed people into things they did not want to do tended to be less satisfied with
NDPA advice.
•
I ~ NDPAs made relatively few referrals to other agencies to deal with special needsThis may be because NDPAs ~ere not adequately identifying problems, or because
• appropriate providers were not available to tackle identified needs
• > Despite a reonentation of NDPAs in late 1998 to increase emphasis on placing young
people into jobs, job referral rates were low. Other studies suggest this may be due,
U in part, to an emphasis on Long~r-termemployability, coupled to the possibility that







However, job referral rates and recall of discussions about making job applications U
differed markedly across different types of NDPA participant in a way that suggests
NDPAs were seeking to distinguish between the ‘job ready’ and the less job ready.
Job referral rates were lowest of all among current participants in the ETF, perhaps
indicating that this group ofparticipants was far fromjob ready.
I
~ Half of participants recalled going on Option Laster courses. laster attendance was
associated with Option participation but it was not associated with Option
satisfaction.
i~ Respondents were more likely to recall discussion of education arid training needs
and things they could do on New Deal, than they were to recall discussions of job
search responsibilities and ways of looking for jobs. This suggests that NOPAs were I
placing emphasis on what the programme had to offer, rather than job search and job
search requirements.
> Participants’ recall of the number of items discussed with NDPAs fell with multiple
disadvantage, and was generally lower among disadvantaged groups, who tended to
be least satisfied with NDPA advice. This may be of concern if those in most need of
help were receiving less intensive support or a narrower range of support. However U
recall may itself be associated with social disadvantage. I
Characteristics ofthose entenng Optzcns
)> Differences in Option entry according to individual characteristics were quite few,
suggesting that each Option had a wide mix of individuals entering it, and that
‘streaming’ was not very marked (see below for details on each Option). The most U
distinctive pattern of Option take-up was found among ethnic minorities. These had a
relatively high rate of participation in full-time education and training but a relatively I
low rate of particIpation in subsidised employment and in ETF. Women were
represented to the same extent as men in the various Options, with the exception of
ETF where they took a considerably smaller part.
Participants’ perceptions ofcurrent Options U
> Eighty seven per cent of respondents were satisfied with their Options, including 62 U
per cent who were completely or very satisfied.
~ The proportions stating that they were completely or very satisfied with their Option
varied from 46 per cent in Environment Task Force to 69 per cent in the employment
Option, with the voluntary and full-time education and training Options intermediate S
at 64 and 58 per cent respectively Simple comparisons of satisfaction between
Options may be misleading because of differences in the characteristics of
participants entenng them. Nor should these results be used as a means of assessing
the effectiveness of Options, since there is no necessary link between satisfaction








I Do Options accord with personal prefei~ences?
I ~ The issue of client choice in New~Dealis a complex one. NDYP offers a wider
I range of Options than in any prev1~usBritish labour market programme, and in that
sense choice (and probably the expectation of choice) has been increased. In
I practice, however, large proportions of the participants in Options perceive constraint
rather than choice. This applies to about one third of those on work-based Options,
— when they consider what they are currently doing, and to about one third on all
Options, when they consider Ne~jDeal as a whole. This may also have adverse
repercussions on clients’ commitment to the Options they enter, and hence to
U retention in and completion oftheii~placements.
I > Seven in ten stated their Option wa~what they really wanted to do (82 per cent on the
full-time education and training O~,tion,64 per cent on the employment Option, 59
U per Cent Ofl the voluntary sector option, and 46 per cent on Environment Task Force)
— The great majonty of those who fe~that the Option was not what they really wanted,
— would have preferred to be in a different job (if in one of the work based Options), or
I in a paid job (if in full-time educa~onand training) A minonty would have preferred
to be in full-time education and training, or on a different course to the one they were
I taking.
I > Although N])YP may have been ~ble to meet the preferences of a greater proportion
U of participants if it had been possible to provide a larger number and wider range ofplacements in subsidised employment, this would not necessarily be more effective,
U in terms of labour market outcon~ies. Another way of interpreting the results is in
terms of the guidance process aunng the Gateway, which leads to selection of
I Options. Individuals who make~theirown vocational decisions in an informed way
are more likely to remain coznrr~ictedto them The fairly substantial minorities
• whose current Option was not ‘what they really wanted’ indicates that it was proving
• hard to achieve this client comnutment within NDYP. As might be expected, there
were still larger proportions am~ngthe ‘early leavers’ from Options who felt that
• those Options were not what the~had wanted Furthermore, nearly one half of those
currently on Options believed that New Deal ‘pushed people into things they didn’t
I 5 want to do’
U Training within work-based Options
> NDYP appears to have provided training for the majority of the participants on the
5 work-based Options. Just over~two-thirdsof participants in work-based Options
reported receiving training. Fo~the employment Option the proportion was 71 per
U cent, for ETF it was 73 per cent, and for the voluntary sector Option it was 53 per
• cent Of those who had left N~wDeal and were in unsubsidised jobs, 49 per cent
reported receiving training in those jobs. Thus, New Deal appeared to have raised the










> Most (89 per cent) of those receiving training said that they were either completely, I
very or fairly satisfied with their training. The level of satisfaction with training was
somewhat lower in the ETF but this has to be set against the relatively high I
proportion who reported receipt of training. a
~‘ However, where respondents felt that training was absent, there also tended to be
disappointment with the programme, and a feeling that this was not what was wanted.
It may be relevant that the full-time education and training Option was least affected I
by these adverse perceptions. The results could be interpreted in a variety of ways.
One of the possible interpretations is that New Deal has raised expectations of U
training, or that such expectations have been raised generally among young workers
by other means, including media attention to the issue. Accordingly, clients may be
more ready to be critical if training is absent or is provided at a level which falls
below their expectations. This of course is not an easy issue to address since the
delivery of training depends on large numbers of providers of varied types. It seems I




~ The subsidised employment Option appeared to be on balance the most attractive to
NDYP participants Those on this Option recorded the highest levels of satisfaction, I
and a large proportion of those who felt that they were not doing what they really
wanted specified employment as their preference, which suggests unsatisfied demand
for places on the Option however, a substantial minority of those on the U
employment Option would have liked a different kind of work, and there had been
significant numbers of ‘early leavers’ from employment placements There may
therefore have been some difficulties in matching individuals to subsidised jobs, as
well as some shortage of places. U
> Many of the jobs in the employment Option were rn occupations involving craft, I
clerical or administrative skills, and four fifths offered continuous training provision
which would support personal development One half of the participants expected
their employment to continue beyond the short-term, a factor which will be crucial for U
the eventual employment impact. These appear to be encouraging features On the
other hand, wages were on average lower than in unsubsidised jobs The medium- I
term effect of this Option is likely to depend, not only on whether participants are
able to continue in employment, but also on whether they are able to get pay increases
as a result of the training and experience which they have gained.
~ Access to the employment Option is an important policy issue, especially as it U
appears to offer some potentially valuable advantages. There will be some concern
that both ethnic minonty clients, and those with work-limiting health problems, had
below-average chances of entry to the Option. However, it was too early in the








• Summary and Conclusions
The voluntarysector and Environment Task Force Options
I > Apart from subsidised employme~t,two other Options were based upon work
I expenence the voluntary sector Option and the Environment Task Foite. For both
these Options, and somewhat more’ so for the latter, the levels of satisfaction were
• lower than in the case of the empl~yTnentOption, and smaller proportions felt that
they were getting the chance to do what they wanted.
a > However, as many ETF partJc1pant~reported receiving training as in the case of the
employment Option, and the prop~l1.ionexceeded one half in the voluntary sector
U Option as well. These appear quit’e high levels of training compared with previous
work expenence programmes. AIs~,the penod of training did not appear inferior in
I ETF and voluntary work by comparison with the employment Option
U > Entrants to ETF and voluntary sector Options contrasted in their qualification level
• The majonty of FIT participants had no educational qualifications, whereas there
was some slight tendency for th~voluntary sector Option to attract the better-
U qualified This may in part refle~tthe different nature of the work experience on
offer in the two Options, with ErF~chieflyfocusing on manual work (of varying skillU levels), whereas work in the volurtary sector Option constituted a wider mix with
substantial retail and service eleme~ns These differences may also explain the low
participation of women in the ETF Option
•
The full-time education and training Option
U
~ The full-time education and training Option was the largest. It was similar to the
I employment Option in its parnci~ants’levels of satisfaction, and it was the least
I affected of any Option by partici~antswho felt that they were not doing what theywanted However, although curr~ncparticipants appeared contented, the Option had
• experienced a substantial degree (~of‘early leaving’. This was associated to some
extent with a large intake of young people with low educational qualifications, or
I with literacy and numeracy problems
U > In 91 per cent of cases, participants in the full-time education and training Option
• reported that their course led tçc a qualification. In about six-in-ten cases, thequalification aim was at NVQ/SVQ levels 1 or 2, or equivalents. In 7 per cent of
• cases, it was at a level higher tha~hNVQ/SVQ level 2 One third of the respondents
working for a qualification pro~i!idedinsufficient information for its level to be
U determined.












~‘ One-in-five respondents had taken part in Options that had ended by the time of the
survey interview The ratio of these ‘early Leavers’ to continuing Options could give a
some cause for concern, but as time goes on ‘early leavers’ should become a less
significant group. Of those who had ended an Option before the survey interview, 55 5
per cent remained on New Deal, usually on post-Option advice but in some cases on a
further Option. Of the minority who had left New Deal from Options. about twice as U
many were unemployed or inactive as were in jobs This however is likely to give a
pessimistic picture since those who complete Options, rather than leaving early, can
be expected to achieve better employment outcomes.
Employability U
~ Six months after entering New Deal, perhaps the acid test of whether the programme S
has improved the employability of those who remain on the programme and those
who have already left for unemployment, is whether they thought it had improved U
their chances of getting a good job. Half (52 per cent) agreed that it had, but the
percentage varied markedly with different expenences of the programme. Positive
perceptions of New Deal’s impact on the prospects of getting a good job were linked
to more intensive treatment (Options participation, as opposed to Gateway only;
recollection of more referrals and more issues discussed with NDPAs) and positive I
perceptions of NDPA advice Views were least positive where respondents had
already left the programme for unemployment, highlighting the problem of early drop U
out. U
> Not surprisingly so early on in the programme, respondents perceived NDYP as most
beneficial in improving their employability through help with job search skills and
confidence building, rather than through the acquisition of qualifications, work skills
and work experience However, ETF and voluntary sector Option participants thought
ND’?? had been most helpful in obtaining work experience. Those on the full-time
education and training Option emphasised improving and acquiring skills. Even at
this early stage, sizeable minorities said New Deal had helped them get work
experience, improve skills or learn new skills. U
~> There is considerable interest in whether there are groups of participants which New U
Deal is not ‘reaching’ One-quarter of participants and ex-New Deal unemployed
said New Deal had not helped them with look for work, increase confidence, improve U
skills, learn new skills, or get work expenence. It is therefore unlikely that
programme participation has done much to improve the employability of this sizeable
rnmonty of participants. New Deal appeared least effective in reaching participants 5
from certain disadvantaged groups Ex-offenders, lone parents, the unqualified, those
with drug or alcohol problems, and the multiply disadvantaged were among those I
least likely to say New Deal had helped increase employability in any of these ways.
These were also among the participants least likely to agree that New Deal had
improved their prospects of getting a good job However, it would be wrong to







i Summary and Conclusions
U participation. In the first place, so~nedisadvantaged participants, such as those with
S very long unemployment spells, ware among the most likely to agree that New Dealhad improved their chances of getting a good job. Secondly, one must take account
U of differing job and personal ex~ectationswhen interpreting responses to such
questions.
I
~ Low job search intensity is associated with participation on Options, particularly the
• employment and full-time education and training Options. However, in other
• respects, Option participants exhibit attitudes and behaviour consistent with high
employability. For example, job search efficacy is higher among Option participants,
• and highest of all among employ6ent Option participants. With the exception of
those on the full-time education ar~dtraining Option, Option participants also exhibit
U the greatest wage flexibility, in terms of the extent to which they would drop their
target wages.
• > The report analyses six aspects of ~mployability: job search intensity; search efficacy,
non-financial employment commitment; feelings about being out of work; wage
• flexibility; and non-wage flexzl~ility. Some of these measures are positively
correlated, but each measures a di~tinctfacet of employability, and there is no simple
• relationship between respondent.~’ scores on one measure and scores on other
U measures. Consequently, it is not~possible to generalise about the low employabilityof certain groups unless one is pr~paredto simplify by overlooking divergent scores
across different items. That said~some characteristics emerged as being associated
with poor employability Those ‘b~/ithlow search intensity and search efficacy scores
I are likely to be among those with the furthest ‘distance to travel’to obtain
employment They included the~poorly qualified, the very long-term unemployed,
• those with basic skill problems, drug or alcohol problems, no job expenence before
New Deal, work-limiting health p6blems. and the multiply disadvantaged.
a > Wage and non-wage job sear~~hflexibility are more ambiguous measures of
employability in the sense that,’~although flexibility may improve immediate job
• chances, it may not effect a good job match leading to better longer-term employment
prospects Furthermore, some ~groups trade off wage flexibility and non-wage
U flexibility In addition, those with high expectations often score highly on job search




U ~‘ Forty-one per cent of respondents had left New Deal by the time of the surveyinterview, roughly six months after t ey began the programme. These early leavers
• are unlikely to be representative ~f all leavers in their characteristics or destinations
• > Thirty-eight per cent of leavers ~ere in paid work by the time of the interview, 30 per
cent were claiming unemployment benefits. 14 per cent were unemployed but not








sick or disabled. Most of the remaining 10 per cent were looking after the home or in U
education or training.
~ Although the percentage leaving for claimant unemployment seems high, nine-in-ten
subsequently confirmed that they were claiming unemployment-related benefits.
Therefore, it seems unlikely that they were mistaken about their benefit status One U
interpretation is that some who had recently completed or left an Option, or passed
from Gateway onto an Option that has yet to start, may have had ht?.le recent contact I
with NDPAs or trainmg providers. In these circumstances, they may conclude that
they are no longer on the programme, but simply claiming unemployment benefits.
U
Leavers and experience of NDYP
UI
~ Half the leavers were leavers from Gateway, a fifth were Option leavers, and the
remainder recalled little or nothing of New Deal. Option leavers had lower
employment rates than Gateway leavers arid those recalling little or nothing of New
Deal. By wave two, Option completers will be counted among Option leavers, and it
is likely that their post-programme destinations will be different.
> A relatively small minonty of leavers (8 per cent) cited problems with claiming or U
dissatisfaction with New Deal as reasons for stopping New Deal. However, 87 per
cent of these people were unemployed at the time of the survey interview.
U
> Employment rates were highest among those viewing New Deal as very useful , and
lowest among those viewing it as ‘not at all useful’ and those who were unsure
Employment rates were positively associated with getting along with NDPAs and
satisfaction with NDPA help Employment rates were also high among participants •
viewing careers guidance under New Deal as helpful. They were particularly low
among participants who found work experience or basic skill assistance most helpful,
suggesting that these participants did not necessarily expect the help to lead directly
to a job.
I
> There were no associations between lapsed time to Gateway entry or time spent on
Gateway and subsequent outcomes. I
Characteristics of leavers to different destinations 1
U
Women were more likely than men to have left New Deal early, and to have entered
part-time employment Men were more likely than women to leave for full-time U
employment or unemployment
~ Non-white ethnic minonty participants were more likely than whites to have left New
Deal, and were more likely to recall little or nothing of the programme. Differences
across non-white minority groups were greater than the difference between non- •
whites and whites. Respondents from the Indian sub-continent were more likely than









U be stayers than any other group, including whites. Although white leavers had higher
employment rates than non-whites, differences in labour market destinations were
greater among non-white ethnic minonties than they were between the white majority
a and non-white minonties. Blacl~’Canbbearis had the lowest employment rate and
highest unemployment rate. II
•
> Having longer unemployment spells and no job before the programme were
U associated with lower chances of ‘leaving New Deal early and leaving for paid work.
— Employment rates were particula~iyhigh among those who had been in a full-time
— job before the unemployment sp~llleading to NDYP ehgibility. However, having a
a part-time job before entenng uner~ploymentdid not improve subsequent employment
prospects There was evidence [bf ‘churning’ or ‘cycling’ through unemployment
I among those on government pro1grammes before entering their qualifying spell of
unemployment their rate of clai~antunemployment on leaving NDYP was higher
I than for any other group
> Work-limiting health problems were associated with an increased likelihood of
I leaving New Deal, and with leaving with no job to go to. These findings suggest that
this group had chosen to leak the programme because they did not find it
• worthwhile, or because they were~irnableto persevere with it.
a > The highly qualified were a little more likely to leave New Deal than others. There
• was also a strong association between qualification levels and employment rates on
leaving, with the most highly qu~klifiedthree times more likely to be in paid work at
• the tIme of the survey Intervie+ than leavers with no qualifications Given the
NDYP’s objective of improving ~mployabi1ity,it is of concern that a quarter of those
• leaving the programme in the fir~tsix months had left with no qualifications, and that
80 per cent of this group had left without a job to go to.
I ~ Having basic skill problems was~associatedwith staying on the programme, and withlower employment rates on lea~ingNDYP. It may be that participants with basic
• skill problems were persevering’ with New Deal participation in the hope that the
programme would improve their labour market prospects.
U ~ Participants with working partners were more likely than others to leave theprogramme, and more likely tà enter jobs on leaving Those with unemployed
partners were no more likely than single people to have left the programme, or to
have entered paid work on leaving. Those with children were more likely than those
• without to have left NDYP, b~itrelatively few had entered jobs, perhaps raising
questions about young people’s~ability to maintain participation in New Deal when
U they had care responsibilities.
U ~ Employment rates fell and un~mploymentrates rose with the number of social
• disadvantages leavers faced. Economic inactivity also rose with multiple social
disadvantage due to the incr~asingincidence of long-term sickness, injury or







Summary and Conclusions •
Overall usefulness of New Deal U
> A quarter of respondents said they had found New Deal ‘very useful’, and another U
four-in-ten said they had found it ‘fairly useful’ NDYP was perceived as most useful
by those with greater exposure to the programme, and positive perceptions ofNDPAs
and the help they offered. Conversely, those who thought New Deal ‘pushed people I
into things they didii’t want to do’, and those with direct experience of benefit stops
or reductions, were least likely to view NDYP as useful. U
> New Deal was viewed most positively where it was perceived as increasing I
employability — a third of those who said it had improved confidence, improved
skills, helped learn new skills, or acquire work experience, agreed New Deal had been
‘very useful’ and a further half ‘fairly useful’ Those least likely to view the U
programme as useful were those who thought it had done little or nothing for their
employability These included participants from the most disadvantaged groups, such • I























U 1. Characteristics of New beai participants
•
• Summary
This national survey of entrants to New Deal for Young People (NDYP) took place
around six months after participants had entered the programme.
U > Respondents were mostly male (~1per cent), white (83 per cent) and around halflived in social rented accommod~tion.A fifth had a health problem or disability
• expected to last for more than a ~qear,a quarter had no qualifications, and a fifth
(22 per cent) had had basic skills’problems since the age of 16.
U
> Four fifths of respondents h~d at least one of four known markers of
• disadvantage (living in social reined accommodation, no qualifications, suffering
from a health problem or disability expected to last for more than a year, no job
prior to their unemployment s~ell) Forty per cent suffered from multiple
I disadvantage.
1 > Over two thirds of respondents had experienced problems finding or keeping a
. job in the past year The most~frequently mentioned problems were ‘no jobs
nearby’ (29 per cent) and lack ofipersonal transport (25 per cent)
U
U This chapter describes the charactenstics of the sample of entrants to New Dealbetween September and November~1998 The sample is representative of entrants to
the programme six to nine months after its extension to young people throughout
England, Scotland and Wales. Information on participants’ charactenstics was
I collected at the first survey interview which took place, on average, six months after
they had entered the programme
. Knowledge of participants’ charactkistics is important in understanding NDYP — who
it is for, and the profile of particip~ntsit seeks to help These data have three uses in
• the assessment of NDYP’ s impactI~nlabour market outcomes at the second wave of
the study.
U (I) They will be used to estimate the likelihood of survey non-response that can help
U account for possible biases an impact estimates where non-response is correlated
with outcomes of interest.1
(2) They will be used to estimat~the likelihood of entry to different parts of the
• programme.
(3) Finally, they will be used as control variables in multivariate models seeking to
I isolate NDYP effects from oth~rinfluences on labour market outcomes.
• The charactenstics covered below~are selected either because they are of particular
• policy interest, or because earlierliresearch indicates that they affect young people’s
job prospects. Not all of these characteristics will prove to have a significant impact
• on job outcomes for NDYP pa?iclpants. and other factors may also affect job
‘Thecharactensucs ofrespondents and nbn-respondencs are compared in the technical report (BMRB





prospects. Some of these, such as longer-term work history variables, are being
collected at wave two, while others will be derived from administrative data sources.
1 1 Gender
The labour market preferences and experiences of men and women are different in U
many respects. Determinants of their job prospects often differ (White et a!., 1997).
Bntain is unusual in Europe in that the majonty of the unemployed is men. NDYP U
participants are no different. Seventy-one per cent of respondents were men.
1.2 Age
Even within a narrow age group such as NDYP participants, age may influence job U
prospects. As well as indicating the maximum time they have had to get jobs or
spend unemployed since leaving school, age may be associated with diffenng labour
market prospects for groups entenng the labour market at different points in time.
Respondents had a mean age of 21 at the time of their survey interview (Table 1.1).
Forty-three per cent were under 21 years old.
Table I I Gender.byage
Men Women AU I
18 3 4 3
19 20 26 22
20 18 19 18
21 15 14 15
22 13 11 12 5
23 12 11 12
24 12 10 12 II
25 7 5 7
26 * o
Over26 * 0
Age unknown * 0
Weightedbase 4281 1729 6010
Un~ç~ghtedbase 4253 1757 6010
Base all respondents a
1 3 Ethnic origin U
Life chances and labour market experiences are strongly associated with ethnic origin I
(Jones, 1993; Modood ez aL, 1997). However, because non-white minorities
constitute a relatively small proportion of the unemployed, surveys of the unemployed
are rarely large enough to conduct analyses by ethnic origin. The NDYP is large 5
enough to conduct some analyses by ethnic origin, although sample sizes do prohibit
analyses of small sub-~groups Seventeen per cent of the sample was from ethnic I
minorities, including 5 per cent who identified themselves as Pakistani and 3 per cent
who said they were Black Caribbean. Women were more likely to be of non-white







U Table 1 2: Gender,by ethnic ongrn
5 Men Women All
% 1%
1 White 85 78 183
Black-Caribbean 3 3 3
U Black — African 2 2 I 2
Black—Other 1 1 1
• Indian 2 3 2
Pakisiani :
• Bangladeshi 1 2 1
Chinese * * *
• Other 2 2 2
Noanswcr * * *
Weighted base 4281 1729 6010




Poor health adversely affects employment (Lakey, Mukherjee and White, 1998).
• One-fifth (19 per cent) of responden~said they had a health problem or disabiiity that
• they expected to last for more than a~year.A third of these respondents (6 per cent of
all respondents) said the health problem limited the kind or amount of paid work they
• could do. Twenty-nine per cent des~nbedtheir health as ‘excellent’, 33 per cent said
it was ‘very good’, and 24 per cent’ described it as ‘good’. Ten per cent described
their health as ‘fair’, and 4 per cent skid it was ‘poor’
1 1 5 Housing
5 The sort of housing people live in, and their housing tenure, are often good indicators
• of individuals’ material well-being ~.ndtheir social class, both of which affect their
employmeri prospects.
Table 1 3. Type of accorninodauon
U Weightedfrequency Unweighredfreq~ncy
Pnvaie residence 5868 5880
• Hotelibed and breakfast 21 18
Hostel or institution 55 57
• Nofixedabode 43 34
Living rough 1 2
U Other 21 19
• Total 6010 6010
Base all respondents
U
Ninety-eight per cent of respondeins were living in private residence. Table 1.3






hostels, and hotel and bed and breakfast accommodation. Thirty-four people I
interviewed were of no fixed abode and two were sleeping rough~
Table 1 4 Housing tenure
Owned outright 11
Being boughton a mortgage or bank loan 20




Not living in private residence 2 U
Don’t know 2
Weighted base 60i0
UnwelglLred base 6010 5
Base all respondentsa
Almost half (48 per cent) the sample were living in social rented accommodation, a
known marker of social disadvantage (Marsh, 1994) (Table 1.4). A third (31 per cent) U
were living in owner-occupied accommodation, and one in seven were living in
pnvate rented accommodation.
I
There is a strong association between the housing costs the unemployed face and the
wages they seek (Dawes, 1993) This, in turn, may affect their job chances. I
Reflecting the age of the sample, almost half (48 per cent) the respondents to the
survey were living in accommodation where the mortgage or rent was paid by parents
or other relatives (Table 1 5) In 28 per cent of cases, the respondent was either solely
or jointly responsible for paying the mortgage or rent. In another 2 per cent of cases,
the partner was meeting the accommodation costs In 15 per cent of cases, there were U
no housing costs to payS in the majority of these cases the home was owned outright
Table 1 5 Responsibility for housing costs
Respondern 19 U
Respondent with others 9
Partner 2 U




No mortgage/rent to be paid 15






~According to the address file provided by the Employment Service for sampling, there were 20 people





I I Chapter One
U 1.6 Partners I
One In seven (14 per cent) respon~ientswere living with a partner at the time of the
survey interview In these instances, decisions about work are often taken jointly,
partly because what one partner ~ioes can affect the benefit receipt of the couple
U (Millar, 1994).
1 Table [6 Partners’ econonijc status at th~time of the survey interview, by gender of the respondent
I Respondent ~na!e Res~~ntfemale Alt with partners
U Full-time job 10 40 17
U Part-time job 5 5 5Self-employed * 5 1
— Govt programme * I I
• FT ed/irarning 3 3 3
Uncmp,ciairrung 13 33 18
U Unemp, notclaiming 5 8 6
L.ong-term sick 3 1 2
I Family responsibility 58 2 44
Other 2 2 2
U
Werg!ued base 632 I 209 841
U Unwezghred base 617 1 194 811
U Base respondents hying with partners
A quarter (23 per cent) of partners were employed or self-employed at the time of
U interview, but the percentage was ~uch lower where the respondent was male (Table
U 1.6). Forty-four per cent of partr~6rswere taking on the responsibility of the home,although this was rarely so arnbng the partners of women participating in the
15 programme.
U Forty-one per cent of couples included a person earning. In 14 per cent of couples,
— both were earning; in 17 per cent, ~6nlythe respondent was earning, and in 10 per cent
— of cases, only the partner was eari~ing.Twenty-six per cent of respondents who were
• not living with a partner at the tim& of interview were in paid work.
• 1 7 Children
• It is well known that young wom~n’sfamily formation and employment patterns are
U causally linked1 but this is also true for young men who make up the majority ofNDYP participants. Mamage re~1ucesyoung men’s probability of unemployment,
U even if they married in their teens. However, young men with larger families have
higher unemployment probabiliue~than childless men (Payne, 1989) ~
U I
— Ten per cent of NDYP responde~itshad children, with four per cent having two or
— more.
U II
U ~Interestingly, men who go on to have 1~.rgerfamilies are more likely to be unemployed than childless






In Britain, lone parents are known to have particularly low employment chances
(Bryson, Ford and White, 1997). Two per cent of respondents were single parents.
1.8 Benefit receipt U
Table 1 7 Benefit receipt U
All respondents Respondents andpartners I
Jobseeker’s Allowance 56 52
Housing Benefit 21 61
Council Tax rebate 14 48
Income Support 7 17
Sickness/disability benefits 4 7
Child Benefit 4 54
Family Credit 2 17 U
Other benefits 3 6
None 30 14
Weighted base 6010 841
Unwe~g~redbase 6010 811 -
Base. all respondents. Note respondents could give multiple answers to this question so percentages
add to more than 100
Of course, when they became eligible for New Deal, all respondents were in receipt of
the Jobseeker’s Allowance. Six months later, although the majority still claimed 5
Jobseeker’s Allowance, 44 per cent had already ceased to claim it. However, 70 per
cent of respondents were in receipt of some form of state benefit (Table 1.7). Few (4 U
per cent) had transferred to a sickness or disability-related benefit. A fifth (21 per
cent) were in receipt of Housing Benefit Benefit receipt among couples (the benefit —
unit) was higher. with 86 per cent in receipt of state benefits. Most (61 per cent) were
receiving Housing Benefit and roughly half received Child Benefit, Jobseeker’s
Allowance or Council Tax Rebate. Family Credit played a significant role in U
supplementing wages for couples.
1.9 Educational achievement
Together with labour market experience and social skills (discussed later), education
and qualifications form part of what economists term individuals’ ‘human capital’
Human capital is the value or worth an individual has as a potential employee U
Employers look for markers of this worth in people’s qualifications and experience
Simply by virtue of their recent unemployment, entrants to New Deal are U
disadvantaged relative to many in the labour market However, their education,
qualifications and labour market experience mean they have different sorts of human
capita] to offer employers U
Forty-one per cent of respondents had left full-time education by the time they were U
16 years old, with a further 38 per cent leaving before they reached 19 years old


















Don’t know or missing 2
Weighted base 6010
U Unweighted base 6010
Base all respondents
1.10 Literacy and nurneracy
U
Literacy and numeracy problems ~dverse]y affect job prospects directly by limiting
U the paid work an individual can ~io, and indirectly by making it more difficult to
U obtain qualifications Twenty-t’w~per cent of respondents had had basic skillsproblems since the age of 16, either with problems reading or writing English, or
problems with numbers or simple arithmetic Ten per cent had problems with reading
or writing English. 4 per cent had l~adproblems with numbers, and a further 8 per cent
U had had problems with both Englis1h and numbers
U 1.11 Qualifications I
U At the time of the survey intervie~i,24 per cent of respondents had no qualifications
• at all (Table 1 9) Fifty seven per~centhad qualifications to NVQ Levels 1 or 2, and
19 per cent had qualifications above NVQ Level 2 Two-thirds (67 per cent) had
U academic qualifications and nearly~ahalf (46 per cent) had vocational qualifications.
• Table 1 9 Educational qualifications
U Vocational !Academ:c All
%
— No qualifications 54 33 24
— NVQ1or2 30 62 57
— NVQ3 8 1 8
NVQ4or5 3 2 4U Other 5 2 7
Data missing 1 * *
Weighted base 6010 6010 6010
U Unweighied base 6010 i6010 6010
Base all respondents
New Deal Options’ participants ar able to work cowards a qualification, usually up to
NVQ Level 2, and sometimes to NVQ Level 3 As Chapter Two shows, many had
U begun Options by the time of tl~esurvey interview, but few could have acquired
qualifications as a result of Opti~iparticipation because they had not been on them






1.12 Labourmarke: background U
The survey contains a substantial amount of information on participants’ labour U
market history before their entry to New Deal. Here the focus is on three measures
charactensing those histories the length of the unemployment spell qualifying them
for New Deal; the activity they were in before becoming unemployed; and whether
they had ever had ajob before entenng the programme
U
Table 110 Length of qualifying spell ofunemployment
Under 4 months 16 —
4 months but less than 6 months 17
6 months but less than 12 32
12 months but less than 18 13
18 months but less than 2 years 7
2 years but less than 3 years 7
More than 3 years 8
Mean numberof weeks 58
Median number of weeks 32
Modal number of weeks 24
Weighted base 4742
Unweighted base 4~8I
Base the 79 per cent of cases with reliable and precise date information Note The 21 per cent
without accurate data included 15 per cent with an imprecisestart date earlier than the beginning of
August 1998, 2 per cent with a start date beginning after I~August 1998, and 4 per cern where we only
knew the year in which the event began
Table 110 shows the time respondents had been unemployed in the spell before their
participation in New Deal. This is termed their qualifying spell of unemployment U
since it made them eligible for New Deal ~Other programme evaluation studies have
shown that the chances of leaving unemployment for a job fall with the duration of U
the qualifying spell, other things being equal (White, Lissenburgh and Bryson, 1997).
Today’s entrants to New Deal are taken from those flowing into six months’
unemployment, plus early entrants to the programme who are ‘fast-tracked’ because
they have particular disadvantages and could benefit by early programme entry U
Thus, qualifying spells of unemployment will rarely stretch beyond 6-7 months
However, the survey includes the flow, plus many taken from the stock of the
unemployed that had been unemployed for longer than six months. The duration of
qualifying unemployment spells presented in Table 110 reflects this. One-third (34
per cent) of respondents had entered the programme before reaching six months’
unemployment However, 10 per cent had entered between weeks 22 and 25 of their
unemployment they are likely to be part of the usual six-month in-take Therefore, it U
is likely that around a quarter of the sample were truly early entrants to the
programme Another third (32 per cent) entered the programme six to twelve months
after the start of their unemployment. Among the third entenng after 12 months or
more were S per cent with at least three years’ unemployment.
______ U
~In 7 percentof cases, this spell was not a period of unemployment In half these cases, it was a spell







U Research has established that what people were doing before becoming unemployedis an important determinant of whe~ethey go on leaving programmes (Walker et a!.,
U 1999). Forty-three per cent of respondents (48 per cent of those for whominformation is available) were in paid work before they entered their unemployment
U period that qualified them far New~Deal(Table 111). A further fifth (22 per cent)
were in full-time education or training.
U Table 1 11- Activity before qualifying spell ofunemployment
I. -~___
Full-time job (30+ hours per week) 36U Part-time job (under 30 hours per week) 6
Self-employed
U On government/TECI’LEC programme 5
Full-time education and training 22
U Unemployed claiming benefits 7
Unemployed, not claiming benefits 5






U linweighied ba5e oWO
Base all respondents Note those unemployed and claiming benefits prior to the qualifying spell of
U unemployment were those whose qualifying spell was not an unemployment spell~
• Work experience prior to New Dea’ may well count in participants’ favour on leaving
the programme, although this will depend, in part, on the relevance of the experience
• acquired to the jobs sought However, one-third (31 per cent) of respondents had
never had a job since leaving schooi.
U 113 Bamers to working I
U Some of the factors mentioned a~iove have an important bearing on individuals’
employment prospects. Respond~ntswere also asked a direct question about any
U problems they had had finding or keepinga job in the last year.5
I Over two-thirds (69 per cent) said tiiey had had problems and a third (36 per cent) had
• faced multiple problems (Table 112). The biggest single problem respondents said
they faced was a lack of jobs n~’arby A close second was the lack of personal
U transport, which had affected 25 p& cent of respondents. In fact, three-quarters (75
per cent) had no driving licence, ¶~per cent had a licence but no vehicle access, so
U only 16 per cent had a licence and access to a vehicle Illness or disability had
affected one-sixth (17 per cent). A lack of employer references, the lack of public
transport. and debt and money problems were also viewed as barriers to getting and
U holdingjobs by a significant propo~nonof respondents
U ____
U s To identify problems respondents may have had with working, they were askcd ‘Have any of theproblems listed on this card made it dtffic~dtforyou to find or keep a job in the past yea?”





Table I i2 Difficulties in finding or keeping a job in the past year U
____________ U
Types ofproblem
No problems 31 1
No jobs nearby 29
Lack of personal transport 25 U
Own ill health or disability 17
Lack of references from previous employer 15
Debt or money problems 12
Lack of public transport 12
Problems with the law or previous record 8
No permanent place to live 5 1
illness of another member of the family 5
Problems with drugs or alcohol 3
Any other problems 3







Unweighied base 6010 U
Base all respondents
Eight per cent cited problems with the law or a criminal record as a barner to U
working6, and 3 per cent problems with drugs or alcohol
U
1 14 Multiple disadvantage
There is increasing awareness that some of the unemployed face multiple
disadvantages in entering and holding Onto jobs Some have gone further and argued
that these disadvantages can result in deprivation and social exclusion There is •
evidence that multiple disadvantage reduces subsequent employment chances
(Bryson, Ford and White, 1997)
Table 1.1.3 indicates the incidence of multiple disadvantage among respondents, using U
four known markers of disadvantage:
• Living in social rented accommodation,
• Having no qualifications;
• Suffering from a health problem or disability expected to last for more than a year; I
• Having no job pnor to the qualifying spell of unemployment.
Four-fifths (79 per cent) of respondents had at least one of these markers of
disadvantage. Four in ten (38 per cent) had a srngle marker, while another four in ten
(40 per cent) suffered from multiple disadvantage U
6 In subsequent chapters analyses include identification of ex-offenders The variable is based on this
job search barrier question, plus respondents identifying time in pnson or on remand as their main
activity at some point in their woik history. This group is referred to as ‘ex-offenders’ although it





Table 113 Multiple disadvantage
U Types ofdisadvantage
None 21
U No previous job only ii
No qualifications only 7
• Health problem only 4
Social renting only 16
U No previous job, no qualifications 4
No previous job, health problems 2
U No previous job. social renting 9
No qualifications, health problem 2
No qualifications, social renting 8
Health problem, social renting I
U No previous job. no qualifications, health problem 1
No previous job, no qualifications, social tenting 7
• No previous job, health problem, social renting 2
No qualifications, health problem, social renting 3
No previous job, no qualifications, health ~,mblem,social renting 2
• Weighted base 5943
Unweig!ued base I 5932



















2. Routes through New Deal
U
SummaTy U
> Ninety-three per cent of respondents recalled something of New Deal. Eighty-six I
per cent recalled substantial experience of the Gateway or Options. All but 2 per
cent recalled New Deal or interviews/contact with the Employment Service since I
entenng the programme.
> NDYP was operating differently to onginal assumptions In two important respects. a
By month six of progranurne participation:
• many participants were still on the Gateway (24 per cent of all respondents, and U
41 per cent of those still on the programme);
• many had already left Options and were doing something else (15 per cent of
all respondents — 19 per cent of those who had left the programme and 12 per
cent of those still on the programme).
U
> The apparently large proportion of respondents who had left Options at an early
stage may give a misleading impression A survey interview early in the New Deal I
process will naturally pick up a high proportion of all the early leavers from
Options. This proportion can be expected to decline over the next 9-12 months
Accordingly, not too much should be read into this aspect of the findings. U
> Late entry to the Gateway and lengthy Gateway spells both contributed to the high U I
percentage of respondents on Gateway at the time of the survey interview Longer
periods on the Gateway were also in some cases associated with interruptions to U
participation on the programme.
> By the time of the survey interview, 41 per cent of all respondents had left New • I
Deal. Of those still participating, four in ten were on the Gateway. one in ten were
on post-Option advice, and the remaining one halfwas on an Option. U
> Few of the currentNew Deal participants described themselves as on a government • I
programme Four-fifths of those on the Gateway and four-fifths of those on post-
Option advice regarded themselves as unemployed. Three-quarters of those on the
employment Option said they were in a job. Three-quarters of those on the full-
time education and training Option said they were in full-time education and
training. Participants in the Environment Task Force and voluntary sector Option U
had more mixed views about their labour market statuses, with sizeable proportions








I This chapter tracks respondents through the New Deal process, identifying what routes
I u they took through the programme.t rhe first section gives an account how participants
passed through the programme, identifying how many took what routes. The second
U section summanses where respondents had got to by the time of the survey interview.2
U Participants were interviewed six ~months after entering the programme. If the
I assumptions behind the design of the programme are borne out, many of those continuingto participate on the programme should have entered their Options by this time.
• Expenence of previous evaluations ~nd the rate of outflow from unemployment also
suggested that many would have left the programme by this stage.
I
The following sections report respo~idents’perceptions of their status, which may notI correspond to the status that is recorded in administrative databases. The findings
U therefore reflect respondents’ perceptions of the stages they passed through in New DealThis is potentially valuable information in interpreting the operation of the programme
i and the extent to which the various stages make an impression on the participants.
I 2.1 Recall ofNew Deal
• It seemed likely six months after b~comingeligible for NDYP that most would recall
• something about NDYP at the surv~yinterview. Even those who never took part in the
programme would have received a le~terasking them to attend a NDYP interview.
Table 21 Recall of New Deal
I No recall of New Deal
No recall of contact, interviews or advice 2
Personal contact with ES 3
Interviews with ES staff II 3
1 Recall of New Deal I
Letter inviting to NDPA interview 2
NDPA interviews, but DK when 5
• NDPA advice periods/Options 86
— Weig#ued base I 6010
— Unweigh:ed base Ii 6010
a Base all respondents
I _____________
I I For a detailed description of the programr~iesee the Introduction~ The analysis of routes is based exclusi~iclyon the survey data, so it is not directly comparable with
U administrative data for three reasons First, respondents may have poor recall of dates, the sequencing ofevents, and even whether certain events ti~okplace at all Secondly. even if participants’ recall is perfect,
S the way events are recorded officially ma~differ from the way participants describe them. Thirdly, officialdefinitions of programme elements do na~ajways correspond 10 information that can be readily collected








Seven per cent of respondents had no recall of New Deal at all, a level of non-recall that 1
is in line with previous programme evaluations and is attributable in many cases to slight
contact with programmne services (see discussion later). A further 2 per cent recalled the
letter asking them to art interview with a New Deal Personal Adviser (Table 2.1). The I
remainder recalled combinations of interviews, advice and Options under the New Deal
programme. However, these included 5 per cent who, although they recalled ‘having an I
interview, or more than one interview, with a New Deal Personal Adviser’, recalled no
further assistance. Nor could they recall the dates at which they had received advice.
The remaining eighty-six per cent of respondents recalled substantial expenence of New
Deal since August 1998.~They were able to recall dates when they had been on Options,
or received advice, guidance or help from a New Deal Personal Adviser. U
Respondents with no recall of the New Deal were also asked whether they recalled U
personal contact with staff at the Employment Service, or attended interviews there. In
fact, the majonty of those with no recall of New Deal did recall interviews or contact
with the Employment Service.4 Three per cent of respondents recalled Employment
Service Interviews, although they could not recall New Deal interviews. A further 3 per
cent were unable to recall any interviews, but they did recall personal contact with staff at U
the Employment Service since the beginning of September 1998. In both these instances,
respondents would have been referring to contact and interviews under New Deal,
although they were unaware of it. Only 2 per cent of the sample recalled no interviews or
contact with the Employment Service since entering New Deal.
U
2.2 Recall of New Deal experiences to daze
By the time of the first survey interview, 85 per cent of respondents had been on
Gateway, with a further 4 per cent recalling NDPA interviews without recalling when
they had been interviewed (Table 2.2) Forty-three per cent had expenenced an Option
A similar proportion (44 per cent) had been on the Gateway but had no experience of a
New Deal Option. A mere 2 per cent of respondents (5 per cent of those who had been U
on an Option) had entered Options but recalled no penod of advice and assistance from a
New Deal Personal Adviser pnor to their Option. Finally, 7 per cent of respondents were I
still on New Deal having been on the Gateway arid left an Option’ they were receiving





~August 1998 was used as an anchor date when obtaining data on past experiences, since it is the month
prior to the three month New Deal entry period used to define our cohort population
~In private sector led areas most of the interviewing and contact is with staff an private agencies, rather
than the Employment Service In piloting, interviCwers were able to refer to the appropriate local agencies










U Table 22 Summary of New Deal experience to date
U All Leaver Current NI) partic~pants
• No NewDeal experience recalled 7 18 0
Letteronly 2 4 0
I NDPA interview(s) only 4 9 0
Gateway, no Option(s) I 44 50 40
U Option(s), no Gateway 2 2 3
Gateway and Option(s) 34 17 45
• Gateway, Option(s) and post-Option advice 7 0 12
U Weighted base I’ 6010 2468 3542Unweighted base 6010 2353 3657
Base all respondents 1
The last two columns of Table 2.2 sh~iwthat the New Deal histones of New Deal leavers
I and those still on the programme (‘st~yers’)differed markediy. All of those who recalled
nothing of New Deal, or only rec~Jledthe letter of invitation, had already left the
I programme They accounted for 22~per cent of leavers. It is likely that this group of
U leavers had no substantial experience of the programme However, 38 per cent of thosewith no New Deal recall maintain~d that they were still unemployed and claiming
U unemployment benefits at the time of~the survey Interview
• Half of leavers had left during the1r~!Gatewayperiod, and another 9 per cent left having
only recalled New Deal Personal Adviser interviews So 59 per cent of the leavers were
U from the Gateway period, broadly de~fined.A further fifth of leavers (19 per cent) had left
I the programme having had some e~kpenenceof Options. Since tIie survey interviewoccurred roughly six months after j~arncipantsentered the programme, it is likely that
most of these Options leavers would ~hothave completed their Options.
U Of those on the programme at the time of the survey interview, 40 per cent had
U experienced the Gateway but no Options: the other 60 per cent had experienced Options(and nearly all of these, of course, h~.dalso spent time on the Gateway) Twelve per cent
of those still on the programme had~left Options and were now receiving further advice
and assistance from New Deal Per~onalAdvisers This is described in this report ~
• ‘post-Option’ advice For many it m~iybe akin to the ‘follow through’ stage of New Deal
when participants have completed~an Option but remain unemployed and claiming
U benefits. The ‘post-Option advice’ ~group is broader in that it largely Consists of people
who had not completed their Option)
• Nineteen per cent of New Deal lea’~ersand 12 per cent of those still on tiLe programme
had left an Option by the time of the survey interView. Taking New Deal leavers and
U stayers together, 15 per cent of res~ndentshad already left an Option by the time of the
‘ survey interview. Whether this is of concern depends, in part, on what they left to do.









2.3 Status at the time ofinterview
The survey contains information on two types of ‘current status’. respondents’ current U
labour market status, and their New Deal status. The former is obtained by asking
respondents to say what best describes their main activity, under the headings usual for
an analysis of labour market status. The latter is obtained by asking people who recall
having been on New Deal what they were doing under the programme
I
Typically, government programme participants say that they are participating on a
government programme, or else that they are unemployed However, the New Deal for I
Young People is an unusual government programme in that it is multi-faceted. After an
initial period of counselling and advice from a New Deal Personal Adviser, participants
may enter subsidised employment, full-time education and training, work for the
voluntary sector, or work with the Environmental Task Force. It is therefore conceivable
that programme participants may classify their labour market status in a variety of ways. I
To find Out what they had done under New Deal, and how they viewed their labour
market status during different phases of their participation, both types of information
were collected The following sections present then- current New Deal status, followed by
their current labour market status. The section compares the two to establish how people
on different parts of the programme viewed their labour market status.
24 Current New Deal status
The Gateway is intended to last up to four months. As mentioned earlier, the original
rationale behind the survey design was that, by following up on participants after four to
six months from entry to New Deal, interviewers would be contacting those who had
remained in New Deal at a time when most had moved onto one of the Options. A high
proportion of respondents would have left the programme However, of those still
participating, it was anticipated that most would have left the Gateway and moved into an
Options.
A sizeable proportion (41 per cent) had indeed left the programme by the time of
interview (Table 2.3) However, a quarter (24 per cent) of all respondents were still on
the Gateway. That is, they were receiving help and advice from a New Deal Personal
Adviser and had yet to enter an Option. Just over a quarter (28 per cent) of all U
respondents were on a New Deal Option at the time of interview (including 4 per cent of
respondents who were on their second Option) Full-time education and training and
subsidised employment were the most common Options Another 7 per cent of
respondents were on ‘post-Option advice’5
U
~ One can compare these figures with the New Deal status of those entering the programme an January 1998
six months later in July 1998 Forty-two per cent had left the programme. 20 per cent were still on the
Gateway, 13 per cent were on the full-time education and training Option. 11 percent on the employer





U Table 23 Current New Deal status
U
• Currently on New Deal
Gateway 24
U Employment C)ption ID
Voluntary Sector Option 3
I Environment Task Force 2
Full-time education and training 13
U Self-employed Option *
Post-Option advice 7
• All currently on New Deal 59
LcftNewDeal 41
Wezghred base 6010
• Unweighted base 6010
Base all respondents
U The higher than anticipated percentage of respondents still on the Gateway could reflectlate entry to the Gateway, extended p~iodson the Gateway, or an interrupted expenence
• of the Gateway.6 In fact, there is evideince of all three
U Thirty-eight per cent of those on the Gateway at the time of interview said they had first
entered the Gateway less than four n~nthsearlier They included 16 per cent who had
I entered less than 8 weeks before the~interview. In these cases, some time had lapsed
between entering the programme and the provision of advice by a New Deal Personal
Adviser that made an impression on the individual. A further third (34 per cent) of those
• on the Gateway at the time of intervi~wsaid they first received assistance from a New
Deal Personal Adviser at least six m~nthsearlier Those recalling periods substantially
longer than six months may however be failing to distinguish New Deal assistance from
. earlier periods of assistance from the~Employment Service. However, an Inspection of
what they said they had been doing b~roreNew Deal did not support this hypothesis.
Delay in transfemng Gateway participants to Options is one possible reason why
• respondents may have spent prolon~dperiods on Gateway. However, this does not
appear to have been a major problem” Only 5 per cent were waiting to begin an O~tion,
• while 4 per cent of those already on ~n Option were hoping to transfer to another. The




Environment Task Force Three per cent we~on ‘follow through’ (Department for Education and
— Employment Press Release,
27
th May 1999, Table 7)
I —
6Overstaying on Gateway and time to Gate~yentry are discussed in detail in Chapter Three.







2.5 Length of time in current New Deal status
Respondents may be unable to recall the precise sequence of events as they progressed
through New Deal because there are so many components to the programme. Therefore,
no attempt was made to obtain information on the duration of spells on New Deal.
However, where respondents were in a New Deal activity at the time of the survey U
interview, arid they reported no stoppages in New Deal, one can assume that the current
New Deal spell is unbroken. In these cases, the time between the interview date and the
startof the activity is the duration of the activity.
Table 2 4. Mean duration of current New Deal activities (weeks) U
All No stops With stops
Gateway 20 18 25
Employment Option 14 14 14
Voluntary sector Option 9 9 (15) U
Environment Task Force 8 8 (9)
Full-umeeducationandtraining 15 15 14
Post-Option advice 12 11 15
Weightedbase 3091 2462 629 U
Unweighted base 3125 2537 588
Base those cwTently on New Deal, excluding those with missing or imprecise start dates
Table 2.4 presents the mean duration of New Deal activities that were current at the time U
of the survey interview.5 Those on Gateway had the longest current spells Those
currently on an Option had spent significantly less time in their current activity than
current Gateway participants, which is not surprising in view of the timing of the survey U
Figures are also presented separately for those who reported a stop in their New Deal and I
those who did not? This indicates that longer spells on the Gateway were associated with
interruptions to participation on the programme. This is also true to some extent for those
on post-Option advice. However, breaks did not senously affect the duration of current
spells on the employment or full-time education and training Options ~ The conclusion
from this analysis, therefore, is that interruptions to New Deal participation acted chiefly U
to increase the time spent in the Gateway.
~ In 11 per cent of cases accurate stan dates for the current New Deal spell were missing in 6 per cent of 1
cases, all that was known was that the activity had begun after l~August 1998, in a further 2 per cent of
cases it had begun in 1999 In I per cent of cases the respondent had given a date before the beginning of
August 1998, and in 2 per cent of cases the dates were invalid
~ Data on reasons for leaving were not related to particular New Deal events Rather, respondents with
New Deal experience were asked if they had ever stopped New Deal Thus, for those with multiple New
Deal activIties, there is no certainty that the reason for leaving relates to the activity referred to in the table
~ There are insufficient participants in the other Options with stops to say anything about the effect of








2 6 Multiple activities on New Deal
1
Above, individuals were allocated tc~a particular New Deal status dependent upon the
• stage they had reached in the programme. However, this is a simplification because, at
U any one point in time, participants may be doing more than one thing on New Deal. Inparticular, advice from a New D~al Personal Adviser sometimes continues to a
I significant degree dunng participatioi~in an Option.
U Table 2 5 Current New Deal status of those i~Jenufyingmultiple activities
1 ___________________I ________________
Advice from a New Deal Personal Adviser plusI Full-time education and training Option 47
Employment Option 26
1 Voluntary sector Option 15Environment Task Force 8
• Self-employment Option I
• Multiple Options-
Employment Option + ETFivolun:ary sector~Opr:on 8
I Employment Option i- full-time education and training Option 8Full-Lime education and training Option + w.~lunzarysector Option 4
Full-time education and training Option + ETF 2
U Weighted base 673tinweighted base 686
U Base all current New Deal participants identifying more than one current New Deal activityNot there is some overl p in he c tegones~above due to respondents specifying three or more currentU events, so percentages add to more than 100
U Nineteen per cent of those participating in the programme at the time of interview said
they were doing more than one Ne~Deal activity (Table 2.5). Most were combining an
• Option with advice from a New Deal Personal Adviser. Nearly half (47 per cent) of them
said they were receiving advice fmi~ia New Deal Personal Adviser and participating In
• the full-time education and training Option. Twenty-six per cent were combining advice
U with participation in the employment Option.
U Some also reported taking part in~morethan one Option simultaneously, but this is
unlikely to be correct. Those refemng to parncipation in more than one Option at the
U time of interview may be uncertain about how to describe their current activity, in which
case they may view more than one~category as relevant to their current activity This
• seems likely in cases where the ~articipant referred to the employment Option plus
U another Option. For example, the ‘~8per cent who said they were participatIng in thevoluntary sector Option or EnvironMent Task Force, as well as the employment Option,









2.7 Current labour market status
This section considers the current labour market status of respondents at the time of the
survey interview. Chapter Six looks in more detail at the destinations of leavers from the
programme. It is important to note that labour market status depends on the individual’s
self-classification. People currently on New Deal could, and usually did, classify U
themselves as employed, unemployed, or in full-time education, rather than on a
government programme.
Table 26 Current labour market status
U
Full-time jobof 30+ hours per week 20
Part-time job of under 30 hours per week 5
SeIf.employed I
On governmentiTEC/LEC programme 6
Full-time education or training 14 1
Unemployed and claiming benefits 40
Unemployed, not claiming benefits 7
L.ong-tenn sick, injured or disabled 4





By the time of interview, a quarter (25 per cent) of respondents had moved into jobs I
whether subsidised or unsubsidised (Table 2.6). Four-fifths of these workers were in full-
time jobs of 30 hours or more per week. Almost half (47 per cent) of all respondents
classified themselves as unemployed, including 40 per cent who said they were claiming I
unemployment benefits. Fourteen per cent said that they were in full-time education arid
training. Six per cent were economically inactive because of sickness or injury or family
responsibilities Just 6 per cent classified themselves as on a government programme,
which can be compared with the 59 per cent describing themselves as in a New Deal
activity. This is because most of those actually on New Deal regarded themselves as
employed, unemployed, or in full-time education and training
Among those who had left the programme, a quarter (27 per cent) were in full-time jobs,
nine per cent were working part-time and 2 per cent were self-employed. Eight per cent
were long-term sick Very few (3 per cent) were in full-time education and training.
Although one might have expected respondents who were unemployed and claiming
benefits to be on New Deal, 30 per Cent of those no longer on New Deal nevertheless said U
they were unemployed and claiming benefits. Further analysis showed that 84 per cent of
leavers who said they were unemployed and claiming benefits were claiming the U
Jobseeker’s Allowance ~
I







How cunent programme participants~,iewed their labour market status largely depended
• on what they were doing under the programme. Four-fifths (81 per cent) of Gateway
participants viewed themselves as unemployed and claiming benefits, as did four-fifths
I (78 per cent) of those receiving post~Optionadvice from a New Deal Personal Adviser
(Table 2.7). Together, these two groups made up 60 per cent of those classifying
• themselves as unemployed and clainuung benefits at the time of interview. In contrast,
• only 8 per cent of those on the employment Option viewed themselves as unemployed
and claiming benefits. Most (77 per~cent)said they were in paid work, usually fufl-time
U employment. This is not surpnsmg since many said they were in receipt of a wage, rather
than a training allowance or benefits (see ChapterFour)
Table 2 7 Current labour market status by current New Deal status
I.
Gateway Einp Option Vol SCCtOT ETF Ed/train Post-Option Left New
• Advice Deal
% % %
• FT job 4 70 15 13 1 2 27
PT job 3 7 3 0 3 9
U Self- 1 0 0 0 0 * 2
employed
I Govt 2 7 35 46 12 4 1
programme
• FT 3 7 ~lS 21 74 5 3
education
training
Unemp, 81 8 26 19 11 78 30
claiming
Unemp, not 3 1 0 0 1 5 14
clarnung
Long-term 2 0 1 1 8
. sick
Family I * 3 0 * 4
U responsibilit
IU Other * * 2 0 0 1 1
U Weighted 1423 621 I 170 127 776 418 2468base
U Unwrdbase 1485 606 173 133 825 429 2353Base all respondents
1 Three-quarters (74 per cent) of those on the full-time education and training Option
• descnbed full-time education and ti~ainingas their main labour market activity Only a
quarter (23 per cent) viewed them~e1vesas unemployed arid claiming benefits or on a
• government programme
I The situation was rather different a~nongthose on the voluntary sector Option and those
• working for the Environment Task Force They had more mixed views about what their
labour market status was Of tho~eon the voluntary sector Option, one-third (35 per
• cent) said they were on a gover~mentprogramme Another quarter (26 per cent)







were in full-time education and training. Only one-sixth (18 per cent) thought of
themselves as being in ajob.
Nearly a half (46 per cent) of those on the Environment Task Force said their main U
activity was a government programme. A fifth (21 per cent) said it was full-time
education and training; and another fifth (19 per cent) said they were unemployed and I
claiming benefits. Only 13 per cent said they were in a job.
Voluntary sector and ETF participants may have more mixed views about their labour
market status than those on the employment and education and training Options because
these Options are more variable in content Alternatively, these Options may be more U























I 3 The Gateway experience~
U II
Swnmary
I > Perceived delays in entenng th~Gateway were common. However, recall of lateGateway entry should be treated with caution. Perception of a delay between
• programme entry and Gateway entry did not affect participants’ perceptions of
NDYP.
• I
> Around a quarter of participantsloverstayed on the Gateway. This is a conservative
• estimate, since it excludes thdse still on Gateway at the time of the survey
interview and those with poor d~terecall
• > Overstaying was associated with job search problems Overstayers were morelikely than others to be subject to benefit penalties and to agree that New Deal
• pushed people into things they did not want to do
> Nearly half (47 per cent) were c~mpletelyor very satisfied with the help offered by
U their NDPA. Satisfaction was highest where participants got on well with theirNI)PA, were very satisfied with~Options,and had positive perceptions ofthe
• programme’s value. Disadvanti~gedparticipants, and those who thought New Deal
pushed people into things they did not want to do tended to be less satisfied with
U NDPA advice
> NDPAs made relatively few referrals to other agencies to deal with special needs.
1 > Job referral rates were genera~lylow, but they were higher among those more
• likely to be ‘job ready’. Job referrals were lowest of all among current participants
in the ETF.
U
U > Half of participants recalled going on Option taster courses. Taster attendance wasassociated with Option participation but it was not associated with Option
• satisfaction.
• > Respondents were more likely ~o recall discussion of education and training needs
and things they could do on N~wDeal, than they were to recall discussions of job
• search responsibilities and ways of looking for jobs. This suggests thaL NDPAs
U were placing emphasis on whai’ the programme had to offer, rather than job searchand job search requirements.
U
> Participants’ recall of the number of items discussed with NDPAs fell with
multiple disadvantage, and was generally lower among disadvantaged groups, who
I tended to be least satisfied with NDPA advice This may be of concern if those inmost need of help were recei~ngless intensive support or a narrower range of








After an initial interview with a New Deal Personal Adviser, participants enter the U
Gateway period of the New Deal programme. Dunng the Gateway, they receive
intensive advice, help and counselling about job search, job opportunities, and other 1
opportunities under the programme. Those who are ‘job ready’ within the first four U
months of the programme are encouraged to enter paid work. Where a NDPA feels
participants would benefit from supported work expenence, further education or training,
or other assistance before competing in the labour market, they are submitted to one of
the four Options available under the programme This usually occurs after about four U
months on the Gateway
The Gateway is a distinctive feature of the NDYP Few British labour market
programmes have incorporated a period explicitly designed to assist participants in
choosing their route through the programme. In many ways, the Gateway is the key to the
success or other~riseof the programme. Whether the programme improves participants’
employability depends, in large part, on advisers’ ability to identify the needs of U
participants, and then identify which elements of the programme best serve those needs.
So, for example, if a participant with basic literacy or numeracy problems is to complete
an Option successfully, it is vital that these needs are identified and addressed dunng the
Gateway. Failure to do so may result in early ‘drop out’ from the programme, or
unsuccessful Option participation. I
The success of the Gateway may be judged in a variety of ways. Most importantly, it can U
be judged by the impact it has on participants’ subsequent labour market outcomes.
Establishing the labour market impact of the programme, and components of the
programme, is a complex task requiring rigorous analysis once outcome data are
available It is premature to judge the Gateway on this cntenon by the time of the first
survey interview since only a third (32 per cent) of those with a Gateway period had
actually left the programme.’ Instead, one can get a ‘feel’ for whether the Gateway is
operating as intended by looking at the Gateway process, and what participants thought U
of it This is the approach taken in this chapter. The chapter concentrates on three issues:
> Time to Gateway entry
> Time spent on Gateway, with particular focus on ‘overstayers’, that is, those spending
five or more months on the Gateway U
> Participants’ relationship with their New Deal Personal Adviser and assistance given
by the New Deal Personal Adviser2
Even on these criteria, the assessment can only be provisional because one-quarter of
respondents were still on the Gateway at the time of the first survey interview.
U
By the timeof the survey rnterview, 28 per cent of those with a Gateway spell were still on the Gateway,
32 per cent had left Gateway for an Option, 8 per cent were on post-Option advice, and 32 per cent had left U
New Deal.
2 Although this relationship always includes time on Gaieway. it also includes any support during Options U







U A further cautionary note should be s6unded: the analysis presented here is based solely
U on respondents’ recall of ‘time with a New Deal Personal Adviser getting advice,guidance or help’. Future work ~iill assess the accuracy of such recall against
• administrative records of time spent o~iGateway
1 3.1. Time to Gaxeway entry
U A young unemployed person is recorded as a New Deal participant on the date that they
U are first officially contacted following their identification as eligible for the programme.This contact may come in the form o~an interview, a letter or a telephone call. The New
• Deal Personal Adviser will then seek 1~oarrange interviews with the participant under the
Gateway with a view to devising an ~ction Plan designed to improve employability and
U tackle bamers to employment. The first interview with a NDPA marks the start of the
Gateway process.3 Time to Gateway ~ntry was calculated as the time that lapsed between
I individuals officially entering New D~al(using the official NDEALDT date marker held
i on the NDYP Database) and the date~the participant recalled their first interview with aNew Deal Personal Adviser4
Table 3 1 Time to Gateway entry
• ____________
Current Gateway E.xiGareway All
•
0-3 weeks 37 54 49
• 4-7 weeks 15 141 14
8-li weeks 13 11’ 12
• 12-15 weeks 12 6 8
16-19 weeks 10 7 I
I 20-23weeks 6 4 5
24-3lweeks 6 3~I 3
• 32+wceks 1 1’ 1
• Weightedbase 1056 2475 3531
Unweiglued base i068 2455 3523
Base the 69 per cent of those with a Gate~yspell providing accurate start dates Of all with a Gateway
spell, 13 per cent gave a start date before their New Deal entry date, 12 per cent only knew the year they
started, 3 per cent knew it had begun after 1’~August. 3 per cent said it began before 1” August
• An effective labour market progra~imneought to ensure prompt follow up on those
becoming eligible for three reasons~First, a letter informing them that help is at hand
• may raise young unemployed people’s expectations A lengthy period between
1 ~The ‘official’ stan of Gateway is the date ~f the first interview or, if that interview was concerned purely
with taking a client’s details and other admi~iistranvematters, the second interview, which normallyfollows shortly afterwards In some cases, the Gateway start date will be the same date as the recorded start
U of programme participation This is often tl~ecase with early entrants who volunteer for the programmebefore being ‘marked’ as eligible for the pr~gramme However, in the majority of cases, participants are
U sent a letter inviting them to interview, and this denotes the stan ofprogramme participation
~It is important to recognise that this measi~emay be subject to recall error since, although the date of
— entry to New Deal is the official date taken from administrative sources, respondents’ recall of the date they
— first had a NOPA interview niay not accord~withadministrative records Future work will compare the







programme entry and the first adviser interview may demotivate participants and, in U
some cases, make them more cynical about the senousness with which their case is being
treated.5 Secondly, the sooner an adviser sees a participant, the sooner that person’s
needs can be addressed. Thirdly, job prospects worsen with lengthening unemployment.
The mean time to Gateway entry was six weeks. Sixty-three per cent of Gateway entrants
had entered Gateway within the first seven weeks of the programme (Table 3.1).
However, one-quarter (25 per cent) recalled having to wait for at least 12 weeks before I
their first interview with a New Deal Personal Adviser.
As discussed in Chapter Two, part of the explanation for the percentage of respondents
still on the Gateway at the time of the survey interview was the delay in entering
Gateway. Those still on the Gateway recalled beginning their Gateway an average of 9
weeks after entering the programme, compared to 6 weeks for those no longer on the
Gateway. Thirty-seven per cent of those currently on the Gateway had taken up to three U
weeks to enter the Gateway, compared to 54 per cent of those who had been on the
Gateway in the past Those on the Gateway at the time of interview were one-and-a-half
times as likely as those who had now left It to say they had entered their Gateway more
than 11 weeks after entering New Deal (35 per cent against 21 per cent).
I
The survey is based on a cohort of entrants to New Deal in September-November 1998
which included the unemployed stock and flow. The number of NDYP starts in I
September and October was high relative to the average monthly in-take since then.6 It
may be that time to Gateway entry has fallen for later cohorts because they no longer
include the ‘stock’ of longer-term unemployed who were immediately eligible for the
programme when it caine into being in Apnl 1998 There is some evidence that delays
were greater for the longer-term unemployed. Whereas Gateway began within the first U
three weeks of programme participation for half (52 per cent) of those with qualifying
unemployment spells of under 18 months, this was true for 44 per cent of those
unemployed for over 18 months This is consistent with the possibility that, during the
time that local offices were having to process the unemployed stock as well as the flow,
those with longer unemployment spells had to wait longer to be seen.
There is also evidence that practices differed according to delivery-type Those recalling U
Gateway tended to enter it later in private-sector led areas. Forty-two per cent of pnvate
sector-led participants had entered the Gateway more than seven weeks after entenng
New Deal, compared to 36 per cent in Employment Service individual contract areas, 38





~In fact, this proved not to be the case Late entrants were as likely as others to view New Deal as useful,
improving their chances of getting a good job, and they were just as satisfied with the help of their NDPA







• 3.2: Time on Gateway
ChapterTwo discussed the length of ~wTentGateway spells. This section goes into more
• detail, and includes Gateway spells that had ended by the time of the survey interview
Table 3 2 shows the time respondents~saidthey had been on the Gateway.7
U
Table 3.2 Time on Gateway
U ________________________
Current Galeway~ &-Gateway A/I
U %
0-3weeks 5 26 20
• 4-7weeks 11 13 13
8-llweeks 6 9 8
• 12-l5weeks 16 Il 12
16-19 weeks 15 11 12
• 20-23weeks 12 11 11
24-31 weeks 20 13 16
• 32+weeks 14 6 8
• Mean number of weeks 20 12 14
• Weighted base 1197 282! 4018Unwe:ghred base 1210 2806 4016
Base 79 per cent of respondents with a Gat&.’ay spell and precise date information.
• Current Gateway participants had longer penods on the Gateway than those with past
Gateway spells, a gap which will widen since, by definition, current spells are
• incomplete They averaged 20 weeks, compared to 12 for ex-Gateway participants
— Almost half (46 per cent) of those ~urrently on Gateway had already spent 20 or more
— weeks on Gateway, compared to the’35 per cent of ex-Gateway participants who reached
• this point
• In itself, the time that participants spend on Gateway tells us little about how well the
programme is operating Early dep~turesfrom the Gateway are neither good nor bad in
• themselves. They may signal earl~’drop-out from the programme, which is usually
associated in labour market prograr~imeswith poorer performance than if a participant
— spends some time in the prograrnrn~(Auspos, Riccio and White, 1999). Alternatively,
• they may signal early entry to an O~Xion At the same time, those most able to competein the labour market can be expected to leave a programme more quickly than others do if
I they are able to enter jobs with littl& or no assistance The next two tables consider the
link between time on Gateway and s~ibsequentdestinations in a little more detail
U
I _____________
I ~ For those on the Gateway at the survey interview, this is the time that had elapsed between the date theysaid they first received advice and help from a New Deal Personal Adviser, and the date of the survey
— Interview For those no longer on the Gate~.vay,it was the time between the start of their NDPA adi~icearid






Table 3 3 Current New Deal status, by length of Gateway spell U
Employment VoLsec. Option ETF FT education and Post-Option I
Option training Option advice
% I
0-3 weeks 22 15 20 27 31
4-7weeks 12 9 9 13 18 I
8-llwecks 10 4 7 9 10
12-15 weeks 10 12 6 10 8
16-l9weeks 10 14 14 II 9
20-23 weeks 13 25 16 9 10
24-31 weeks 14 13 19 14 10
32+weeks 7 8 9 7 4
Weighted base 473 128 94 573 336
Unwe~ghzedbase 458 132 104 - 614 341
Base ex-Gateway participanis on New Deal at the time of interview, with valid dates for Gateway spells
First, Table 33 shows the New Deal status of ex-Gateway participants who were still on U
New Deal at the time of the first survey interview Those with the shortest Gateway
spells were on post-Option advice at the interview Among those still on Options, those U
who had entered the full-time education and training Option had the shortest Gateway
spells: 40 per Cent had spells of under eight weeks, suggesting rapid entry to the Option
from Gateway s A sizeable percentage of those on the employment and ETF Options
also had Gateway spells of under eight weeks. Those on the voluntary Sector Option had
the longest Gateway spells U
Table 3 4 Current labour market status, by length of Gateway spell U
Paid work Unempiojed Other
0-3 weeks 27 (28) 26 31
4-7 weeks 16(18) 11 13
8-llwceks 11(10) 9 8
12-l5weeks 12(12) 12 15
16-l9weeks 9(8) 11 13
20-23 weeks 9(11) 10 5
24-3lweeks 11(11) 16 13
32+weeks 5(3) 4 3
Weighted base 495 50) 214
Unweighied base 465 483 204 1
Base ex-Gateway participants no longer on New Deal at the time of interview, with valid dates for
Gateway spells Figures in parentheses relate to those in full-time employment U
Table 3 4 focuses on ex-Gateway participants who had left New Deal by the time of the
survey interview It shows that there was no strong association between time spent on the
Gateway and subsequent labour market outcomes Those who were unemployed or’
leaving the programme had longer Gateway spells than others did, bUt the differences U
~Thismay be due. in part, to a desire to get participants onto courses which traditionally begin in I







• were not particularly marked. Those in full-time jobs were more likely to have been on
Gateway for less than 8 weeks, indicating that some of the early Gateway leavers were
indeed able to compete effectively m1 the labour market with little assistance from New
• Deal.
• 3.3: Gateway ~overstayers’
• Concern has been expressed about the proportion of Gateway participants who spend
• more than four months on the Gateway.9 After four months, participants should have left
the programme, or been placed in an~Option. The fact that this does not always happen
• raises questions about how the programme is operating, and whether it can deliver the
help needed for participants through Options This section compares those spending over
• fourmonths on the Gateway — ‘overstayers’ — with other Gateway participants.’°
I The incidence of overstaying is presented in Table 3.5. Six groups are identifiable
• Those currently on the Gateway ~ho overstayed
• • Those currently on the Gateway ~whodid not overstay — this group would not be on
the Gateway at the survey interview if it was not for their late entry to the Gateway,
• so they are described here as ‘late~entrants’
• Those on Options or post-Option~advicewho overstayed
• Those on Options or post-Option~advicewho did not overstay
I • Ex-New Deal participants who o~çerstayedwhen on Gateway
. Ex-New Deal participants who did not overstay when on Gateway
Table 3.5 Overstayingon the Gateway
I Current Gateway, overstayed 9
I Current Gateway, late entrants I iiCurrent Options/post-Opuion advice, overstayed 9
I Current Options/post-Option advice, did notoverstay 18Ex-New Deal, overstayed ii 5
Ex-New Deal, did not overstay 15
Current Gateway, imprecise dates recalled 4
I No Gateway period recalled I~ 15
Ex-Gateway but imprecise dates recalled 14
Weiglued base 6010
Unwe,ghted base I~ 6010
Base all respondents
~For example, Walsh ci at (1999 3) note tl~atlonger than expected average Gateway spells may affectprogramme costs, futureclient peTceptlons’of the programme, and the long-term employability of existing
I participants~oOverstayersare defined here as those spending 20 weeks or more on Gateway This threshold allows for
. some error in recalling the start and end dates of Gateway Spelt lengths do not account for breaks in







Based on their recall of Gateway penods, 24 per cent of respondents had overstayed on 1
the Gateway. Thirty-three per cent of respondents had completed Gateway spells and had
not overstayed. In addition, 11 per cent of respondenti~were on the Gateway at the time
of the survey interview and had not overstayed: since their Gateway spells were
incomplete, it is likely that sonic of these will subsequently overstay. A further 15 per
cent of respondents recalled no Gateway spell, while 18 per cent recalled Gateway but U
gave imprecise dates.
Below two sets of comparisons are made. The first set compares those on Gateway at the
time of the survey interview with all other respondents, distinguishing within the current
Gateway group between overstayers, late entrants, and those with poor date information
The rationale for comparing current Gateway participants with others is that, irrespective
of whether respondents recall Gateway, or provide precise date information, all
respondents were eligible for New Deal and, in theory, should have entered Gateway
This is effectively a comparison between those who have moved on from Gateway, arid
those who have not moved on.’
The second set of comparisons is between all overstayers and everyone else. This
comparison is prompted by the possibility that overstayers may be different from others,
regardless of the progress they have made within the programme, or on leaving the U
programme, simply by virtue of their having overstayed at some point. If this proves not
to be the case, there are three possible conclusions:
• Overstaying may have more to do with the New Deal process — selection and
caseloading — than with the attributes of individual overstayers,
• The typologies charactensing overstayers may be hidden in the umvanate and
bivariate analyses presented here they may emerge from multivariate analysis which U
tackles the interdependence of explanatory variables,
• Overstaying is as much a matter of chance as anything else.
U
These points are addressed after the comparisons are presented.
34• Current Gateway vs others
Table 3 6 compares the charactenstics of those currently on Gateway — overstayers, late
entrants and those without date information — with all others Although there are
differences in the demographic charactenstics of the groups, no obvious typologies
emerge Overstayers currently on Gateway were similar to those no longer on Gateway
in their personal aunbutes arid household characteristics. Overstayers appeared more U
disadvantaged in some respects (longer qualifying spells of unemployment, lower
qualifications, more likely to live in social rented accommodation), but in other respects
U
‘~In theory, there should have been no current Gateway participants six months into programme
participation. This occurs because of delays between programme entry and the first Gateway interview.
and because some arc overstayers No attempt is made here to untangle perception from reality, a task that







I (having basic skifls problems and jobs prior to New Deal entry, criminal records,
problems with drugs or alcohol), they v~resimilar.
I Table 3 6 Charactenstics ofcurrent Gatewayp~rucipantscompared to those not on Gateway
5 Current Gateway, Current Gateway. Current Gateway, Not on Gateway
overstayers late entranit :niprec~sedates
•
Aged22+ 31 25 36 31
U Male 72 76 74 70White 82 80 79 84
U Work-limiting 11 11 12 13long-term health
• problem
Long-term health 5 5 6 6
• problem, not work-
— limiting
U Qualifying 28 38 30 34unemployment <6
U monthsQualifymg 25 17 26 20
— unemployment 18+
• months
Inpaidworkbefore 4.6 45 35 42U qualifying spell of
unemploymentS Had job pnor to 68 73 68 69
New Deal
U No qualifications 29 26 35 23
No driving licence 76 84 79 74
• Problems with 22 32 22
reading, wnting or
U numbers since age
16
• If job search 77 73 69 67
problems in past
U yearEx-offender 9 10 14 8
U Drug or alcohol 3 4 3 3problems
U Married, living as 15 11 8 15
rnamcd
U Any dependent 12 7 7 10children
— Social rented 53 50 52 47
— accommodation
E Benefit 25 ~22 22 18
stoppedlreduced
U since ND entry2+ social 44 39 51 41
disadvania~cs I
Weighted base 552 645 226 4587
U Unwe~g~dbase 595 6)5 275 4525







Interestingly, overstayers were more likely to say they had had problems finding arid U
holding onto jobs in the last year. This may simply reflect the fact that some ex-Gateway
participants were in jobs at the survey interview However, it might also reflect the fact
that extended Gateways are often associated with clients with the most severe barners to
employment (Javistock Institute, 1999). Overstayers were also more likely than others to
have had their benefits stopped or reduced at some point since entering the programme.’2
Overstayers tended to be more disadvantaged than late entrants: they had longer U
unemployment spells, more basic skills problems, more job search problems, more
multiple disadvantage, and were less likely to have dnvxng licences and previous jobs.
They also tended to be older, had more children and were less likely to be single
The most disadvantaged group were those currently on the Gateway who could not recall I
an accurate Gateway start date
Table 3.7 suggests no substantial difference in rates of overstaying or late entry by
delivery-type However, when all overstayers are grouped together, irrespective of their
status on the programme, differences across dehvery types emerge (see Table 3 9).
Table 3 7 New Deal delivery model, by current Gateway status U
ES individual ES Join:partnership Con.coruwn Private sector-led I
contract
U
Current Gateway. 9 9 9 9
overstayers 5
Cunent Gateway, not 10 13 7 11
overstaying
Current Gateway, 3 4 8 4
imprecise dates 5
Left Gateway 77 74 76 77
Weighted base 4174 1071 293 472
Unwe~jh:edbase 4153 961 — 286 610
Base all respondents
I
3.5. Overstayers vs. others
U
Almost one-quarter (23 per cent) of respondents had spent five months or more on
Gateway. One-third (33 per cent) had spent under five months on Gateway and had left
the Gateway by the time of the survey interview Eleven per cent were still on Gateway
and, although they had not overstayed by the time of the interview, their Gateway spells
were incomplete. Finally, one-third (33 per cent) of respondents were not on Gateway U
and either did not recall any period on Gateway or, if they did, could not recall the time
they had spent on Gateway The characteristics of these fourcategones of respondent are U
presented in Table 3 8
12 Other research suggests that overstaying is associated with a reluctance to take up Options, and poor
attendance at Gateway activities (Walsh ci at, 1999) It is possible that, in these circumstances, NDPAs







I Table 38: Charactenstics ofoverstayers compared to other participants
Overstayed Did nor overstay Current Gateway, has not Don’t know
— overstayed
—
— Aged22# 33 34 I 25 27
— Male 73 70 76 70
— White 84 851 80 82
• Work-limiting long-term 12 11 11 13
— health problem
• Long-term health 5 6 5 5
problem. nor work-U limiting
Qualifying unemployment 31 34 38 33
• <6 months
Qualifying unemployment 23 21 17 215 18+ months
In paid work before 45 43 45 40
U quaiifyuig spell of
unemployment
• Had job at some point 68 71 73 68
pre-New Deal
• No qualifications 22 20 I 26 29
No driving licence 72 73 84 76
• Problems with reading, 21 21 18 25
Writing or numbcrs since
• age 16
If job search problems in 72 68 73 66
I pastyear
Ex.-offenders 9 10, 14 8
• Drug or alcohol problems 2 2 4 4
Mamed.. living as mamerl 16 iS 1 ii 12
• Any dependent children 10 10 7 10
Social rented 48 47 I 50 49
accommodation
BenefiL stopped/reduced 21 17 22 19
since NI) entry2+ social disadvantages 40 38 39 45
Weighted base /392 1981 645 1992
U Unwaghzed base 1409 1992 615 __i_994Base all respondents Note row percentagesl The ‘Don’t know’ category includes those who did not
recall Gateway and those recalling Gatcway w1~kgave Imprecise start or end dates
I The picture is one of little difference between overstayers and those who did not overstay
on Gateway. Perhaps the biggest differences were in their experience of the benefit
I process: overstayers were more likely to say they had had benefits stopped or reduced,
and they were more like’y to say they~hadhad job search problems in the last year In
— general, they were no different from other participants in their attitudes towards New
• Deal. However, they were more likely1~toagree with the statement ‘On New Deal people
are pushed into things they don’t want to do’. Twenty-nine per cent of overstayers








Differences in overstaying rates did emerge across different New Deal delivery types
(Table 3 9),13 Overstayers were more common an areas where the Employment Service
played a lead role: overstayers accounted for one-quarter (24 per cent) of participants in
Employment Service individual contract and joint partnership delivery areas, compared
to one-sixth (18 per cent) of those in consortia and private sector-led areas. Those with
poor recall of Gateway or Gateway dates made up almost half (47 per cent) of I
partIcipants in consortium areas, compared to a third (32 per cent) of cases in other
delivery-types This difference is so large as to suggest a possible correspondence with a
real difference in the way Gateway is delivered on the ground m consortium areas
compared to others.
I
Table 3 9 New Deal delivery model, by overstaying status
U
ES individual ESjoint partnership Coasorrium Private sector-led
contract U
%
Overstayed 24 25 17 19 U
Did not overstay 34 30 29 36
Current Gateway, has 10 13 7 ii
not overstayed
Don’t know 32 32 47 34 1
Weighted base 4174 1071 293 472
Unweighted base 4153 961 286 610
Base all respondents
It appears that being on the Gateway at the time of the survey interview, or being an
overstayer at any point in a participant’s New Deal participation, wet-c not strongly
associated with particular personal attributes or household circumstances. There is U
evidence that job search problems were associated with overstaying This finding is
consistent with qualitative research which shows NDPAs and Gateway providers believe
the long-term employability of difficult-to-place participants is enhanced by extended job
search help (Tavistock Institute, 1999 22). There is also evidence that overstayers are
more likely than others to be subject to benefit penalties, perhaps because they have
refused Options or failed to participate fully in the Gateway process. These are
speculative comments. More work is necessary to establish whether overstaying has more
to do with the New Deal process —. selection and caseloading — than with the attributes of
individual overstayers. It may well be that the typologies charactensing overstayers may
be hidden in the urn variate and bivariate analyses presented here they may emerge from
multivariate analysis that tackles the interdependence of explanatory variables.
U
U
I] Case studies indicate that ‘management arrangements are often more important than partnership models
in determining what happens in New Deal’ (Tavistock Institute, 1999), in which case one needs measures
of different managerial approaches to capture the importance of variations in delivery on Gateway entry






U 36: Satisfaction with help offered by the ~1eivDeal Personal Adviser
U The New Deal Personal Adviser is the iynchpin in the New Deal programme.’4 Each
• NDPA has a caseload of New Deal part]~ipantsfor whom she or he takes responsibility.
The NDPA acts as adviser and counsellor to the participant throughout the Gateway
• period. NDPA’s negotiate the participant’s entry into Options, provide assistance to the
participant while on an Option, and are responsible for ‘follow through’ (or ‘post-Option
U advice’) on participants who have been through Options but remain unemployed.
. Although there are instances in whicl~a participant’s New Deal Personal Adviser
changes, the intention is that the NDPA remains ‘with’ the participant throughout the
• programme.
• Table 3 10 Satisfaction with the helpoffered by ~heNew Deal Personal Adviser
• ________
Completely satisfied 19 I
• Very satisfied 28 I
Fairlysatisfied 27





• Weiglued base 5646
Unweighted base 5683 H
Base those recalling interviews with NDPM and those recalling interviews with Employment Service staff
since entry to the programme
The degree to which respondents were s~tisfiedwith the help offered by their NDPA is
• one measure by which the Gateway can be judged. Clearly, if high percentages of
respondents expressed dissatisfaction ~ith the help offered, this would raise senous
• concerns about the programme’s ability~todeliver what claimants want. However, ills
important to distinguish between participants’ satisfaction and programme effectiveness.
The two may not coincide.’5
U
Nearly half (47 per cent) of respondents were either completely or very satisfied with the
• help offered by their New Deal Personal ~Adviser,and 9 per cent were completely or very
dissatisfied (Table 3 10).16 One might expect this satisfaction rating to reflect
14 Although there is no research evaluating the diT~ecteffect of caseloadingon employment outcomes, there
is evidence that intensive job search assistance — a keycomponent of the Gateway — can increase the rate of
entry to jobs from unemployment (Auspos er aL, ~1999 67) In addition, there are indications from the
qualitative evaluation of the New Deal for Young’ People that Gateway may help with participants’ job
U search motivation, assist with basic skills training, and improve Option choice (Legard and Ritchie, 1999)In turn, these may improve participants’ job chances
I ii For a thorough elaboration of this point, see th~beginning of Chapter Seven which suggests how
rrtlcipafhs’ perceptions of the programme, including their satisfaction with it. should be interpreted
.
6Those recalling Interviews with a New Deal Pe~sonalAdviser were asked. ‘Overall how satisfied are
(were) you with the help offered to you by the N~wDeal Personal Adviser” Those who did not recall







respondents’ current labour market status at the point they were interviewed for the U
survey, with those in paid work showing greater satisfaction than those remaining
unemployed This proved to be the case, with those unemployed and not claiming
benefits at the time of interview least satisfied with the help they had received (Table
3.11). However, those who said they were on a government programme were as satisfied
as those in full-time employment with the NDPA help they had received. The most
satisfied participants were those in full-time education and training by the time of the
survey interview.
Table 3 11 Satisfaction with NDPA help, by current labour market status U
Completelysatisfied Very sarLsfied U
%
Full-timejob 23 28 —
Part-time job 15 32
Self-employed 22 6
Government programme 23 28
Full-time educanonltrairung 22 36
Unemployed, claiming benefits 17 25
Unemployed, not claiming benefits 6 22 U
Long—term sick, injured, disabled 14 26
Looking after home 20 27 U
Base those recalling interviews with NDPAs and those recalling interviews with Employment Service staff
since entry to the programme Note row percentages
Table 3 12 Satisfaction with NDPA help, by current New Deal status U
Completely satisfied Verysatisfied Completely or very dissatisfied U
% %
Gateway 17 25 10 U
Employment Option 32 32 3
Voluntary sector Option 21 31 6 U
ErF 15 37 11
FT ed/training 23 37 4 U
Post-Option advice 22 31 6
Ex-New Deal 13 23 [3 U
Base those recalling interviews with NDPAs and those recalling interviews with Employment Service staff
since entry to the programme Note row percentages U
Satisfaction ratings also vaned according to the progress participants had made on the U
prograrrime and the Options they had entered (Table 3.12) Those still on the Gateway at
the time of the survey interview were less likely to be completely or very satisfied with
the NDPA help they had received than those on Options and those on post-Option advice
(42 per cent against 60 and 53 per cent respectively). However, satisfaction with
NDPAs varied markedly across Options Participants on the employment and full-time U
education and training Options expressed the most satisfaction with their advisers, while
those on EFF expressed the least satisfaction.
entry to the programme were asked ‘Overall how satisfied are you with the help offered to you by staff at U
the Employment Service or Jobcentre” This section is based on responses from both groups of respondent








U Perhaps unsurpnsingly, satisfaction with adviser help was associated with expenences
U while on the programme and perceptic~ksof the programme’s value (Table 3.13) Those
who had had their benefit stopped or r~ducedsince entenng New Deal were less satisfied
U than others with the advice they had r~ceivedfrom their NDPA, but only if they suffered
hardship as a~result.More generally, those who thought New Deal more coercive were
• less satisfied with their NDPA ath~ice, supporting evidence from the qualitative
evaluation of the NDYP (Legard ar~dRitchie, 1999: 20). eighty-five per cent of
U participants who thought their time on New Deal had been ‘very useful’ were completely
U or very satisfied with their NDPA hel~,compared with 9 per cent of those saying it had
been ‘not at all useful’. There was also a strong association between satisfaction with
• NDPA advice and the view that Ne~~’Deal improved chances of getting a good job
Further evidence that satisfaction with NDPA help was outcome-related comes in the
U association between satisfaction with NDPA help and satisfaction with Options.
U Table 3 13 Satisfaction with NDPA help, by p~ogrammexpenences
I ___________________________________ Completely satisfied Very satisfied
• No benefit stop/reduction 19 29
U Benefit stopped/reduced, hardship 14 20Benefit stoppcd/rcduced, no hardship 16 31
Strongly agreed people are pushed into thingsithey don’t want to 8 16
I • doonND
Strongly disagreed people are pushed into things they don’t want 38 35
I todoonNi)
TimeonND very useful 43 42U Time on ND not at all useful 3 6
Strongly agreed ND improved chances of getukig good job 41 42
U Strongly disagreed NI) improved chances of g~ttinggood job 8 7
Completely satisfied with Option 40 27
U _Fairly. very or completely dissatisfied with Option 11 21
Base those recalling intet-views with NDPAs and those recalling interviews with Employment Service staff
since entry to the programme Note row perc&ntages
• Case study r search has raised concen~isabout NDPAs’ ability to identify and address the
U needs of disadvantaged participants (Tavistock Institute, 1999- 23ff) Certainly, therewere indications that satisfaction with NDPA help offered was lower among some
• disadvantaged groups — but not all (T~ble3 14). Respondents with job search problems,
drugs or alcohol problems, a crimi~ialrecord~,or long-term work-limiting health
• problems were all less satisfied witl~the help from NDPAs than those without such
problems Those without qua]ificatior~swere less satisfied than those with quahfications,
• but there was no difference in the satisfaction ratings of those with and without basic
skills problems in reading, wnting or ~ithmetic.
•
U IS Further evidence of low NDPA sausfactio4atings among ex-offenders emerges from the information
U collected on NOPA referrals to other agencies’ Thirty-six per cent of those referred to a specialist agencyhelping offcndei-s were completely or very satisfied with the help offered by their NDPA — lower than for






Table 3 14 Satisfaction with NDPA help, by social disadvantage U
Completely satisfied Verysatisfied U
HadajobatsomepointbeforeNewDeal 18 28 I
Never had a job before NewDeal 20 27
Problems with reading, writingor numbers since age 16 17 28 1
No reading, writing or numbers problems since age 16 19 28
Problemsmaking it difficult to find orkeep ajob in past year 17 27 U
No job search problems 21 30
Drug/alcohol problems affect ability to findlkeep paid work 14 20
No such drug/alcohol problems 19 28
Ex-offender 19 17
Not cx-offender 19 29
No qualifications 18 23
Qualifications 19 29
Long-term health problem limiting work 14 29
Long-termhealth problem, not work-limiting 21 31)
- No long-term health problem 19 27
Base. those recalling interviews with NDPAS and those recalling interviews with Employment Set-vice staff
since entry to the programme Note row percentages U
Table 3 15 Satisfaction withNDPA help, by ethnicity
Completely satisfied Very satisfied
White 19 28
All non-white minonties 15 28
Black Caribbean 14 24
Black African 12 30




Base those recalling interviews with NDPAS and those recalling interviews with Employment Service staff
since entry to the programme Note row percentages
Differences between the white majority and non-white ethnic minorities as a whole were U
not marked (Table 3.15).
So, participants’ satisfaction with NDPA advice varied according to their situation by the U
time of the interview, their experiences of the programme, and their needs and attnbutes
Case study evidence and qualitative Interviews also suggest that the way Gateway
operates varies across areas and across NDPAs (Tavistock Institute, 1999; Walsh el aL. U













U ES individual ESjoint partnership Con-sorrutm Private-sector led
contract
— Completely sat 19 I 19 16 14
— Very satisfied 28 25 26 30
— Fairly satisfied 26 32 29 25
Neither satisfied nor 10 9 10 11
dissatisfied
Fairly dissatisfied 7 6 6 10
• Verydissatisfied 4 4 3
Completely dissal 5 4 8 4
• Noopinion 1 1 2 I
• Weighted base 3940 1000 273 433
Unweighied base 3933 i 907 271 572
U Base chose recalling interviews with NDPA~and those recalling interviews with Employment Service staff
since entry to the programme II
•
There were regional differences in s~Tisfactionwith NDPA advice (Table 3.17), but it is
not possible to interpret their meanir~g,or whether these differences are genuine, without
• controlling for other factors
U Table 317 Satisfaction with NDPA help. b~region
• Completely satisfied Very satisfied
iiU Scotland 22 24
Northeast 23
I~ Northwest 22 27
Yorkshire and Humberside 15 29
• Wales 22 32
— West Midlands 20 25
U East Midlands/East Anglia 17 30South west 24 33
U London and South east 15 25Base those recalling interviews with NDPA~and those recalling interviews with Employment Service staff
U since entry to the programme
• 3 7 Getting along with the New teal Personal Adviser
• Qualitative research indicates that l~owparticipants relate to their New Deal Personal
Adviser is important in explaining p~rticipants’overall orientation to the programme, and
• how they fare subsequently (Legard ‘and Ritchie. 1999)
Half (52 per cent) of participants recalling interviews said they got on ‘very well’ with
• their NDPA (Table 3 19). Another 39 per cent thought they got on ‘quite well’. Only 8
per cent said they did not get on ver~’well or at all well.
•
How participants viewed their relationship with their NDPA varied according to their
• situation by the time of the survey~inteivlew,their experiences of the programme, and






instance, respondents were less likely to get on very well with their adviser if they had U
had their benefit stopped or reduced (43 per cent said so, compared to 54 per cent who
had not had benefit stopped or reduced). Indeed, there was a strong association between
how well participants got on with their NDPA and satisfaction with help offered, echoing
qualitative research which has shown that participants’ satisfaction with their Gateway
experience was heavily dependent upon the relationships established with their NDPAs
(O’Connor et al., 1999). Two-thirds (69 per cent) of those who said they got along ‘very
well’ with their NDPA were either completely or very satisfied with the NDPA help U
offered This compared with 10 per cent among those vho said they got on ‘not very
well’, and 2 per cent among those who said they got on ‘not at all well’
Table 3 18 How well got along with NDPA
U
Very well 52 U
Quite well 39
Not very well 5
Not at all well 3
Not sure 2
Weighted base 5646
Un weighted base 5683
Base those recalling Interviews with NDPAs and those recalling interviews with Employment Service staff N
since entry to the programme
3 8 Completion ofan Action Plan
U
Participants in New Deal complete and agree an Action Plan with their New Deal
Personal Adviser. This is intended as a basis for action to achieve goals agreed between U
the adviser and participant Seventy-one per cent of those recalling interviews with New
Deal Personal Advisers or Employment Service staff since entering the programme
recalled completing an Action Plan. A further fifth (21 per cent) stated that they had not,
while 8 per cent were unsure.
I
There were associations between recall of an Action Plan and experience on New Deal
Recollection of an Action Plan was associated with greater satisfaction in the NDPA I
advice offered. 80 per Cent of those completely satisfied with the help offered by their
NDPA recalled an Action Plan, compared to 56 per cent of those who were completely
dissatisfied. I
Recollection of an Action Plan was higher among those on an Option at the time they I
were intervtewed. Eighty-two per cent of those on Options recalled completing an
Action Plan compared with 73 per cent of those still on the Gateway and 60 per cent of
those no longer on New Deal. It may be that recall was higher among Option takers U
because their Options had featured in those plans It is also possible that some late









1 Recollection ofAction Plans was particul~xlylow among those who could not recall what
I was discussed with NDPAs (44 per cent)~and those who said they had not been referred
to anything by their NDPA (62 per cent)
Participants in consortium units of delivery were less likely to recall action plans than
participants in other delivery models. Si~ktyper cent of participants in consortium areas
recalled them, compared to 72 per cent ir~Employment Service individual contract areas,
73 per cent in joint partnerships, and 70 p~rcent in private sector led areas.
I
I Table 319 Percentage of participants recalling an Action Plan, by measures of social disadvantage
• Had ajob at some point before New Deal 72
Never had a jobbefore New Deal 69
Problems with reading. writing or numbers since ~ge 16 65
No reading, writing or numbers problems since a~e16 73
I Problems making it difficult to find or keep a Job)in past year 71
No job search problems 72
Drug/alcohol problems affect ability to find/keep~paidwork 61
No such drug/alcohol problems 72
1 Ex-offender 67Not ex-offender 72
• No qualifications I 62
Qualifications 74
— Qualifying unemployment spell <6 months 73
— Qualifying unemployment spell 3+ years 67
— Lone parent 56
— Not lone parent 72
White 73U Non-white
— Long-term health problem limiting work 70
— Long-term health problem, not work-limiting 82
No long-term health problem 1 71U Number of social disadvantages
0 76




U Base those recalling interviews with NDPAs ai~dthose recalling interviews with Employment Service staff
— since entry to the programme
There were also indications that recall of Action Plans was lower among those with social
• disadvantages, although by no means all indicators of social disadvantage pointed in this
. direction (TabLe 3.19). Recall of Ai~tionPlans fell among those with more social
disadvantages, and was lower amonj~those with literacy or numeracy problems, no
U qualifications, drug or alcohol probldms, long-term health problems which were not
work-limiting, and among (one parents~andex-offenders. On the other hand, recall of an
• Action Plan did not differ by whether the participant had a job at some point before New
— Deal, or experience ofjob search problems in the last year Jt is not possible to tell from







Plans across different types of participant, or whether these patterns reflect a differential U
ability to recall. -
3.9 Referrals by the New Deal Personal Adviser
Having identified a participant’s needs New Deal Personal Advisers may refer the
participant to an Option. Alternatively, the NDPA may refer the participant to another
person or agency for appropriate help and assistance in meeting idei~ufiedneeds. This U
section focuses on referrals, other than those to Options.
In 54 per cent of cases where the respondent recalled interviews with advisers, the
participant had been referred (Table 3.20). Most commonly, participants were referred to
providers of training, courses and work experience at colleges, TECs and, in Scotland. U
LECs. Referrals to independent careers advice and job search skills courses were also
quite common. U
There was a link between types of referral and subsequent Labour market status. Not 1
surpnsingly, the self-employed were much more likely than others to have been referred
to someone to assist in becoming self-employed Those in full-time education and
training and those on programmes at the survey interview were more likely than others to I
have been sent to a college, TEC or LEC for courses and training. The likelihood of
being referred at all was also associated with labour market status by the time of
interview. Referral rates were lowest among those looking after the family by the time of
interview, perhaps reflecting a realisation that these participants were about to leave the
labour market, at least for a time I
The rate of referral did not differ greatly by delivery-type However, there were some U
differences in the rate of referral to vacancies Referrals to employers with vacancies to
fill occurred in S per cent of cases in consortium-run areas, compared to 10 per cent in ES
joint partnerships, 12 per cent in Employment Service individual contracts, and 14 per
cent in private sector-led areas.
U
Overall, only 12 per cent had been referred to employers with vacancies to fill,
confirming elements of the qualitative evaluation which has indicated that, despite U
increased emphasis on placing young people into jobs (Legard and Ritchie, 1999), job
referral rates were relatively low.i9 In their Birnungharn case study, Walsh et al (1999)
found this was due, in part, to NDPA emphasis on encouraging long-term employability
rather than short-term employment. However, they also suggest that job-matching
activity has been crowded out due to the intense workloads NDPAs operated under
(Walsh er aL, 1999: 37).
______ U
‘
9NDED data on job referrals are not comparable with the survey daxa for two reasoi~. First, NDED
vacancy data include referrals to jobs mrnally identified by claimants on vacancy noticeboards Where
respondents had taken this initiative, they may not view follow-up on the vacancy as a NDPA referral
Secondly, survey respondents are simply asked whether they have been referred to vacancies by an NDPA






I Job referral rates differed markedly ac~ossdifferent types of ~DPA participant in a way
• that suggests NDPAs were seeking to distinguish between the ‘job ready’ and the less job
ready Job referral rates were lower ar~ongthose with work-limiting health problems (8
U per cent), basic literacy or numeracy problems (6 per cent), and drugs or alcohol
I problems (8 per cent). Job referral rat~swere lowest of all among current participants inthe ElF (2 per cent), perhaps indicating that this group of participants was far from job
• ready This observation applies to a le~serextent to those on the full-time education and
training Option (8 per cent of whom said they had been referred to a job at some point),
• and those on the voluntary sector Option (where the figure was 10 per cent) In contrast,
20 per cent of employment Option participants said they had been referred to jobs. Yet,
• there was considerable dissatisfaction ~mong employers about the quality of NDPA job
I applicants sent to them, suggesting that the job matching function was being performedinadequately (Walsh et aL, 1999 43-46).
I ‘F
Job referral rates also varied considerably across regions. In the East Midlands and East
I Anglia region, job referral rates were ~ne-third of the rate in the South West (9 per cent
against 27 per cent). Further analysis will establish whether this reflects diffenng
I participant populations, different ambient labour market conditions, or variations in
practice at regional level
• Table 3.20 New Deal Personal Adviser referi~als
I % ofco_ces
None 46
• Collegc/TECJLEC in courses/training/work ‘ 19
tndepencient careers advice 14
I Jobscacchskillscourse 14Employers with vacanciesto fill 12
U Course to improve reading/writing 5Mentor 4
U Someone to assist in becoming self-employed 3Health adviser 2
i Specialistagency to help offenders i~ 2
U Weighted base 5646Unwei~ztedbase 5683
. Base those recalling interviews with New Il~~lPersonal Advisers arid those recathng Interviews with
Employment Service staff since entry to the programme Note this is a multiple response quesuon so that
the percentages add to more than 100
U 3 10 Referral ofparticipants with special needs
• As a result of their case study evaiuaLon, the Tavistock Institute noted ‘The adequacy of
assessments undertaken by Personal~Advisers and consequent referrals, in terms of theU client’s attitude and motivation, h~avebeen widely questioned’ (Tavistock Institute,
• 1999). Particular difficulties have ~risen in the case of participants with severe basic
skills needs, or serious personal or social problems. some providers of services associated








tackled before placement with them. This had resulted in inappropnate referral and
problems ofnon-attendance and drop out. I
The survey sheds further light on referrals of participants with special needs. First, there
is conflicting evidence about the degree to which NDPAs sought to priontise participants
in most need when referring them to help Those with job search problems had higher U
referral rates than those without (57 against 48 per cent), as did those with basic skills
probLems (58 against 53 per cent), and those with long-term health probLems (58 against
53 per cent) On the other hand, there were no differences in referral rates according to
whether the participant had qualifications, had a job before New Deal, or lived in social
rented accommodation. What is more, the referral rate for those with drug or alcohol U
problems was only 46 per cent, and referral rates fell with longer qualifying spells of
unemployment.20 U
The second piece of evidence relates to referral to more specialist assistance dedicated to
the needs of participants with particular problems. There were clear indications that
referrals reflected special needs, although there were sizeable percentages of participants
admitting to specific problems who had not been referred to appropriate assistance. For U
example, 9 per cent of those with work-limiting long-term health problems had been
referred to advisers offering help with health problems and disability, compared to 4 per 1
cent with long-term health problems which were not work-lirnitmg, and I per cent of
those with no health problems. Nine per cent of ex-offenders, and 11 per cent of those
with drug or alcohol problems, had been referred to specialist agencies to help offenders
such as NACRO or the probation service, compared to 1 per cent which the survey did
not identify as ex-offenders Sixteen per cent of those with literacy or numeracy U
problems had been referred to reading or writing courses, compared to 2 per cent of those
who did not admit to such problems
U3.11. The role ofmentors
U
Mentors are people offenng support and encouragement. They encompass individuals
with a variety of expertise, ranging from professionally qualified counsellors through to U
individuals of standing or expenence working for or known by Gateway providers to be
sources of valuable information and advice Only 4 per cent of participants had been
referred to mentors.2’ They were twice as common among those who were on the
employment Option (8 per cent) and those on post~Opncmadvice (9 per cent).
U
Almost half (45 per cent) of those who had been referred to mentors viewed them as very
helpful. Another thirty eig~itper cent viewed them as quite helpful. 1
_____________ U
~ The referral rate was 56 per cent among those with qualifying unemployment spells ofunder 12 months,
and 48 per cent among those unemployed for three years or more Perhaps NDPAs were funnelling scarce
resources to those most able to respond in the short-term, rather than more difficult to place participants
21 The incidence ofmentoring is likely to have nsen since a tendenng exercise conducted in the summer of
1998 which led to the setting up ofmore widespread mentoring arrangements (Tavistock Institute, 1999-
it) The Institute suggests that ‘Greater imp1ementau~nand use ofmentoring should alleviate the crisis or








Dunng the Gateway, New Deal parlicipants are able to spend some time exploring a
U course of action, perhaps even attendipg a short course, to see whether they would like to
pursue the matter further Among these courses are ‘tasters’, intended to give
I participants a taste of an Option they~are considering The survey contains information
U on time spent with employers to frnc~out about jobs, visiting or trying out a course of
education or training, going on short Fourses to improve basic skills, and going on short
• courses to learn how to find jobs or a9ply for them Half (52 per cent) recalled doing one
or more of these, and a sixth (18 per c~ent)remembered doing two ormore.
•
U Those with the most substantial participation in New Deal were most likely to have goneon tasters and on average they wentOon more A fifth (20 per cent) of those recalling
i NDPA interviews only had been on tasters, compared to 35 per cent of those recallingperiods ofNDPA advice, and 68 per cent of those recalling advice and Options
Seventy per cent of those on post-Op~ionadvice had been on a taster, and a third (33 per
I cent) had been on two or more. In contrast, only 40 per cent of those still on the Gateway
U had been on tasters, with 14 per cent going on more than one. However, those mostlikely of all to go on tasters were those participating in the full-time education and
U training Option, 82 per cent of whom ~iadbeen on a laster.
U Table 3.21 Tasters and short courses
U % of cases
Typeof raster orshorr course
U Time with employers to find out about kinds1ofjobs 16Visiting or trying a course of education or ualrung 31
Going on a short course to improve basic skills 13
Going on a short course to learn how to find or apply for jobs 14
U Number of tasters
• No tasters 52
One caster ii 31
U Two tasters 12
Three tasters 5
U Four tasters
U Weighted cases I 5646Unweiglued cases 83
U Base those recalling interviews with New Deal Personal Advisers and those recallinginterviews with Employment ServIce~Istaffsince entry to the programme. Note this is a
• multiple response question so that the percentages add to more than 100
• Visiting or trying out courses of edt~cationor training were the most popular of the four
tasters respondents were asked about, with participants twice as likely to attend them as
U the other tasters Three-quarters (7~per cent) of participants on the full-time education
and training Option had been o~ an education and training laster beforehand
• Nevertheless, they only made up a th~rd(35 per cent) of those who had been on education





New Deal at the time of interview to have been with employers to try out jobs, although
only 25 per cent had done so, confirming qualitative research pointing to low usage of
employer casters (Tavistock Institute, 1999: 24). Indeed, they only made up a quarter (26
per cent) of those going on employer tasters. They were also popular among those on
post-Option advice, 24 per cent of whom had been on an employer taster at some time
dunng their participation in New Deal I
The purpose of tasters is to give participants an opportunity to ‘sample’ an Option in the 1
expectation that this will assist the participant to choose the ~nght’ Option. In addition, U
in the case of employer tasters, it permits employers to get some idea as to how a
prospective trainee may perform. One might therefore expect a link between going on •
tasters and subsequent satisfaction with an Option. In fact, there was no association
Going on an employer taster made no difference to Option satisfaction among those on U
the employment, voluntary sector and ETP Options at the time of interview, and going on
an education and training caster was not associated with higher Option satisfaction among
those on the lull-time education and training Option at the survey interview (Table 3.22).
Table 3 ~Z Percentage of Options paiticipanis completely or very satisfied with their Option, by
participation onOptions tasters
— U
Employer Opnon, Employer Option, Full-rime Full-tune
voluntary sector or Voluntaly sector or education or education or
ETF. with laster ETF, without :rauiuig Option, training Option.
faster with faster without raster
% completely or 64 65 57 65
very satisfied with
Option
Weightedbase 193 715 588 168
Unwe:ghred base 199 699 648 155 1
Base those onOptions at timeof survey interview
3 13 Discussions with New Deal Personal Advisers
U
Discussions between New Deal Pemonal Advisers and their New Deal chents may range
over many issues as the adviser explores the participant’s needs and explains what might U
be on offer through the programme.
Around seven in ten participants had discussed their experience and what work they
might do in the future (Table 3.23) ~
Respondents recalled discussions about ways of looking forjobs in the majonty of cases.
However, despite the reonentation of NDYP to Jay greater emphasis on placing
participants into unsubsidised jobs (Hasluck, 1999), discussions about making job
~ Those recalhng interviews with New Deal Personal Advisers were asked to identify from a showcard
what they had discussed with their advisers, and to mention anything else they had discussed which did not
appear on the card A similar question was asked of those who recalled interviews with Employment
Service staff since the beginning of September 1998, although they could not recall discussions with







1 applications were recalled in only a min<~-Ityofcases. This may be because advisers only
• raised this issue with the more ‘job ready’ Certainly, those who were least ‘job ready’
were less likely to recall discussions abc~utjob applications. For instance, 30 per cent of
• those who said they had drug or alcohd,l problems recalled discussing job applications,
U
compared with 43 per cent of those ~ithout such problems However, recall of job
applications was also low (35 per cent) among those with NVQ Level 4 or Level 5
• qualifications, perhaps indicating that tl~eidentification of suitable vacancies for certain
types of participant constrained NDPAs ~bility to raise the subject.
U
Table 3 23 Issues discussed with New Deal Personal Advisers
• ______________________ 1 %ofcase~c
I Your experience arid skills 71
What work you might do in the future 69
What education or training you might need 62
The possibility ofworking self-employed 17
• Different ways of looking for jobs 57
Making job applications I
• Your responsibilities as a job seeker 50
Different things you could do on New Deal 68
a Something else 2None of these II
I Weighted base 5646
U Unwe~~dbase J 5683Base those recalling interviews with New Deal Personal Advisers and those recalling interviews with
Employment Service staff since entry to the pkgramme Note. this is a multiple response question so thatthe percentages add to more than 100.
U Participants on New Deal are subject to the requirement to seek paid work, yet
U discussions about responsibilities they~facedas job seekers were only recalled by half (50
per cent) the respondents 23 In fact, this finding is typical for a survey of the claimant
V unemployed (McKay, Walker and Yo~.ings.1997 59-60) Nevertheless, it is noteworthy
U that respondents were more likely td recall discussion of education and tramrng theymight need and the things they co~ilddo on New Deal, than they were to recall
• discussions ofjob search responsibilities and ways of looking forjobs This suggests thatNDPAs may have been placing emph~.sison what the programme in general, and Options
• in particular, had to offer, rather than job search and job search requirements
• Perhaps surpnsingly, thirty per cent1 of participants recalling intel-views with NDPAs
U could not recall discussions about the different things they could do on New Deal Thisfigure was 40 per Cent among non-white ethnic minonties, and 40 per cent among those
• with no qualifications.
• It is striking that the rank order of iss~iesdiscussed remained more or less constant across
participants, irrespective of where th~ywere on the programme by the time of the survey
interview Discussion of experienc~and skills, and what could be done on New Deal
•
~ Discussions about job search requirements were least likely to be recalled by those with basic skills







usually ranked one or two, followed by future work, education or training, ways of
looking for jobs, job search responsibilities, making job applications, and lastly, self-
employmetii24
I
What did differ, however, was the number of issues discussed. The number of issues
discussed with a New Deal Personal Adviser may give an indication of the intensity or 1
range ofthe assistance offered by the adviser. Only 3 per cent of participants could recall
discussing nothing with their adviser. Nine in ten (89 per cent) recalled discussing more
than one issue, including half (48 per cent) recalling discussion of five or more issues
Table 3 24 presents the mean number of items discussed across a selection of participant U
characteristics to illustrate how the Intensity or range of support offered by NDPAs
varied.
Those currently on the employment Option had discussed more issues with their NDPA
than other respondents (with a mean of 4.9 items). Almost a third (31 per cent) had U
recalled discussing seven or eight issues with the NDPA, higher than any other group of
participants. Those on the Environment Task Force recalled fewer items discussed than U
others still on the programme (mean of4.2)
Those with social disadvantages that are associated with tower employment prospects
generally recalled discussion of fewer items than those without such disadvantages For
instance, the number of Items discussed was lower among lone parents, the unqualified, U
those with numeracy or literacy problems since age 16, those with no job pnor to New
Deal, and those who were suffering hardship following benefit sanctions. Those with U
problems who recalled discussion over a broader range of issues included those with job
search problems, those with long-term health problems that were not work limiting, and
ex-offenders.
The number of items recalled fell with multiple disadvantage This may be ofconcern if U
it implies that those in most need of help were receiving less intensive support, or were
being offered a narrower range of support. however, it is important to bear in mind that
participants’ ability to recall events or activities may itself be correlated with some of the







24 Discussion about self-employment was more common among participants aged 22 OT over, those with a







Table 3.24 Mean number of items discussed with NDPAs
I ____ ___ I
I ___ __
• _ __ _ _
~icatT -- - ___ ___
U _______________ ____ ______
__ Delivery type
• ES individual conu-act 4 4
ES joint partnership 4 2I Consortium :
Private sector-lcd 4 6
U _ __ _
• White 4.5
Black Caribbean I 4 1




I Bangladeshi _____ 4 1
on- -1 ~ ~. ______-
____ -imi
I No qualifications 40Quaitficauons 4 ~
• ~ ~
• Drug/alcohol problems affect ability to findfk~eppaid work 4 3
U Benefit stopped/reduced leading to hardship ~ ~
Benefit stopped/reduced, not leading to hardship 4 6
I






U Base those iccalling Interviews with l4cw~Deal Personal Advisers and those recalling interviews with









The number of items discussed with NDPAs differed with other demographic U
characteristics. For instance, men recalled more items than women, and the white —
majority recalled more discussion items than non-white ethnic groups, with the exception —
of Blacks other than Caiibbeans and Africans. I
It is also notable that the number of items discussed with NDPAs was lower in

































— ~‘ Differences in Option entry according to individual characteristics were quite few;
— suggesting that each Option had a wide mix of individuals entering it, and that ‘streaming’
• was not very marked. The mast distinctive pattern of Option take-up was found among
ethnic minorities These had a relatively high rate of participation in fuji-time education and
• trainrng but a relatively low r~teof participation in subsidised employment and in ETF
Women were represented to the same extent as men in the various Options, with the
• exception of ETF where they took a considerably smaller part
I ~ Eighty seven per cent of respon~entswere satisfied with their Options, including 62 per cent
U who were completely or very satisfied Satisfaction was highest on the employment Option
and lowest on ETR Simple con~pansonsof satisfaction between Options may be misleading
I because of differences in the characteristics of participants entering them Nor should these
results be used as a means of~assessing the effectiveness of Options, since there is no
necessary link between satisfaction during art Option and subsequent outcomes
U ~ Seven in ten stated their Optioi~was what they really wanted to do (82 per cent on the full
• time education and training Option, 64 per cent on the employment Option, 59 per cent on
the voluntary sector option, and~46per cent on Environment Task Force) The great majority
I of those who felt that the Option was not what they really wanted, would have preferred to
be in a different job (if in one ~f the work based Options), or in a paid job (if in full time
• education and training). NDYP may ha’~ebeen able to meet the preferences of a greater
• proportion of participants, if it had been possible to provide a larger number and wider range
of placements in subsidised employment However, this would not necessarily be more
• effective, in terms of labour m~rketoutcomes Another way of interpreting the results is in
terms of the guidance process~during the Gateway, which leads to selection of Options
I Individuals who make their own vocational decisions in an informed way are more likely to
remain committed to them The fairly substantial minorities whose current Option was not
— ‘what they really wanted’ u~thcates that it was proving hard to achieve this client
commitment within NDYP. A~might be expected, there were still larger proportions among
the ‘early leavers’ from Optioi~who felt that those Options were not what they had wanted
I Furthermore, nearly one half c~fthose currently on Options believed that New Deal ‘pushed














) Just over two-thirds of participants in work-based Options reported receiving training (73
per cent on ETF, 71 per cent on the employment Option, and 53 per cent on the voluntary U
sector Option) This compares with 49 per cent of leavers for unsubsidised jobs who
reported receiving training in those jobs, suggesting NDYP has raised the chances of
participants receiving training, by comparison with opportunities in the job market. Where
respondents felt that training was absent, there was disappointment with New Deal.
)~Eighty nine per cent of those receiving training said they were satisfied with it. Satisfaction
levels were lower in FIF, but this has to be set against the relatively high proportion who
reported receiving trainIng U
> One-in-five respondents had taken part in Options that had ended by the time of the survey
interview. The ratio of these ‘early leavers’ to continuing Options could give some cause
for concern, but as time goes on ‘early leavers’ should become a less significant group Of U
those who had ended an Option before the survey interview, 55 per cent remained on New
Deal, usually on post-Option advice but in some cases on a further Option. Of the
minority who had left New Deal from Options, about twice as many were unemployed or



















I The provision of a range of Options is one ofthe main innovative concepts in the New
• Deal for Young People. For the fir.~time, all 18-24 year olds are guaranteed a place
on a programme instead of remaini~tgin long-term unemployment Options are also
• compulsory, in the sense that when~aparticipant has completed the Gateway period,
refusal of a place can result in a benefit sanction.
•
I The range of Options has been described in Chapter Two of this report, which alsooutlined participation in Options r~ioverall terms. This chapter provides further
analysis of the characteristics of th~setaking part in different kinds of Options, the
experiences and perceptions of parti~ipants,and the content of Options as reported by
• them.
I Options become available after a p~nodin the New Deal Gateway, if the individual
— has not found a job or left the prog~amxnefor another reason An important point to
— bear in mind throughout the follow~ngfindings is that a substantial proportion of the
respondents remained in the New Deal Gateway at the time of the survey Interview,
and it is likely that many of these ‘~illsubsequently enter Options Accordingly, the
I picture of Option entry presented here is incomplete. The complete picture of Option
entry will become available with the additional information from the second survey
1 intervIew in 2000.
1 The picture of Option completion ~nd exits available from this stage of the survey is
I also of course incomplete. At six ~nonths from entry to NDYP, most of the people
who have left an Option are ‘early leavers’. This is because the standard period on an
1 Option is itself six months (or up 1~oone year on the full-time education and training
l Option), and Options are preceded~by a period on the Gateway The experiences ofthese ‘early leavers’ are unlikely to~jberepresentative ofthe final picture when aLl have
U left or completed their Options In addition, a survey taking place at this early stage
of the New Deal process tends tc~over-represent early leavers. The proportion of
I ‘early leavers’ from Options will ~becomesmaller at a later stage, while those who
I spend a longer time on Options will become increasingly typical.
For this reason, a pooled analysis of Options including the ‘early leavers’ would atI this stage probably give a misleading picture of Option experience. In addition, the
• views of people who have completed an Option and are looking back on it are not
truly comparable with those of pa~ticipantswho are in the midst of the programme.
Accordingly, much of the infor~iationpresented in this Chapter focuses on the
Options which respondents currently experienced, rather than those which had ended
• before the time of the survey int&view None the less, Options which had already
— ended by the time of the surve~are also of interest, and details about these are
— provided separately. I
I I
4.1. Options that have ended
•
The majority of New Deal activities which had ended before the survey interview
• were periods on Gateway rather than periods on Options But Table 4.1 shows that
significant proportions of these~earlier activities had consisted of a subsidised
employment Option or a fuH-tia~eeducation and training Option, while there were
• smaller proportions who had be~ion the voluntary sector Option, the Environment






Table 4.1 Past New Deal spells
_____________________ •
S
Past Employment Option 14
Past Voluntary sector Option 3 U
Past Environment Task Force 3
Past Self-employment Option 2 U




Base all respondents who had a past New Deal spell Note Past New Deal scams is a multiple I
response question so that the percentages add to more than 100.
U
Converting the figures in Table 4.1 to percentages of all respondents, 8 per cent had
been on an employment Option which had ended, and 9 per cent had been on a full- 1
time education arid training Option which had ended. In total about one in five
respondents said that they had passed through an Option which was now at an end. It
is possible that some of these cases were in fact ‘taster penods’ (short trials, rather
than real Option placements). However, there were very few cases where people
reported more than two Options in total, whereas if ‘tasters’ were often included, the U
proportion would have been expected to be higher.
42 Current position of Option leavers
Table 42 (a) Past New Deal spells, by cwrent New Deal status
Past Past vol Past ETF Past FT Pa.u self-
emp Option Option edJtr Option employment
__~ption
%
Employment Option 14 12 4 11 8
Voluntary secior Option 2 7 3 2 1
Environment Task Force 1 3 12
Self-employment Option
Full-time education/training 7 8 7 4 4
Option
Post-Option advice 38 36 27 39 36
Left New Deal 38 34 47 43 51
Weighted base 459 105 90 545 61 U
Unwerghsed base 448 J 18 83 546 60
Base. aH respondents who had a Past New Deal Option spell •
There is some evidence from previous research, both in Britain and some other
countries, to suggest that labour market programmes are more effective when the
participants complete them or at least stay on them for a substantial period (Auspos,
Riccio arid White, 1999: 37-38, 76) This constitutes one reason why ‘early leavers’ I
from programmes may give concern However, NDYP has unusual flexibility to draw
people whose initial Option ends prematurely back into supported job search or U






U programmes Even so, people who le~ivean Option after a short time and then move
• to another Option may consume additional resources
• To Investigate these issues further, Table 4 2(a) tracks those who had been on an
Option, now ended, into what they v~eredoing at the time of the survey interview
• Re-cycling through Options was certainly not the main result of ‘early leaving’ A
minonty of about one in five of thos~’twho had been on an Option which had ended,
were now either in the same Option after a break, or had moved to a different Option
• Some slight tendency to ‘migrate’ to~iardsthe employment Option is discernible in
the table, but the actual numbers of movers involved are small. In terms of the whole
U sample of respondents, all the ‘repeat~Options’amounted to just over 4 per cent In
terms of those currently on Options at ~hetime ofthe survey interview, they amounted
• to one in seven (14 per cent) of Options places It is possible that as time passes a
• larger proportion of the Option leavers will re-enter further Options.
• Four in five of those with earlier Options were either not currentiy on New Deal at all.
or on ‘post-Option advice’ within New Deal. Post-Option advice’ means a period of
• job search advice and assistance, s~milarto the Gateway penod but following
I termination of an Option. All told., ~hose who had left New Deal after an Optionamounted to 9 per cent of all respo~idents,while those who were in post-Option
U advice amounted to 7 per cent of all~respondents Adding the 7 per cent in post-
Option advice to the 4 per cent on lepeat Options, there were 11 per cent of all
• respondents still in NDYP after exiting an Option, and 9 per cent who had exited
NIDYP as well as exiting an Option ~Converting this into proportions of the ‘early
U leavers’ from Options, 55 per cent were still in NDYP and 45 per cent outside NDYP.
U Table 4.2(b) Past New DcaJ spells, by current’Iabour market status
Past emp Option Past vol Option Past ETF Past FT ed/li Past self-
I Option employmentOption
U %
On New Deal 62 66 53 57 49
• Lcft New Deal 38 34 47 43 51
-employed ii 10 8 15 25
I • -unemployed 24 19 24 22 18
-other 3 5 16 6 7
•
Weighted base 459 105 90 545 61
• Un~ç~ghiedbase 448 118 83 546 60
Base all respondents who had a Past New Deal Option spell
I If many of the early exits from Op~.ionsarid NDYP are to move into jobs, theinterpretation may be quite positive. ~(ltis relevant that job search is a continuing
• requirement for participants in all the Options) Accordingly the labour market status
of those who had left New Deal altogether may be of particular interest, and Table
• 4.2(b) breaks down this group further ~The 45 per cent no longer on New Deal divide
into 13 per cent flOW in employment, 22 per cent unemployed, and 10 per cent
U inactive As proportions of all respondents, these figures convert to 6 per cent, 10 per






The table also shows how far the labour market status varied by the type of Option •
that had ended. The proportion moving into jobs was lowest for those exiting the
Environment Task Force. Exits to inactivity were rather high from this Option Exits
to jobs were highest from the full-time education and training Option (apart from the
very small group who had been on the self-employment Option). The overall
proportion in unemployment showed relatively little variation across former Options. U
Overall, then, the majority of people who had ended an Option before the survey
interview remained on New Deal, usually on post-Option advice but in some cases on
a further Option. Ofthose leaving New Deal, about twice as many were unemployed
or inactive as were rnjobs. U
4.3 Who takes which Options ~ U
The question considered in this section is whether there are differences in the
characteristics ofthose taking part in the various Options. The main emphasis is upon
current participation in Options. However, information on Options which have ended
is also separately provided
The issue of ‘who goes into which Option?’ is of central importance to the evaluation. 1
Chances of getting jobs depend on individual characteristics, and unless these are
taken into account one cannot say how much an Option has improved participants’
prospects. Accordingly, this topic will be the focus of multivariate analysis in the U
second stage of the research.
U
At this stage, however, such an analysis is not feasible This is primanly because the
process of entering Options, as mentioned earlier, was incomplete at the time of the
survey, with one quarter of the respondents still on the Gateway The analysis
presented here, therefore, is exploratory, descriptive analysis. The aim is to flag any
apparent differences to give some ‘feel’ for the degree of selection (or self-selection)
into each Option
The apparent differences revealed by this exploratory analysis should be viewed with
great caution. The attributes considered will often be correlated, and the differences
between Options may become much smaller or much larger when adjusted to take
account of intercorrelations
UI
The characteristics considered include many which have been shown, in previous
research, to affect the chances of leaving unemployment and finding a job. They are- I
Gender, age; ethnicity; period of unemployment on entry to NDYP, whether the
individual has ever been in paid work; limiting health problem or disability;
educational qualification; vocational qualification; problems of numeracy and
literacy; and responsibility for housing costs. U
Results are reported only where there is indication of a difference between Options U
which could be of practical significance. In the following section, if there is no
comment on a characteristic noted in the above list, this indicates that there is no






I Options Here the presentation takes one characteristic at a time, but in the final
• section of the chapter, the results are’~lsosummarised for each Option
• 43.1. Gender
U Women were as likely as men to be ~n Options at the time of the survey interview (28
U per cent in each case; Table 4 3(a)).~However, they were slightly more likely not tobe on New Deal than men (45 per 1cent against 39 per cent). Thus, conditional on
• being in New Deal, women were slightly more likely to be on Options at the time of
the survey However, women were~slightlyless likely than men to have been on an
• Option that had ended.
U Table 4 3(a) Gender, by current New Deal status
• Male Female
—
• Gateway 25 21
Option 28 28
• Post-Option advice 7 6
LeftNewDeal 39 45
WeLghred base 4281 1729
• Unwe~gftredbase 4252 1758
Base all respondents 1
U




• Employment Option 10 i 12
Voluntary sector Option 3 3
I Environment Task Force 3 1
Self-employment Option * I
• Full-time educationhtraining Option 13~ 12
Post-Option advice 7 ~I 6
I Left New Deal 39~ 45
• Weighiedbase 4281 1729
Unwe~ghIedbase 4252 /758
• Base all respondents
• Table 4 3(b) shows the proportion~of women and men in each type of Option. These
proportions were sinular except that fewer women were in the Environment Task
I Force (Ef1-~)Option (1 per cent against 3 per cent). Additionally, 2 per cent of men
~ been on an E~FOption befc~etheir current status, whereas the proportion for








Table 44 Gender, by Past New Deal Option status U
Male Female U
Past Gateway 46 46 U
Past Employment Option 8 7
Past Voluntary work Option 2 2
Past Environment Task Force 2
Past Self-employment Option I I U
Past Full-time education/training Option 9 10
NoPasiNewDeal 44 47
Weighted base 4281 1729 1
Unw~ghie4base 4252 1758
Base all respondents Note Past New Deal status is a multiple response question so that the




A smaller proportion of the ethnic minorities was on Options at the time of the survey
interview than in the case of the white majority (23 per cent against 29 per cent; Table
4 5(a)) 1
Table 43(a) Ethnicity, by current New Deal status U
- white Non-white ethnic
Gateway 23 28 U
Option 29 23
Post-Option advice 7 6
LeftNewDeal 40 44
Weighi’e4 base 5002 998
Unweighted base 4635 1357
Base all respondents Excludes 18 unweighted cases wnh ethnicity missing
U
Table45(b) Ethnicity, by current New Deal Option status
____________ U
white Non-white eihjnc I
Gateway 23 28
Employment Option 11 5
Voluntary sector Option 3 2
Environment Task Force 3 *
Self-employment Option *
Full-time eciucationhiraimng Option 12 16
Post-Option advice 7 6
Left New Deal 40 44
Weighted base 5002 998
Unweighted base 4635 1357
Base all respondents, excluding 18 unweighted cases with ethnicity missing U
As shown in Table 4.5(b), the largest difference was in the subsidised employment
Option, where 5 per cent of ethnic minonties and 11 per cent of whites were talung
part. In addition, whereas 3 per cent of the whites were taking part in E1’P, virtually U





U proportion of the ethnic rninonties ~was taking part in the full-time education and
• tralnrng Option (16 per cent, against 12 per cent in the case of whites).
U Table 4 6. Ethnicity, by Past New Deal Option status -
U white Non-white ethnic
• Past Gateway 47 41
Past Employment Option 8 5
U Fast Voluntary work Option 2~ IPast Environment Task Force 2 0
I Past Sell-employment Option I IPast full-time education/training Option 9 &
U NoPastNewDeal 4:4 52
U Weighted base 5002 998Unweighted base 4635 1357
a Base all respondents, c~cludrng18 unweighted cases with ethnicity missing Note Past New Dealstatus s a multiple respoase question so th~the percentages add to more than 100
Members of the ethnic nimorities ~yerealso less likely than whites to have taken part
• in an Option which had ended by the time of the survey (Table 46). This reflects the
fact that participants from non-white ethnic minorities were more likely than whites to
U leave the programme early (see C~hapterSix). Nearly as high a proportion of ethnic
— minorities as whites had taken part~ina fuil-time education and training Option which
— had ended. However, only 5 per ~ent of minorities, as against 8 per cent of whites,
• had taken part in an employment ~ption. The ethnic minonty participation rate had
also been lower in the voluntary work Option and in the ETF Option
•
Groups from the Indian sub-conti~ientseemed somewhat less likely than others to be
U on Options at the time ofthe surv~y(Indian arid Bangladeshi 19 percent, Palastani 22
— per cent) However, the mterpret~uonof this finding is not clear, since groups from
— the Indian sub-continent were particularly likely not to be on New Deal at all At the
• time of the survey, 58 per cent of the Indian group, 49 per cent of the Bangladeshigroup, and 46 per cent of the Pakistani group were out of New Deal The
• corresponding proportion was 40, per cent for the white group and below 40 per cent
I for the remaining ethnic groups.
U 43.3. Qual~fyingperiod of unen~p1oyment
• The qualifying period of unemployment refers to the time spent in the unemployed
spell up to entry to NDYP, as re~alledby the respondent. Results with this variable
• should be treated with some ca&ion due to the high percentage of respondents who
U were unable to recall theirspell length.
• At the time of the survey interview, those reporting the longest qualifying penods of
unemployment (three years or d~ore)were the most likely to be on an Option (38 per
U cent, against 26-31 per cent in (other qualifying penods, Table 4.7(a)) There was









Table 4 7(a)~Length ofqualifying spell of unemployment, by currentNew Deal status U
Less 6 miks or 12 mths or 18 mths or 2 years or More than 3
than 6 mare but more but more but more but years
in:hs less than less than less than 2 less than 3
12mths I8mth.s years _years
% %
Gateway 24 25 22 25 24 24
Option 26 28 31 29 29 38
Post-Option advice 7 6 7 5 9 7
Left New Deal 43 40 40 40 37 32 U
Weiglue4 base 1589 1527 627 3J2 309 377 1
Unweighted base 1583 1448 631 306 334 379
Based on the 79 per cent of cases with reliable and precise date information The 21 pet cent without U
accurate data included 15 per cent with a start date earlier than the beginning of August 1998; 2 per
cent with a start date beginning after I” August 1998, and 4 per cent where we only knew the year in U
which the event began.
Those with qualifying periods of three years or more were particularly likely to be in
the full-time education and training Option (19 per cent, against 11-14 per cent in U
other qualifying periods; Table 47(b)). This accounted for much of the overall
difference in current Option participation
U
Table 4 7(b) Length ofqualifying spell of unemployment, by currentNew Deal Option status I
Less 6 ,nths or 12 ,nths or 18 mths or 2 years or More than 3
than 6 more but more but more but more but years
mths less than test than less than 2 less than 3
I2niths )8rnths years years
4% 4% % 4% 4%
Gateway 24 25 22 25 24 24 U
Employment Option 10 II 13 10 11 10
Voluntary sector 2 2 4 2 5 5
Option
Environment Task 2 2 * 3 3 4
Force
Self-employment * * 1
Option
Fuil-ume 11 13 14 14 11 19
education/training
Option
Post-Option advice 7 6 7 5 9 7
Left New Deal 43 40 40 40 37 32
Weighted base 1589 1527 627 312 309 377
Unweighted base - 1583 1448 631 — 306 334 379
Based on the 79 per cent of cases with reliable and precise date information. The 21 per cent without
accurate data included 15 per cent with a start date earlier than the begmnmg of August [99L 2 per
cent with a start date beginning after 1~August 1998. and 4 per cent where we only knew the year in
which the eventbegan
Table 4.8 shows the corresponding results for Options which had ended by the time of
the survey. There was no clear indication that those with the longest qualifying





U Option participation overall seems largely attributable to taking part in the full-time
• education and training Option with possibly a longer average completion time
• Table 4 8 Length of qualifying spell of unemployment. ~y Past New Deal Option status
U Less 6 mt/is or 12 mt/is or 18 mr/is or 2 years or More than 3
than 6 more but more but more but more but years
U mt/is less than less than less than 2 less than 3
J2mths 18 mt/is years years
U 4%
Past Gateway 49 45 48 48 44 39
U Past Emp Option 8 8 6 8 6 7
Past Vol Option 2 1 2 1 6 0
U PastETF 1 2 1 0 2 1
Past Self-employment 1 1 0 0 1 1
• Option
Past FT ed/si Option 9 8 9 7 10 10
I No Past New Deal 42 47 44 45 45 50
U Weighted base /589 1527 627 312 309 377Unwe:ghtedbase 1583 1448 631 3~5 334 — 379
• Based on the 79 per cent of cases with reliable and precise date information The 21 per cent without
— accurate data included 15 per cent with a start date earlier than the beginning of August 1998. 2 per
— cent with a start date beginning after 1~August 1998, and 4 per cent where we only knew the year in
— which the event began Note Past New Deal status is a multiple response question so that the
percentages add to more than 100
• 434: Nopreviousjob
• Those with no previous job are likely to have long periods of unemployment, and vice
versa, so this analysts may overlap considerably with the previous set In fact, the
U pattern of results is similar Those with no previous job were somewhat more likely
— to be currently on an Option (32 per cent against 27 per cent) This was largely
— accounted for by a larger proportion on the full-time education and training Option
• (16 per cent against 12 per cent) (Table 4 9).
U Table 49 Ever had work, by current New Deal Option status
I No Past work HadPast work
4% 4%$ Gateway 23 24
EmploymentOption 11 10
U Voluntary sector Option 4 3Environment Task Force 2 2
• Self-employment Option 0 *
Full-timeeducation/training Option 16 12
a Post-Option advice 8 7Left New Deal 37 43
Weightedbase 1837 4173
• Unweighted base /960 4050
Base all respondents Note work includes any part-time or full-time job or self-employment
U
However, there was no evidence that those with no previous job were more likely to






Table 4 10 Ever had work, by Past New Deal Optionstatus I
No Past work Had Past work U
4%
Past Gateway 44 47 U
Past Employment Option 8 8
Past Voluntary work Option 2 1
Past Environment Task Force 1 2
Past Self-employment Option 1 1 I
Past full-time education/training Option 10 9
NopastNewDeal 46 44 I
Weighted base 1837 4173
Unweighted base 1 9s5() 4050
Base all respondents Note work includes any part-time or full-time job or self-employment Past New U
Deal status is a multiple response question so that the percentages add to more than 100
U
4.3.5: Work-limiting health problem
Those with a work-limiting health problem or disability affecting both the kind and
amount of work they could do were less likely than other groups to be on an Option at
the time of the survey interview, but this was in keeping with a low proportion
remaining on NDYP. In this group, 21 per cent were on an Option and 48 per cent
were still on NDYP, against 29 per cent and 60 per cent respectively for those without U
health problems (Table 4.11(a)). Those with a non-limiting health problem, or one
which affected only the kind of work done, were as likely to be ott an Option as were
people with no health problem.
Table 4 11(a) Impact of health problems on ability to work, by current New Deal status
No health Health Health Health Health
problem problem problem problem problem
affects Kind affects affects affects U
and amount Kind of Amount of Neither
ofwork work only work only
4% 4% 4% U
Gateway 24 18 26 (24) 22
Option 29 21 28 (41) 29
Post-Option advice 7 9 6 (6) 9
Left New Deal 40 53 39 (29) 41
Weighted base 4933 496 235 (18) 328
Unweighted base 4962 466 254 (21) 307
Base all respondents U
As shown in Table 4.11(b), those with a limitation affecting both kind and amount of U
work were relatively unlikely to be on the employment Option (6 per cent, against 11
per cent for those without any health problem). Those with a health problem that did I
not limit their capacity for work were also less likely to be on the employment Option
(7 per cent). However, they were slightly more likely to be on the full-time education







U Table 4 11(b) Impact of health problems on ability to work. by current New Deal Option status
• No health Health Health Health Health
— problem problem problem problem problem
• affects Kind affects affects affects
and amount Kind of Amount of Neither1 of work work only work only
• 4% 4% 4% 4%
Gateway 24 18 26 (24) 22
U Employment Option 11 6 10 (9) 7
Voluntary sector Option 3 3 4 (7) 4I Environment Task Force 2 1 1
Self-employment Option
U Full-time education/training 13 10 13 (24) 16
Option
U Post-Option advice 7 9 6 (6) 9
LcftNew Deal 40 53 39 (29) 41
— Weighted base 4933 496 235 (18) 328
U Unweighted base 4962 466 254 (21) 307
Base all respondents
U
Turning to penods on Options before the survey interview, there were no clearU associations with health limitations.
4 3 6 Educational qualifications
This analysis considers the highest educational qualification reported by the
I respondent. Scottish qualifications were classified separately. There were only a few
clear associations between qualification and Option take-up
U Table 4 12 Highest academic qualification, by New Deal Option status
Gateway Employ- Volunra~y ETF FT Post- LeftU merit sector education Option New
— Option Option and advice Deal
— training
% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4%U GCSE(D,E,F,G) 24 28 29 20 25 24 22
GCSE (A,B.C) 26 29 25 12 30 22 26
U A level / AS level 4 6 8 6 4 6
Degree or higher I 2 5 2 1 3
U degree
SCE standard grade 5 7 4 3 4 6 7
• SCE ordinary grade* I * 2 * 1
SCEJSLC/SUPE 1 2 1 1 *
• higher grade
Other academic 1 1 2 4 4 3 2
qualification
NO academic 36 26 25 60 28 37 33
qualification
U Weighted base 1423 621 170 127 776 416 2468
Unweighzed base 1485 606 173 133 825 428 2353





At the time of the survey interview, those with no educational qualifications formed a I
particularly large element in the ETF Option (64) per cent), and high peitentages of
those on Gateway and post-Option advice (Table 4.12). Among those with advanced
or higher qualifications there was a slight over-representation in the voluntary sector U
OptiOn.
U
Table 4.13 provides the corresponding results for Options that had ended by the time
of the survey Differences by qualification were slight, but there was again a I
tendency for the ETF Option to contain a disproportionate number of those with no
qualifications. There was also some indication that people with advanced or higher
qualifications were more likely to have tned self-employment but given it up
Table 4 13 Highest academic qualification, by Past Option status
Past Past emp Past Past ElF Past PastSelf- No
Gateway Option Vol Option FT edltr Emp Past
~p~on Option New Deal U
4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4% 4%
GCSE (D, E, F. G) 25 28 27 22 25 18 23
GCSE(A,B,C) 27 28 25 13 27 19 26
A level / AS level 5 3 4 5 5 15 5
Degree or higher 3 1 2 1 1 15 2
degree U
SCE standard grade 7 6 2 7 6 1 5
SCE ordinary grade* I * 1 0 0 0 1
SCE/SLC/SUPE 1 1 3 0 0 0 1
htghei grade
Other academic 2 1 6 4 3 2 2
qualification
NO academic 30 32 31 48 33 29 35
quahficarion
Weighted base 2775 456 105 90 545 61 2707
Un weighted base 2715 447 118 83 546 60 2742 U
Base all respondents Note SCE standard grade includes standard level 1.2,3, SCE ordinary grade
includes passes, or grades A.B.C U
43.7. Literacy or numeracy problems
At the time of the survey interview, there was a slight indication that those who had
had literacy or numeracy problems at some point since age 16 were more represented I
in the full-time education and training Option (16-17 per cent, agaInst 12 per cent for
those without such problems; Table 4.14) 5
There was also some indication that those with either literacy or numeracy problems U
were more likely to be in post-Option advice after a terminated Option (table 4.15),
with 9-il per cent in this status compared with 6 per cent for those without literacy or
numeracy problems. This perhaps suggests a greater tendency for those with U








• Table 4 14 Litcracy and numcracy problems, by cwrent New Deal Optionstatus
5 No hieracy or Numeracy Literacy Both Literacy
numeracy problems only problems only and ‘uuneracy
• problems problems
4% 4% 4% 4%5 Gateway 24 22 24 23
Employment Option 11 9 8 8
• Voluntary sector Option 3 1 3 4
Environment Task Force 2 2 4 3
I Full-time education/training 12 16 16 17Option
U Post-Option advice 6 11 9 10Left New Deal 42 38 36 35
• Weighted base 4672 266 595 477
U Un~ghtcdbase 4667 253 600 490Base all respondents. Note nuineracy problems are any problems with the numbers or simple
— arithmetic since age 16. literacy problems are any problems with reading or writing English since age
— 16
U Table 4 15 Literacy and numeracy problems, by PastNew Deal Option status
I - No literacy or Numerrtcy Literacy Both Literacy
numeracy problems only problems only and numeracy
— problems problems
_ 4% 4% 4% 4%
• Past Gateway 47 48 45 38
__ Past Employment Option 7 ii 6 10
• Past Voluntary work Option 2 3 2 3
Past Environment Task Force 2 2 2
U Past Full-time education/training 8 14 11 13
Option
• Past Self-employment Option I * 2 1
NoPastNcwDeal 45 40 46 49U
Weighted base 4672 266 595 477
5 Unwcighted base 4667 253 600 490
Base. all respondents. Note. Past New Deal Status is a multiple response question so that the
U percentages add to more than 100
I This was confirmed by an analysis of Options that had ended by the time of the
— interview (Table 4.15). This showed that those with literacy or numeracy problems
— more often had a prior period on the full-time education and training Option
• Whereas 8 per cent of those without literacy and numeracy problems had a pnor
period on full-time education and training, the proportion was 11-14 per cent for those
• with various literacy and numeracy problems. This may be interpreted in several
U ways It is possible, for example, that those having an unsuccessful education andtraining placement may become more aware of literacy and n meracy problems It is







4.4. Participants ‘perceptions of current Options UU
In the preceding section, Options were compared in terms of some of the
charactenstics of those who participate in them. The following sections focus on U
how participants perceived and assessed their Option expenence, focusing upon those
who were participating in an Option at the time of the survey interview.t It does not I
include information about Options which had earlier been tenmnated (these are
considered later in the chapter) Later we will look more closely at some of the
content offered in each Option. U
A limitation of the results, at this stage, is that at the time of the survey interview a I
substantial proportion of respondents remained on Gateway and had not yet
expenenced Options (see Chapter Two) The results are therefore incomplete at this
stage
One should also caution against using the results of questions about satisfaction and
other perceptions to judge the effectiveness of Options or the relative effectiveness of
one Option against another. It is worth spending some time developing this point U
before discussing the results themselves
Expressions of satisfaction or dissatisfaction cannot in general be equated with the U
effectiveness or ineffectiveness of a programme. For example, if 70 per cent of
respondents express that they are satisfied with a programme, it does not follow that U
this group did better in their own tenns by taking part in that programme than if they
had not taken part (or if they had taken part in a different way) Nor does it follow U
that if 30 per cent say they are dissatisfied, they were worse off in their own terms by
taking part in the programme than if they had not taken part. Still less does an
expression of satisfaction or dissatisfaction indicate that individuals have done better U
or worse in zerm~sof the aims of the programme, which may not correspond to their
personal aims I
Although the preceding paragraph is probably self-evident, it is worth listing a few of
the reasons why satisfaction has no necessary relationship with effectiveness: U
- Measuring effectiveness involves a ‘counterfactual’ (what would have happened if
the individual did not take part) and it is difficult for individuals to think or express
themselves in these terms.
- Even if they do think in these terms and even if they base their judgement on this
kind of comparison, they may lack the information to make an accurate judgement.
(How would they know that they would have fared differently, if they had done
something else?). U
- The behaviour of individuals may be influenced by a programme in ways of which U
they are unaware, or which they do not wish to acknowledge. For example, a
programme may achieve a positive effect by imposing a sanction on an individual,
leaving the individual better-off, but dissatisfied with the programme.







• - Satisfaction often involves a comparison of what one receives with what one expects
to receive. As a result, those with low expectations are particularly likely to express
• themselves as satisfied.
I It may seem that these problems can be avoided by asking individuals to make a
direct judgement about whether the programme has been helpful to them, as was done
in this survey However, it remains very doubtful whether individuals answer this
I question in terms of a ‘counterfactual’ It is more likely that they will compare their
position after being in the programme for some time with their position before
U entenng the programme They may well have made some progress dunng the
— programme, but from the viewpoint of an evaluation of effectiveness, the crucial issue
— is whether this progress is greater than would have been achieved in the absence of
• the programme (or by taking a different route within the programme) Moreover,their judgement may be biased by actual outcomes (as shown in the analysis of
I satisfaction~withNOPA advice preSented in Chapter Three), making them attribute
helpfulness to the programme when things have turned out better than they expected
• but not when things have turned out worse than they expected. Their judgement of
— helpfulness may also be biased by the amount or apparent cost of the assistance which
— they have received For example, those who get sent on an expensive course of full-
• time education may feel they have received much more than those who are assistedinto an unsubsidised job dunng the Gateway, but it is possible that the latter is the
• more effective assistance for them
S Even though satisfaction levels or perceived helpfulness cannot be equated with
U effectiveness, it may be of interest to know which parts of the programme are moreappreciated and which parts are less appreciated. In pnnciple, it is possible toa compare satisfaction levels or perceived helpfulness of the programme between
programme elements such as the Options However, simple comparisons may well
• be very misleading, because the people who take part in each Option have a different
mix of characteristics (see the last section), and one will not be comparing like with
• like. Also, at this stage of the sample’s experience, some people have been longer in
• Options than others, and some remain in Options while others have left for something
else. In short, the problem of comparing satisfaction measures across Options is no
• less complex than the task of assessing the relative performance of the Options in
terms of employment and other labour market outcomes. It cannot be done with
• simple descriptive data.
• Comparisons between groups of participants — such as men and women, or those with
• different levels of qualifications — run into still greater complications. To compare
satisfaction with NDYP between men and women, for example, one would have to
• take account of different proportions of men and women in the Gateway and Options
(for instance, a very low proportion of women in ElF). Additionally, apparent
I differences-rn satisfaction or other perceptions between men and women could result
from other differences, such as different levels of qualification, or different job
— opportunities between the sexes A sound method of dealing with these
• complications would be to make comparisons between men and women only within
each part of NDYP (e g., are men more satisfied with women within the Employer
• Option’7), but with statistical controls for other characteristics which influence entry to




effectiveness of NDYP as a whole for men and women, would require some lund of
integration across the various comparisons which could be made in this way.
Evidently, the comparisons between Options or between groups with different
characteristics, cannot be undertaken at the present descriptive stage of the research
How then should the information provided in this chapter be interpreted and used a
present? The reader may be able to form a ‘common sense’ judgement of the results
against pnor expectations for the programme, taking into account the nature of the
client group and the stage which they had reached in NDYP when the survey took
place. Such judgements would perhaps in part be informed by previous expenence
of customer satisfaction surveys, and in part by observations of this and other
programmes in action The authors do not have this kind of information, so it would U
be inappropnate to offer any opinions on how well NDYP is doing in the eyes of its
customers. From the viewpoint of the research team, the information is of interest for
different reasons It provides a baseline against which change in satisfaction can be
measured at the follow-up interview in 2000 (and these change measures will make it
considerably easier to draw conclusions). It also indicates the main sources of U
variation in satisfaction, which will help in the design of a more rigorous analysis at
the next stage of the research U
With this warning in mind, the following section presents respondents’ satisfaction
with Options.
4 5: Overall satisfaction with Options U







Fairly dissatisfied 4 U
Very dissatisfied 3
Completcly dissatisfied 2 U




Base those currently on a New Deal Option Note includes self-employment Option
The majority (62 per cent) of Option participants were either ‘completely’ or ‘very’
satisfied with Options, and 87 per cent expressed positive satisfaction to some degree
(Fable 4.16). Thirty per cent declared themselves ‘completely satisfied’, compared to
32 per cent who were ‘very satisfied’, and ‘fairly satisfied’ by 25 per cent. So nearly
two in three (62 per cent) were either completely or very satisfied and 87 per cent
expressed positive satisfaction to some degree Conversely, 13 per cent (about one in U





• Table 4 17 shows the break-down of results on overall satisfaction by the type of
• Option Assistance with self-employment, which was included in the base figures in
Table 4 16, has too few participants to be separately analysed here
U
Table 4 17 Option Satisfaction, by Option
U
Employment Voluntary sector ETF FT education
• Option Option and u~ainirig
• Completely satisfied 33 25 18 29
Very satisfied 36 39 28 29
Fairly satisfied 19 20 34 29
Neither satisfied 3 5 5 4
U nor Dissatisfied
Fairly dissatisfied 3 8 5 3
• Verydissatisfied 3 1 4 3
Completely dissatisfied 1 2 5 1
• Toocarly to say 1 1 1 2
No opinion I * *
— Weighted base 620 167 127 761
• Unweighted base 604 169 133 807
Base those currently on a New Deal Option
U
The greatest satisfaction appeared to attach to subsidised employment, which had the
• highest proportion of those expressing complete satisfaction, or saying that they were
U either completely or very satisfied There was little difference in satisfaction betweenthe voluntary and full-time education and training Options The ETF Option had the
U lowest satisfaction ratings, with 18 per cent ‘completely satisfied’ (against 25-33 per
cent in the other Options), 46 per cent either ‘completely’ or ‘very’ satisfied (against
• 58-69 per cent in the other Options), and 80 per cent ‘completely’, ‘very’ or ‘fairly’
satisfied (against 84-88 per cent in the other Options) Differences of this magnitude
• may turn out to be non-significant once the varying charactenstics of participants in
each type of Option have been properly taken into account by multivanate statistical
methods.
Table 4 18 Mean satisfaction by Current Option
. Mean
U Employment Option 2.20
U Environment Task Force 2 84Voluntary sector Option 240
Full-time education and training Option 2 35
Base those currently on a New Deal Option, excluding ‘no opinion’
and ‘too early to say’on satisfaction question Note Low score indicates high satisfaction
U
The comparison between Options can also be made by scaling the responses
• numencally, from I for completely satisfied to 7 for completely dissatisfied. The
small number not giving a reply on the scale have been excluded. A low average for a
sub-group indicates a high level of satisfaction. The results of this exercise are shown





ratings on average, with full-time education and training and voluntary work close 1
together, and ElF somewhat behind.2
4.6 Training within work-based Options
One of the ways in which participants mayjudge Options is as a trainIng opportunity U
The intention in establishing NDYP was to offer opportunities for education and
training to all those taking part in Options. Those who took part in the work-based
Options (subsidised employment, voluntary work, ETF or assisted self-employment)
were asked first whether they had received or were receiving training, and then how
satisfied they were with training (if any) Of course, reports of training depend on
individual judgement about what constitutes a significant amount of training, and
participants’ judgements would not necessarily agree with those of a placement S
provider or of an independent inspector
Overall two thirds (68 per cent) of those in the work-based Options regarded
themselves as getting training for the work whiJe one third (32 per cent) felt that they
did not, confirming qualitative research indicating that training was often lacking U
(Woodfield, Turner and Ritchie, 1999). On breaking down the results by type of
Option, there was a clear difference between subsidised employment and ETF on the U
one hand (11-73 per cent reporting training), and voluntary work on the other (53 per
cent reporting training) (Table 4 19).
S
Table 4 19 Receipt of training, by Option
IEmployment Option Voluntary sector ETF
Option
Yes 71 53 73 5
No 29 46 27
Don’tKnow * 1 0
Weightedbase 620 167 127
Unwerghi’ed base 604 169 133
Note those currently on a New Deal work-based Option
The relative results for ELF and the voluntary sector Option are consistent with those
reported near the end of Chapter Two, concerning respondents’ self-classification of
their current employment status. There It was found that 21 per cent on ETF U
participants classified themselves as in full-time education or training, whereas the
percentage in the case of the voluntary sector Option was 15 per cent (see Table 2 7).
I
Those saying they received training were then asked to state how long this had lasted
or (if still continuing) was going to last. The majority of those getting training (62 per U




2The qualitative research from Pathfinder areas also indicated that the employment Option was viewed
favourably (Woodfield. Turner and Ritchie, 1999) However, the voluntary sector Option was grouped






Table 4 20 Length oftraining
I





Over one month, up to 3 3U Over 3 months, up to 6 10




Weighied base 625I Unweighzed base 601
Base those currently on a New Deal work.basecf Options who are receiving training
U The suggestion was that for these participants training was an element runningthrough the Option. A further 10 per cent said that their training lasted for 3-6
u months, and 6 per cent that it lasted for more than six months. So for nearly four in
five (78 per cent) of those receiving training, it seemed to form a substantial element
• of their Option. On the other hand, 10 per cent of those receiving training said that it
lasted less than a week, and five per cent for 1-2 weeks, a rather brief exposure to
training
I Although there were differences by Option in whether training was reported at all,
• there were no clear differences between the Options in the time for which training
continued.
I
4 7: Satisfaction with training within work-based Options
U If people got training on their work-based Options, they were mostly satisfied with itAs shown in Table 4.21, 30 per said they were completely satisfied, 71 per cent either
• completely or very satisfied, and 89 per cent either completely, very or fairly satisfied.
Six per cent expressed dissatisfaction with their training.
U
Breaking this down by type of work-based Option, a slightly higher proportion said
U that they were completely or very satisfied with training among those in subsiclised
• employment or voluntary work (72-73 per cent) than in ETF (62 per cent; Table 4 22)
A higher proportion in ELF said they were ‘fairly satisfied’ However, in interpreting
• these results it should be recalled that the proportions saying that they received any
training was higher in ETF than in voluntary work. It should also be noted that
• qualitative research revealed widespread criticism of training provision in Pathfinder
Options (Woodfield, Turner and Ritchie, 1999). It may be that training provision had
improved a year or so after national roll-out of NI)YP. Alternatively, reasonable
• levels of satisfaction alongside serious criticisms of training provision may point to
relatively low expectations regarding the trainIng participants expect to find on a







Table 4 21 Satisfaction with training received to do the work U
______ U
Completely satisfied 30 U
Very satisfied 41




Very dissatisfied I U
Completely dissatisfied I




Base those currently on a New Deal work-based Option, who are receiving training
I
Table 4.22. Satisfaction with training received to do the work, by Option
I
Employment Option Voluntary sector ETF
Option
Completely satisfied 29 34 29
Very satisfied 43 39 33
Fairly satisfied 18 16 24
Neither satisfied 2 4 2
nor Dissatisfied
Fairly dissatisfied 3 5 S
Very dissatisfied 1 1 2
Completely dissatisfied 2 I
Too early to say 2 1 4
Weighted base 438 88 93 —
Unweighsed base 422 89 87 —
Base those currently on a New Deal work.based Option who received training lasting more than a
week or that is continuous
4 & Do Options accord with personal preferences’ U
U
An alternative method of assessing participants’ feelings about Options was to ask
them whether the current Option was what they really wanted to do. This question is I
specially relevant to NDYP because of its aim of offering choice to individuals in
developing their own pathways out of unemployment












U Of those people on Options at the time of the survey IntervIew, 70 per cent stated that
U the Option was what they really wanted to do, while 23 per cent said that it was not
and 6 per cent were not sure (Table 4.23).
U -
Breaking this down by type of Option (Table 4 24), 82 per cent of those on the full-
I tIme education arid training Option were doing what they warned to, while the
U proportions were markedly lower for subsidised employment (64 per cent), voluntarywork (59 per cent), and ETF (46 per cent).3
Table 4 24 Is this New Deal Option what was really wanted9, by Option
I
Emp~oymenz Volunraiy secror ETF FT education
Option Option and training
To To
1 Yes 64 59 46 82No 30 33 43 13
a Notsure 7 9 11 5
I Weighted base 620 167 127 761Unweiglued base 604 169 133 807
U Base those currently on a New Deal Option.
• It is notable that whereas the overall satisfaction question placed subsidised
employment slightly ahead of full-time education and training, the question about
U getting one’s preference reversed this order Voluntary work and ETF came in the
same order on the present question as they did on satisfaction with their Option.
4 9~ What did they really want to do’
• If someone said that they were not doing what they wanted to, they were asked to
specify what they would have preferred.4 This question seems a particularly simple
U and direct way of explaining and interpreting individual aspirations.
• Table 425. What was really wanted instead
• To
I Workinadiffereni job 57
U Work as self-employed 7Work for the voluntary sector
To go into full-time education and training 9
Go into a different course than what doing on fuiltime education and tralnrng 11
U Work in a paid job instead what doing on fulI.ume education and training 14Something clseldon’t know 7
• Weighted base 493
Unweighted base 516
I Base those currently on a New Deal Option, who didn’t really want to do it
U _____________
~ Other research has identified ETF as the Option with the highest proportion of mandatory referrals
(Tavistock Institute. 1999)
I U ~ Consequently, it was asked of just one in twelve of all respondents, or a little less than one in three of






Considenng all the current participants in Options together, most of the disappointed I
preferences related to jobs (Table 4.25). Some 57 per cent said that they wanted to S
work in a different job to the one they were doing, 14 per cent wanted to work in a
paid job, and 7 per cent wanted to work as self-employed. Most of the remaining U
answers concerned education and training: 9 per cent wanted to go on the full-time
education and training Option, and 11 per cent wanted to go on a different course to I
the one they had.
Table 4 26 breaks down these results by the type of Option which people were on I
Those who wanted to work in a different job, the largest category by far, came from
all the work-based Options, and many of these were from within the employment I
Option Those who wanted a paidjob came entirely from the full-time education and
training Option, because this answer was not presented to those already taking part in I
a work-based Option
Table 4 26 What was really wanted instead, by Option
Employment - Voluntary sector fTF FT edi~carion
Op~on Option and trauwis
To To To To 5
Work in a different job 79 69 78
Work as self-employed 10 13 6
Work for the voluntary sector * 6 *
To go into full-time education and 10 14 17 I
training
Go into a different course than what NA NA NA 42
doing on full-Lime education and —
training
WOTk in a paid job instead of what NA NA NA 52
doing on fufi-time education and
training
Something elseidon’t know 8 4 5 9
Weighted base 225 69 69 30
Unweighzed base 216 77 72 151 1
Base those currently on a New Deal Option, who didn’t really want to do it. Note NA means not
applicable U
These responses suggest that a higher proportion of NDYP participants would have U
been able to follow their preferences if there had been a greater availability of places
on the subsidised employment Option. This however is not the same as saying that
they would have fared better on the employment Option.
In the survey Interview, a broader question was also asked of all respondents to U
indicate their agreement or disagreement with the statement ~On New Deal people are
pushed into things they don’t want to do”. Among those participating in Options,
opinion was divided nearly 50-50 on this issue. And they were much more likely to U
agree with the statement, if they said that their current Option was not what they
wanted to do. Among those currently doing what they wanted to, 35 per cent agreed U






5 The results of this broader question therefore extend those of the earlier question
which specifically related to the current Option It seems that in many cases, New
Deal has not been able to win the agreement and commitment of participants to the
U processes of placement
4 10. Training and attitudes to work-based Options
U Disappointment about training may be another reason for adverse attitudes towards
• Options This will be particularly so if training seems important to young people who
are trying to get a foot-hold in employment.
A quite strong association was found when training was related to whether the current
activity was what the participant really wanted to do. The proportion who gave a
• positive reply was 67 per cent if they had received training, but 47 per cent if they had
not It seems then that the receipt or non-receipt of training is associated with about a
I 20 percentage point shift in overall feelings towards the Option Again, this result
must be viewed with cautIon One reason is that the recipients of training may differ
I from the non-recipients and this could affect their expenences and their perceptions in
— a variety of ways. The other is that satisfaction or dissatisfaction may itself influence
— replies about training or other features of Options In other words, a dissatisfied
• customer may discount the services that have been provided and be unwilling to give
credit forthem.
U
Table 4 27 Satisfaction with Option, by whether really wanted to do the Option
Yes No Nor sure
S To To
Completely satisfied 36 15 ii
• Very satisfied 34 26 37
Fairly satisfied 21 30 1
Neither satisfied 2 9 5
nor Dissatisfied
5 Fairly dissatisfied 2 9 4
Very dissatisfied 2 6
• Completely dissatisfied 1 4 0
Toocarlytosay 1
Noopinion * 2
• Weightedbase 1182 395 105
Unweighted base 1198 423 98
5 Base those currently on a New Deal Option
U It is of some interest to examine the relationship between the question about
satisfaction and the question about getting the Option one really wanted to do As
I would be expected, those not doing what they really wanted were more likely to be
I dissatisfied with their Option (19 per cent expressing dissatisfaction, against 5 per
cent among those doing what they really wanted, Table 4.27). There was also a
5 smaller proportion among them who stated that they were completely or very satisfied







4.11• Attitudes towards Options that have ended I
As explained above, about one-in-five of the respondents had been through an Option
pnor to their present activity, and it seems likely that these were Options that had U
terminated early. One possible reason for early termination is a lack of fit between
individual expectations and the Option placement To the extent that this has
occurred, one would find a relatively high level of dissatisfaction with Options that
ended early.
Table 4 28 Satisfaction with Past New Deal Option, by Past Option
I
Past Past Past Past Past Self-
Employment Voluntary ETF FT education employment
Option sector and training Option
Option 5
% % To To To
Completely satisfied 16 24 14 19 (48) 5
Verysatisfied 19 20 24 18 (24)
Fairly satisfied 21 21 18 26 (12)
Neither satisfied 7 8 7 8 (4)
nor Dissatisfied
Fairly dissatisfied 12 13 21 12 (0)
Very dissatisfied 12 2 8 8 (0)
Completely dissatisfied 10 12 8 9 (8)
Too early tosay 1 0 * (4)
Noopinion 1 1 0 1 0
Weighted base 354 94 81 471 14 I
Unweighied base 354 103 74 469 17
Base those with a Past New Deal Option
Table 4.28 examines this by looking at satisfaction ratings for Options which had
come to an end by the time of the survey. The number of people with a previous self-
employment Option was too small for analysis
U
For the subsidised employment Option, 34 per cent expressed some degree of
dissatisfaction, for voluntary work the proportion was 27 per cent, for E~Fit was 37 U
per cent, and for full-time education and training, it was 29 per cent. These were I
much higher levels of dissatisfaction than the corresponding figures for current
Options. These findings are Consistent with the notion that dissatisfaction may result U
from a lack of fit between the individual’s expectations and the Option placement.
However, the fact that an individual has had an unsatisfactory placement does not U
indicate that an alternative placement would have been more successful One has to
take into account how difficult or easy it would be tofind an effective placement for a
person of a particular type. 5
As might be expected, people who had left Options by the time of the survey I
interview were relatively unlikely to say that that former Option was what they really
wanted to do The proportions were in the range 42-46 per cent for the three work-
based Options, rising to 67 per cent for full-time education and training These







• It was shown above, for current Options, that those not reporting receipt of training
U were more likely to be dissatisfied or disappointed. In the case of Options which had
ended early, receipt of training was reported considerably less often than in the case
• of current Options
U > In the employment Option. 38 per cent of ‘early leavers’ reported receipt of
I training (against 71 per cent of current placements);> among ETF ‘early leavers’, 43 per cent reported training, against 73 per cent
• currently;
in the voluntary work Option, the corresponding results were 40 per cent and 53
• per cent respectively
• This evidence may suggest that a perceived lack of training was one of the reasons for
I Options ending early But there are also several other possible interpretations Forexample, where there was an obvious mismatch between the participant and the
I placement, iraining may not have been initiated because of the other problems Or
again, someone with an unsuccessful placement may not wish to give credit for the
I training provided Interpretations such as these can be more reliably disentangled
when results from the follow-up survey arc available.
4 12 Subsidised employment Option
• This section provides additional information about subsidised jobs, which were held
by just over 10 per cent of the respondents at the time of the survey interview To
provide a context in considering this information, parallel information is also provided
concerning unsubsidised employment, which was held by 15 per cent of the
I respondents at the time of the survey interview. It should be emphasised, however,
that differences between the attributes of subsidised and unsubsidised jobs only give a
partial picture. The people entering the two kinds of employment may themselves
have different charactenstics or needs.
• 4 12 1 Earnings
U The distribution of net (take-home) hourly earnings in the subsidised jobs are shown
• in Table 4.29 These hourly earnings are calculated from questions about pay
received in a week or other pay period, and actual weekly hours during the pay
• period.
U Those in subsidised jobs tended to earn less than those in unsubsidised jobs About
U one in four (26 per cent) of those in subsidised jobs had take-home rates of pay of lessthan £2.50 per hour in the reference pay period, whereas the corresponding proportion
• for those in unsubsidised jobs was 8 per cent. It is possible that some of the lowest
hourly earnings figures (e.g, below £1 per hour) are unreliable, resulting from
U confusions in reporting pay periods or weekly hours, and these occur more in the
reports from the subsidised jobs But the differences in earnings distnbutions






Table 429 Hourly lake-home pay, by currentjob status U




£35O-~449 iS 31 U
£450-f.5 49 3 8
£55O-~E949 1 5 U
£950-i. 1 1
Gets training allowancelnot sure * 0 U
Missing data 20 14
Weighted base 620 916
Unweighted base 605 843
Base all respondents currently in a subsidised New Deal employment Option or an unsubsidised job
The largest proportion of hourly earnings, for both groups ofjobs, was in the band
£2.50-~349 This is the band containing the national minimum wage (f3.60 per hour,
gross) and the youth and training equivalent (~3.20per hour gross), which were
introduced in April 1999. The next largest proportion was in the band £3.50-4.49
Thirteen per cent of unsubsidised jobs yielded earnings of £4 50 per hour or more,
while the corresponding figure for subsidised jobs was 5 per cent
The chief practical interest of these findings is in what they suggest about the
importance of wage costs to employers who offer subsidised employment places
Wage costs may be particularly important for these employers because of the
requirement to provide significant amounts of training.5 As was shown earlier, about
seven in 10 of the participants in the employment Option reported receiving training.
4 12.2: Weekly hours U
The median of hours worked (the hours with 50 per cent above and 50 per cent below)
was 37 for those in subsidised jobs, and virtually the same (38) for those in
unsubsidised jobs The lower and upper quartiles (containing the middle 50 per cent
of the distnbution) for those in subsidised jobs were 30 and 40 hours respectively, and I
this was the same for the unsubsidised jobs. From these results, it also appears that
one quarter of the subsidised jobs (and also of the unsubsidised jobs) were part-time,
where part-time is defined as less than 30 hours per week.
4 12.3. Occupations U
Table 4 30 shows the proportions of jobs in various broad occupational groups U
(defined by the Standard Occupational Classification). There were five occupational
groups with more than 10 per cent of the respondents who were in subsidised jobs.
In descending order of magnitude, these were:
- Craft and related (skilled manual jobs) (23 per cent) U
- Other (unskilled jobs, mostly in service industries) (19 per cent)
UI
~Itis noteworthy that the training subsidy is widely viewed by employers as insufficient compensation






- Clerical and secretarial (17 per cent)
• - Personal and protective services (11 per cent)
U - Sales (which includes many kinds of retail work) (11 per cent)
I • Table 4 30 Major Occupation, by job status
U New Deal employment unsubsidised job
OptionI %
Managers & administrators 4 2
U professionals 1 1
Associate prof & technical 6 2
1 Clerical & secretarial 17 13
Craft&related 23 10
Personal & protective services 11 14
Sales ii 14
• Plant & machine operators 9 19
Otherne.c. 19 24
U Missing * 1
• We,glued base 620 916
Unweighted base 605 843
Base all respondents currently in a subsidised 1~4ewDeal employment Option or an unsubsidised job
Note Standard Occupational Ciassification
U
The unsubsidised jobs differed from the subsichsed in having a higher proportion in
U ‘other’ (which was the largest category) and in ‘plant and machine operators’ (semi-
skilled manual jobs), but a considerably lower proportion in ‘craft and related’
• There were also small but fairly consistent differences in the white-collar occupations,
• with higher proportions in the subsidiseci jobs.
U Overall, the unsubsidised jobs appeared to be at rather a lower level of skill than the
subsidised jobs. Further confirmation of this point is made difficult because there is
U no direct means of converting occupational calegones into levels of skill (for
‘ example, sales jobs include both skilled and semi-skilled work) Rowever, a visual
inspection of the job frequencies by 3-digit occupational codes revealed linie
i indication that the broad impression given in the table is misleading Taking the ‘craft
and related’ category, for instance, there was only one large group of subsidised jobs
• which may have been semi-skilled rather than skilled (gardeners and groundsmen; 23
of the subsidised placements were in this category). Most of the remainingjobs were
U spread across a wide range of manual skills in the building, motor repair, and
— maintenance crafts. Of course, New Deal participants would probably be helping
— skilled workers rather than having direct responsibility for skilled work. Yet this
situation could well provide opportunities for learning and skill development.
• While substantial numbers of the subsidised placements were found in routine types
of work, they were under-represented there relative to those taking unsubsidised jobs.
in particular, far lower proportions of subsidised jobs were found in semi-skilled








Some of the other jobs where subsidised placements were under-represented included
cooks, waiters/waitresses, and bar staff; and check-out operators and sales assistants.
4 12.4. Industries
I
The distribution of subsidised jobs by industrial group (Standard Industrial
Classification) is shown in Table 4.31 These jobs were widely distributed across all
types of industries, with only one industry group — Group G, wholesale and retail
distribution, and motor repair — having a particularly high proportion (19 per cent).
Unsubsidised jobs were also widely distributed across industries, and again Group G
had the highest proportion (22 per cent)
U
Table 4 31 Major Industry Group, by job status
New Deal employment unsubsidisedjob
Option U
Agriculture, hunting, & forestry 2 1 U
Fishing 0 *
Mining & quarrying * *
Manufacturing 11 17
Electricity, gas & water supply I *
Construction 10 7
Wholesale & retail trade; repair of motor 19 22 1
vehicles
Hotels & restaurants 6 10 U
Transport, storage & communication 5 5
Financial intei-rnediation 1 2
Real estate, renting & businessactivities 8 7
Public admin & defence, compulsory social 5 3
security
Education 3 2
Health & social work 7 6
Other community & personal service 9 6
activities
Private households withemployed persons 1 1
Othernec ormissing 13 10
Weightedbase 620 916 U
(Jnwezglue4base 605 843
Base all respondents currently in a subsidised NewDeal employment Option or an unsubsidisedjob
Note Standard Industrial Classification
4.12.5 Size ofworkplace
It is known that many attributes of jobs, such as pay, are associated with the size of U
the establishment or workplace. Those in employment were asked to place their
workplace into one of several size bands, and the results are shown in Table 4.32
Nearly one half of those in subsidiscd jobs described themselves as in workplaces
with under 11 employees (47 per cent; this becomes 58 per cent if those unable to
answer are excluded). A further 15 per cent placed their workplaces in the 11-24 size







Table 4 32 Workplace size, by job status
New Dealemployment Option unsubsIdLsed job
—
47 27
— 11-24 [5 13
— 25-49 7 12
— 50-99 5 9
— 100-499 5 12
— 500-i- 3 7
— Don’t know 19 21
• Weighted base 620 916
. Un weighted base 605 843
Base all respondents cunently in a subsidised New Deal employment Option or an unsubsidised job
A large proportion of unsubsidised jobs was also in small workplaces but higher
proportions were in medium-sized workplaces (100-499 employees) or large
workplaces (500-plus employees).
U
4.12 6 Contractual status
I Table 4 33 Work contracL by jobstatus New Deal employment unsubs:disedjob
— Option
— %
U Permanent 48 67Seasonal/temporary or casual 14 17
U
Under contract for a limited period of time 21 9
Some other way it is not permanent 14 6
Don’t know 2 1
Weightedbase 617 916
• Unwç~ghiedbase 603 843
U Base all respondents currently in a subsidised New Deal employment Option or an unsubsidised job
Those in jobs were asked a question from the Labour Force Survey concerning their
U perception of the permanent or temporary nature of their employment contract. Under
• the subsidised employment Option, subsidy to the employer terminates after six
months The medium-term impact of the employment Option may be much affected
• by the proportion of participants who are afterwards kept on by employers on an
unsubsidised employment contract. Although participants’ perceptions may not be
I accurate, they give some indication of the prospects for continuing employment.
— Nearly one half (48 per cent) of those in subsidised jobs regarded these as permanent,
— while virtually the same proportIon (49 per cent) saw their placements as being
• temporary or Impermanent in some way (Table 4.33). The split in the case of
unsubsidised jobs was two-thirds permanent, and one-third non-penuianent
U
4 12 7 Training for the job
— As noted earlier, 71 per cent of those in subsidised jobs regarded themselves as
— getting training while 29 per cent did not It is notable that of those in unsubsidised
U jobs, the corresponding proportions were 49 per cent and 51 per cent, Thus, entry to a






substantially This might result in part from the nature of the occupations being I
entered, which was discussed earlier in this section, as well as from the requirements
on employers who take part in NDYP.
4.13. The voluntary sector and ETF Options U
Two per cent of the respondents were in a voluntary sector Option at the time of the U
survey interview, arid 3 per cent were on the ETF Option. Characteristics of people
taking these Options are given in Section 4.3 U
4.13.1. Training allowance or earnings~’ U
Most of the participants in these Options saw themselves as getting a training
allowance rather than a wage (80 per cent for voluntary work and 86 per cent for
ETF). In the case of voluntary work., a further 11 per cent did not provide
information about earnings, and those few who did report earnings in most cases U
indicated that take-home pay rates were below £250 per hour. In the case ofETF, the
minonty reporting take-home pay gave figures between £1.50 and £4 50 per hour I
(Table 4.34). U
Table 434- Hourly take-home pay, by ETFIvolunt.ary work Options





Gets training allowance/nor sure 86 80
Missingdata 1 [1
Weighted base 127 168 S
Unweiglued base 133 170 -
Base. all respondents currently in an Environment Task Force or a voluntary work Option
Participants were also asked if they received any additional allowances to cover the I
expenses of work such as travel. Nearly one half (49 per cent for voluntary work, 46 U
per cent for ElF) said that they did, while with the exception of a few who were
unsure — the remainder said that they did not. U
4.13.2. flours ofwork U
Nearly all those on ETF worked between 30-39 hours per week, with the largest
proportion (40 per cent) working for 30 hours All ETF work was, therefore, full- 5
time. Twenty-one per cent of voluntary sector Option participants reported that they
worked for less than 30 hours and the usual figure given in these cases was 24 hours. U
However the majonty (65 per cent of those on voluntary work) worked for 30 hours, I
and the longest weekly hours in this Option were 40.
I
It is not obvious why there was this difference in hours worked on the voluntary and
ETF Options. One thought is that participants may not regard hours spent in training I





U reported from ~TF rather than voluntary work, since considerably more of the ETF
• participants regarded themselves as receiving training
4 133 OccLlpatzons
I U As in the case of those on the subsidised employment Option, those in the voluntary
and ETF Options were asked details of their work and classified to a broad
occupational group The results of this are shown in Table 4.35 Voluntary sector
I Option participants were quite widely spread across the occupational groups, with the
largest number in sales occupations (26 per cent) and ‘other’ occupations (most of
U which is unskilled work in services) (20 per cent) The picture for ETF was different,
— with most participants being classified to one of two occupational groups ‘craft and
• related’, a skilled manual category (49 per Cent), or ‘other’ occupations, a largely
• unskilled category (41 per cent) The large proportion of ETF participants in
activities related to skilled manual work may be connected with the earlier finding of
U relatively high levels of training reported from this Option
U Table 4 35 Major Occupation, by ElF/voluntary work Options
U ElF option Voluntary sector
qprionI
Managers & administrators 0 1
• Professionals 2 2
Associate prof’ & technicai 1 9
U Clencal & secretanal 5 15
Craft & related 49 12
Personal & protective services 1 12
Saks * 26
U Plant & machine operators * 1Othernec 41 20
• Missing * I
U Weightedbase 127 170Un weighted base 133 — 173
Base all respondents currently in an Environment Task Force or a voluntary sector Option
Note Standard Occupational classification
I 4134~Indusines
I
The jobs in these occupations were also coded to the industrial classification (Table
U 4.36). Voluntary sector Option participants were concentrated in two industry groups,
health and social work (43 per cent), and wholesale, retail arid motor repair (20 per
cent) ETF was somewhat more widely distributed by type ofindustrial activity, with
5 29 per cent in ‘other community and personal service activities’, and 21 per cent in
each of agriculture and constniciion These headings are not very informative, but the









Table 4.36 Major Industry, by FrF/voluntary work Options - I
ElF option Voluntary sector
Option
Agriculture, hunting & forestry 21 8
Fishing 0 0
Mining & quarrying 0 0
Manufacturing I *
Electricity, gas & water supply
Construction 21 3
Wholesale & retail trade~repair of motor * 20
vehicles I
Hotels & restaurants 0 0
Transport, storage & communication 1 1 U
Financial intermediation
Real estate, renting & business activities 5 1 1
Public adnun & defence, compulsory social 8 2
security U
Education * 7
Health & social work 1 43
Other community & personal service 29 10
activities
Pnvate households with employed persons 0 2
Other n e.c or missing 12 3 1
Weighied base 118 156
Unweiglued base 116 158
Base all respondents currently rn an Environment Task Force or a voluntary sector Option
Note Standard Industrial Classification
U
4.13 5~Size ofworkplace
Table 4 37 Workplace size, by ETF/voluntary work Options
ETFoption Voluntary sector
— Option U
<11 46 53 U
11-24 16 21
25.49 7 9 5
50-99 1 2
100-499 7 0 I
500-i- • o
Don’t know 23 15
Weighted bose 127 167
Unweig~edbase 1.33
Base. all respondents currently in an Environment Task Force or a voluntary work Option. U
The majority of participants in both types of Options saw themselves as working in U
small workplaces (Table 4.37) Nearly three in four on the voluntary sector Option
were in workplaces with less than 25 employees and the proportion was nearly two
thirds in the case of ETF. However, some 7 per cent of ETF participants were in
medium sized workplaces with 100-499 employees Substantial proportions (15 per





I workplace and it is possible that these may have included some workplaces of
• relatively large size
1 4.13.6 Training
U It was reported earlier that 53 per cent on the voluntary sector Option and 73 per cent
— on the ElF Option saw themselves as receiving trainrng for their work. The
proportion in unsubsidised jobs who reported receiving training was 49 per cent, a
• proportion similar to that for voluntary work and lower than that for ETF
• 4.14 Full-time education and training Option
U Thirteen per cent of respondents were participating in the full-time education and
training Option at the time of the survey interview, making it the most common
— Option Charactenstics ofpeople taking this Option are given in Section 4.3
U
4 /4 1 Qual ijficarton aim
U
Those taking part were asked if their course would lead to a qualification To this, 91
per cent answered ‘yes’, while 3 per cent said ‘no’ and 7 per cent were unsure or gave
no answer
5 Table 4 38 Qualification aim ofNew Deal full-time education and training Option
5 QuaLification g_the course
• NVQorSVQ Level 1, orGNVQ Foundation 20
City and Guilds Craft, or Intermediate, or Ordinary Part 1 6
• NVQ or SVQ Level 2, or GNVQ Intermediate 34
NVQ or SVQ Level 3 , or ONVQ Advanced 7
— RSA or Pitnians qualification - Level I *
— RSA or Pitmans qualification - Level 2llnterrnediate
— RSA or Pimians qualification - Level 3/Advanced *
— Other technical or business qualification/certificate 4
— Other recognised vocational qualification 9
— GCSES (General Certificate ofSecondary Education)
a SCE (Scottish Certificate of Education) Standard gradeOther educational qualifications 3
Missing! not answered/don’t know 15
Weighted base 776
• Unweighted base 825
Base all respondents currently in New Deal full-time education and training Option where the courseU results in a qualification
U From details of courses provided by the respondents, the qualification sought could be
• identified in 68 per cent of cases ~‘ The breakdown is shown in Table 4.38. One third
(34 per cent) of those taking this Option were aiming for NVQ/SVQ level 2, or
U GNVQ intermediate, and a further 20 per cent were aiming for NVQ/SVQ level I or
‘Figures for contract status are not provided for voluntary sector Option and ETFOption participants
I because the question is only asked for a small subset of these cases
‘ In 17 per cent of cases the information was too vague to be coded toa qualification level, and in 15





GNVQ Foundation. The 6 per cent taking City & Guilds Craft, Intermediate or
Ordinary might be grouped with the NVQ/SVQ level 2 There were 7 per cent who
were clearly studying at a level higher than NVQ/SVQ level 2.
I
4.14.2: Subject of course
U
Table 4 39. Subject ofNew Deal full-time education & training Option
I
Key skills/basic skills 2
Personal skills
Job search skills 1





Other care / social or community work 3
Catei-rng / food /hospitality 4 U
Art/graphic design 2
Media / journalism a
Travel / tounsm 1
Teaching * a
Trade / general workmanship to
Mechanics / car care 4
Driving
Fork lift truck operation I warehousing
Engineering 7
Business skills I accountancy / clerical / word-processing / admin / secretarial / law 13
IT Icomputer skills 21
Retail / sales 2
Customer services 2 U
Beauty kosmetics I hairdressing 1
Music I music technology /dance Iperforming arts 3 U
Arts / humanities / literature 5
Sciencc / maths 3 U
Army pre-selecuon 1
Environmental taskforce I U
Other 6
Don’t know / missing 3
Weighted base 776 U
Unweiglued base 825
Base all respondents currently in New Deal full-time education andtraining Option
The descnpuons of their course subjects given by participants were coded to 30 I
headings.5 There were three subject groups with more than 10 per cent of the
education and training participants:
U
- 11 and computer (21 per cent)
U
- Trade and general workmanship (16 per cent)






• - ~usmess and administrative (13 per cent)
U No other subject accounted for more than 7 per cent ofthe participants (Table 4 39)
4 14.3 Weekly hours on the course
I
Nearly one half (48 per cent) of the education and training participants reported thatU they spent 30 hours a week on their courses One in five (20 per cent) reported
U spending less than 30 hours, and one in four (25 per cent) reported spending morethan 30 hours. Seven per cent did not provide information about hours
4 144: Purpose ofcourse
U
Participants were also asked whether their course was related to a future job they
U hoped to do. Seventy per cent saw it in these terms, while 23 per cent did not have a
i particular job in view (Table 4 40).
• Table 440 Is full-time education and training Option job-related”
•
- Relates to currenc job 1
Relates to a future job which respondent hopes to do 70
Not leading to a particular job 23
U Don’t know 2Missing 3
U Weighied base 776
U Unweighied base 825
Base those currently on full-time education and training Option
U 4 14 5 Reasonsfor dzssansfacrzon with course
Almost Six-in-ten (58 per cent) ofthose on the full-time education and training Option
• were ‘completely’ or ‘very’ satisfied with their Option (Table 4.17) Nine per cent of
those on the full-time education and training Option expressed some degree of
I dissatisfaction with their course, and in these cases, they were asked to give reasons
for their dissatisfaction Some participants gave more than one reason, while one-in-
five gave no specific reason or could not explain their dissatisfaction. The comments
U were quite varied but there were three specific headings under each of which more
than 10 per cent ofthe dissatisfied respondents were placed:
U
- The course is not what I wanted, or is inappropriate for me or my job needs (18 per
U cent)
- The course is inappropriate for my age, or is at the wrong level, or there are students
U of different standards being trained together (13 per cent)








in addition, nine per cent were dissatisfied with the course because of their own
learning difficulties, and eight per cent were critical of the disruptive behaviour of
others in their class.
4.15 Overview ofOptions
a
This section gives an overview of each Option, drawing on results reported earlier to
compare expenences of Options. I
4.15 1: Subsidised employment Option 1
The subsidised employment Option appeared to be on balance the most attractive to
NDYP participants. Those on this Option recorded the highest levels of satisfaction,
and a large proportion of those who felt that they were not doing what they really
wanted specified employment as their preference, which suggests unsatisfied demand
for places on the Option However, a substantial minority of those on the
employment Option would have liked a different kind of work, and there had been
sigrnficant numbers of ‘early leavers’ from employment placements. There may
therefore have been some difficulties in matching individuals to subsidised jobs, as
well as some shortage of places
Many of the jobs in the employment Option located in small establishments. A
possible interpretation is that the employment Option has been attractive to some
small businesses, which are in a position to offer learning opportunities and training
alongside skilled employees, in return for low labour costs Conversely, the
employment Option appears to have been less attractive (at this stage) to larger
establishments and those employers requinng semi-skilled labour, who are more
likely to take on young unemployed people in unsubsidised jobs
Many of the wage subsidy jobs were in occupations involving craft, clerical or a
administrative skills. Four fifths offered continuous training provision which would
support personal development. Also, one half of the participants expected their
employment to Continue beyond the short-term, a factor which will be crucial for the
eventual employment impact. These appear to be encouraging features. U
On the other hand, wages were on average lower than in unsubsidised jobs. Both 1
subsidised and unsubsidised jobs were widely spread across industries so differences
cannot be attributed to that factor. The medium-term effect of this Option is likely to
depend, not only on whether participants are able to continue in employment, but also U
on whether they are able to get pay increases as a result of the training and experience
which they have gained. U
There will be some concern that both ethnic minonty participants, and those with 1
work-limiting health problems, had below-average chances of entry to the Option a










• 4 15.2 The voluntary sector and ETF Options
• Apart from subsidised employment, two other Options were based upon work
experzence~the voluntary sector Option and the Environment Task Force. Entrants to
U ETF and voluntary sector Options contrasted in their qualification level The majonty
U of ETF participants were without educational qualifications, whereas there was someslight tendency for voluntary work to attract the better-qualified. This may in part
• reflect the different nature of the work experience on offer in the two Options, with
ETF chiefly focusing on manual work (of varying skill levels), whereas voluntary
• work constituted a wider mix with substantial retail and service elements These
differences may also explain the low participation of women in the ETF Option
For both these Options, and somewhat more so for the latter, the levels of satisfaction
were lower than In the case of the employment Option, and smaller proportions felt
• that they were getting the chance to do what they wanted
However, as many ETF participants reported receiving trarnmg as in the case of the
employment Option, and the proportion exceeded one half in the voluntary work
U Option as well. These appear quite high levels of training compared with previous
work experience programmes Also, the period of training did not appear inferior in
ETF and voluntary work by comparison with the employment Option
U
Jobs in the voluntary work Option were widely spread across different occupational
I groups, but tended to be concentrated by rndustry in ‘health and social work’ and
‘wholesale, retail and repair’ Jobs in the Environment Task Force were highly
concentrated in two occupational groups ‘craft and related’ (largely a skilled manual
1 group), and ‘other’ (mainly unskilled). They were concentrated by industry in ‘other
community and personal services’, construction, and agnculture
U
4 15 3 Thefull-rime education and training Option
U In 91 per cent of cases, participants in the full-time education arid training Optionreported th’at their course led to a qualification. In about six-in-ten cases, the
• qualification aim was at NVQ/SVQ levels I or 2, or equivalents. In 7 per cent of
cases, ii w~sat a level higher than NVQISVQ level 2 One third of the respondents
U working fc} a qualification provided insufficient information for its level to be
deterrruned~
U
The subjects of the courses were varied, and the one major cluster concerned IT and
computer skills (21 per cent of courses).
I
The full-time education arid training Option was the largest. It was similar to the
• employmeiii Option in its participants’ levels of satisfaction, and it was least affected
U of any Opñon by participants who felt that they were not doing what they wantedHowever, although current participants appeared contented, the Option had
• experienced a substantial degree of ‘early leaving’ This was associated to some
extent with a large intake of young people with low educational qualifications, or with






4.16: Reflections on training and the expectations ofchoice •
Overall, there are two practical issues highlighted by the findings of this chapter. U
One is clients’ expectations of training, and the other is their expectations of choice.
U
NDYP appears to have provided training for the majonty of the participants on the
work-based Options. But where respondents felt that training was absent, there also U
tended to be disappointment with the programme, and a feeling that this was not what
was wanted. It may be relevant that the full-time education and training Option was
least affected by these adverse perceptions The results could be interpreted in a
variety of ways One of the possible inteqiretations is that New Deal has raised
expectations of training, or that such expectations have been raised generally among U
young workers by other means, including media attention to the issue. Accordingly,
clients may be more ready to be critical if training is absent or is provided at a level U
which falls below their expectations. This of course is not an easy issue to address i
since the delivery of training depends on large numbers of providers of vaned types.
It seems likely none the less that it will have an important bearing on how clients U
judge New Deal.
U
The issue of client choice in New Deal is a complex one. NDYP offers a wider range
of Options than in any previous British labour market programme, and in that sense
choice (and probably the expectation of choice) has been increased. In practice,
however, large proportions of the participants in Options perceive constraint rather
than choice. This applies to about one third of those on work-based Options, when U
they consider what they are currently doing, and to about one third on all Options,
when they consider New Deal as a whole This may also have adverse repercussions I
on clients’ commitment to the Options they enter, and hence to retention in and



















> Six months after entering New Deal, perhaps the acid test of whether the programme has
• improved the employability of those who remain on the programme and those who have
already left for unemployment, is whether they thought it had improved their chances of
I getting a good job Half (52 per cent) agreed that it had, but the percentage varied markedly
with different experiences of the programme Positive perceptions of New Deal’s impact on
S the prospects of getting a good job were linked to more active participation and positive
I perceptions of N]DPA advice Views were least positive where respondents had already leftthe programme for unemployment, highlighting the problem of early drop out Employment
i Option participants and those on the F1ET Option were most likely to say their prospects
had improved
U
~ Not surprisingly so early on in the programme, respondents perceived NDYP as most
U beneficial in improving their employability through help with job search skills and
U confidence buildmg, rather than through the acquisition of qualifications, work skills andwork experience. However, ETF and voluntary sector Option participants thought NDYP
had been most helpful in obtaining work experience Those on the full time education and
training Option emphasised improving and acquinng skills. Even at this early stage,




~> One-quarter of participants and ex-New Deal unemployed said New Deal had not helped
them with look for work, increase confidence, improve skills, learn new skills, or get work
• experience. It is therefore unlikely that programme participation has done much to improve
the employability of this sizeable minonty of participants. New Deal appeared least
• effective in reaching participants from certain disadvantaged groups. Ex-offenders, lone
parents, the unqualified, those with drug or alcohol problems, and the multiply
U disadvantaged were among those least likely to say New Deal had helped increase
I employability in any of these ways These were also among the participants least likely toagree that New Deal had improved their prospects of getting a good job. However, it would
• be wrong to conclude that disadvantaged participants were less likely to benefit from
participation. In the first place, some disadvantaged participants, such as those with very
U long unemployment spells, were among the most likely to agree that New Deal had
improved their chances of getting a good job Secondly, one must take account of diffenng
• job and personal expectations when interpreting responses to such questions
> Low job search intensity is associated with participation on Options, particularly the
• employment and full-time education arid trainIng Options. However, in other respects,
Option participants exhibit attitudes and behaviour consistent with high employability. For
• example, job search efficacy is higher among Option participants, and highest of all among
U employment Option pamcipants. With the exception of those on the full-time education andtraining Option, Option participants also exhibit the greatest wage flexibility, in terms of the











> The chapter analyses SIX aspects of employabihty job search intensity; search efficacy. non-
financial employment commitment; feelings about being out of work; wage flexibility; and non-
wage flexibility. Some of these measures are positively correlated, but each measures a distinct
facet of employability, and there is no simple relationship between respondents’ scores on one
measure and scores on other measures. Consequently, it is not possible to generafise about the low 5
employability of certain groups unless one is prepared to simplify by overlooking divergent scores
across different items. That said, some characteristics emerged as being associated with poor U
employability. Those with low search intensity and search efficacy scores are likely to be among
those with the furthest distance to travel to obtain employment. They included the poorly
qualified, the very long-term unemployed, those with basic skill problems, drug or alcohol
problems, no job experience before New Deal, work-limiting health problems, and the multiply
disadvantaged.
> Wage and non-wage job search flexibility are more ambiguous measures of employability in the
sense that, although flexibility may improve immediate job chances, it may not effect a good job
match leading to better longer-term employment prospects. Furthermore, some groups trade off
wage flexibility arid non-wage flexibility, in addition, those with high expectations often score 5
highly on job search efficacy and have relatively high earning potential, both factors that can





















• New Deal for Young People has two broad aims
(i) moving participants into employment as quickly as possible
• (ii) improving the longer-term ‘employability’ of those who are not job ready by
removing bamers to employment and enhancing job search and work skills
NDYP shares the first aim with a number of labour market programmes which have been
— devised in the last two decades However, the emphasis on improving ‘employability’,
a while not unique to the NDYP, is what distinguishes it from earlier programmes. Indeed,
at the inception of the programme, the Department for Education and Employment
• maintained that ‘quality, continuity and an emphasis on employability are the hallmarks
of New Deal which set it apart’ (Department for Education and Employment Operational
I Vision, paragraph 2 11)
5 The precise meaning of ‘employability’ is contested, and its usage differs among
• commentators and organisations) The concept of employability used in this study is
two—fold The first component is concerned with the objective of ‘client job readiness’.
U ‘Job readiness’ is indicated by individuals’ motivation and self-esteem, and their level of
search intensity over time, as well as their professed or actual labour market flexibility (in
• terms of occupation, hours and pay). Labour market flexibility implies an ability to
• adjust expectations in the ligh of labour market conditions, a determining factor in
individuals’ job prospects when job expectations do not match available jobs. The second
I 5 component of employability covers the qualities required to face labour market
uncertainty and future job loss: again flexibility and search skills may be important, but
U the more significant factor is likely to be the acquisition of ‘human capital’ which
U enhances earnings potential. This human capital, which may be job-specific, or moregenerally a?pllcable. arises through work experience and training and qualifications
• acquisition.
U Thus, improving employability means removing barriers to job entry and, over the
longer-term, to retaining employment, in practical terms, the NDYP seeks to achieve this
• by.
(a) providingjob search assistance New Deal participants are subject to the job search
• requirements that apply to all claimants of the Jobseeker’s Allowance. As shown in
Chapter Three, ways to find jobs, making job applications and responsibilities to seek
• work were important features of discussions with New Deal Personal Advisers.
Participants had also attended ‘tasters’ to assIst them with theirjob search, and some
U had been referred to job search skills courses by their Advisers.
U (b) offering work experience: work experience is offered to particIpants through theemployment, voluntary sector and E’IT Options In addition, participants can sample
• jobs in ‘tasters’ before deciding on whether to take an Option.
For recent contributions on the meaning and relevance of employability see CBI (1999), Hillage and
• Pollard (1998)
2 One of the practical advantages of conceiving employability in this way is that it is not difficult to







(c) improving qualifications: as well as the full-time education and training Option,
which offers courses leadmg to recognised vocational qualifications, participation on
other Options is dependent upon the provider or employer offering formal training
leading to recognised vocational qualifications through the equivalent of a day a
week’s training.
(d) tackling other bamers to employment: throughout the prograxrmic, but especially U
during the Gateway, participants are able to obtain help in tackling barriers to
employment as diverse as literacy or numeracy problems, thmugli to homelessness
and alcohol or drugs problems This often entails referral to specialist agencies i
following initial assessment by a NDPA.
I
Ultimately, NDYP’s success will be judged, in large part, by the extent to which it has
contributed to improved job prospects among its participants ~ The most direct measure I
of this success will be movement into jobs. But a second measure of success is the extent
to which those who remain out of work have, nevertheless, been moved ‘closer’ to work,
as measured by their work motivation, self-esteem, job search effectiveness, labour a
market flexibility and so on. This is what has been termed ‘distance travelled’ towards
work by the unemployed. The quantitative survey of individuals participating in the
programme is the only component of the evaluation which can map ‘distance travelled’
and the role played by the programme. It can do so by comparing rnchviduals’ U
employability at the first and second survey interviews using identical measures at both
points in time. With these ‘change’ variables as the dependent variables, analyses will
then establish whether elements in the programme have contributed to that change and, if
so, how
I
No attempt has been made at this stage to devise a definitive measure of employability.
This would be premature. Instead, a range ofjob search and attitudinal data is presented I
which bears on participants’ employability It is reasonable to assume from previous
evaluation research that these measures will predict movement into work, but it will only
be apparent whether and, if so, how, they do so once the second wave data are available.
Analyses in this chapter exclude programme leavers who were in paid work by the time U
of interview, since their employabihty is self-evident, and leavers who were
economically maclive at the time of the survey interview.4 It focuses on those still
participating in New Deal, and leavers who were either unemployed or on a government
programme.
U
At present, only the first wave data arc available5, so it is riot possible to link elements of
programme participation with changes in employability. The purpose of this chapter is U
~ft is the purpose ofthe macro-evaluation to establish if any such improvement is at the expense ofothers
m the labour marketand, if so, what the overall net impactof NDYP has been U
The characteristics of those leaving the programme for different labour marketdestinations arc discussed
in Chapter Six. Those classifying themselves as economically inactive may have the furthest distance to
travel, and include groups such as those on the margins of work who are of particular policy interest
Analysis of movements in and out of economic inactivity will form part of the wave two analysis.
Movements from inactivity to activity would clearly represent a gain in employability







I simply to introduce the measures which go to make up employability and consider which
• participants seem to have the furthest distance to travel to get into jobs, and who is most
‘employable’9 The chapter begins with an account ofjob search activity, including job
• search intensity This is followed by a section on mcbviduals’ perceptions of their ability
to find jobs and become good employees The third section covers work commitment
• and feelings about being out of work. Then the chapter turns to job search flexibility,
— including wage expectations. The final section assesses the contnbution participants
— thought New Deal had already made to aspects oftheir employability
U 5.1. Job search activity
U
British evaluations have identified positive Impacts of job search assistance on job
I outcomes (Auspos et aL, 1999) However, it is as yet unclear how job search assistance
— improves job prospects in Britain (White and Bryson, 1996) For example, the Restart
programme increased transition rates to employment, but with no discernible effect on
I job search patterns (White arid Lakey, 1992) Furthermore, the effects of some job search
assistance programmes have been variable between sub-groups of participants, and the
reasons for this are not yet understood (White et a!, 1997).
I There is evidence from the Netherlands that job search assistance akin to that offered
under Gateway can lead to more rapid transitions to employment than would otherwise
be the case, via an increased intensIty of search by participants (Auspos et a!, 1999 67)
• Although research in Britain suggests that the returns to intensifying job search were
small in the British labour market of the 1980s arid early 1990s (White and Bryson, 1996;
U Dawes, 1993), these studies did not focus specifically on young people.
I This section presents three measures of job search zntensity~whether respondents were
• seeking work at the time of the survey interview, the number ofjob search methods they
were using, and the number of applications they made.
U
5 1 1: Whether currently searching for work
For those out of work, some degree of job search is necessary if they are to enter paid
I work — unless, that is, they are approached by an employer, or waiting to take up a job.
• In fact, two-thirds (65 per cent) of those on New Deal at the time of the survey said they
were currently looking for ajob at the time of the survey interview A further 29 per cent
• had searched at some time during the previous nine months The remaining 5 per cent
recalled no job search in the last nine months The figures for the unemployed that had
U left New Deal were only a little bit different, at 73, 21 and 5 per cent respectively 6
U
U _____________
6 In this Chapter. unemployed New Deal Icavers includes all who gave their current main activity as
‘unemployed, claiming unemployment benefits’, ‘unemployed, not claiming unemployment benefits’, and
I ‘on a govcrnmentlTEC/LEC programme’ Respondents were asked ‘Are you actively looking for a job. orfor a change of job. at present7’ Some of those identifying their main activity as unemployment







Although New Deal participants are subject to requirements to seek work, there has been
concern that Options participation results in lower job search effort. Qualitative research
suggests that job search effort falls early on in Option participation when participants are
focussed on the acquisition of work experience, skills and qualifications, but that it
sometimes rises towards the end of Options placement (O’Connor et a!, 1999 35).
Table 5.1 confirms that job search effort was lower among Option participants, U
particularly those on the employment and full-time education and training Options
However, Gateway and post-Option advice participants were more likely to be seeking S
work than New Deal leavers who were unemployed
Table 5 1 Current New Deal status, by job search status
Gateway Emp Op Vol Op ETF FT ed/ir Post-Option E.x-ND,
advice unemployed
I
Currently 83 30 68 68 49 86 73
searching
In last 9 15 64 27 27 14 13 21
months
No recent2 5 5 6 37 1 5
search
Weighted base 1423 621 170 127 776 418 1107
Uriwe~gh:ed 1485 606 173 133 133 429 1070
base
Base: all still on New Deal at interview, plus New Deal leavers who were unemployed or on a government
programme at interview
Eleven per cent of unemployed New Deal leavers who were not seeking work at the time
of the survey interview, and 7 per cent of those on the programme who were not
searching for work said they were either waiting to start a job or waiting to hear about a
job application after interview (Table 12) Waiting for New Deal placements was not a
major contributor to job search inactivity, accounting for 12 per cent of New Deal I
participants who were not searching, and 9 per cent of those who had left the programme







7This finding points to the difficulties in categorically defining ca-New Deal participants as Icavers, since
some were expecting to return to the programme shortly it is likely that in some cases, they were officially —
participating in the programme. but because they were awaitingplacement, they viewed themselves as —







U Table 5 2 New Deal status, by reasons for not searching for work
U OnNew Deal Ex-New Deal, unemployed
Wait,ng toI Start a job already offered 3 8
Hear about an application post-interview 4 3
• Start a Ni)employer placement 2 1
Start a ND self-employedplacement 2 45 Start a ND voluntary sector Option 1 1
placement5 Start a ND ETF placement 1 0
Start a ND FT editraining placement 6 3
5 None of these 80 79
Don’t know * 2
Weighted base 1231 293
• Un~ç~ghredbase 1294 288
Base New DeaJ participants and unemployed New Deal leavers not seeking work at Lime of survey5 interview
I 5.1 2: Job search methods
I The number ofjob search methods used by unemployed people over a four-week period
L is a common measure of job search intensity in programme evaluations. Out of amaximum of seven methods, the average (mean) number of methods used by New Deal
5 participants at the time of the survey interview was 2.2. This compared with 2.5 among
the ex-New Deal unemployed (Table 53) Those on Gateway and post-Option advice
• searched more intensively than other programme participants and the ex-New Deal
unemployed (Table 5 4).
Table 5 3 New Deal status, by number of job search methods used at time of survey interview
I On New Deal Ex-New Deal, unemployed
— Number of search methods
— 0 35 27
I i 6 62 12 12
3 iS 20
I 4 16 20
U 5-7 14 15
Mean number ofmethods 22 25U
Weighted base 3542 1107I Unwevg!ued base 3657 1070
Base all New Deal participants and ex-New Deal unemployed at time of survey interview
U The mix ofjob search methods used by respondents reveals patterns of job search. It isstriking that the rank order of job search methods used is sirmiar regardless of
• respondents’ current New Deal status (Table 5 5) Looking in papers and magazines







post—Option advice where contacting the Jobcentre was the most used method. Using U
friends and relatives, shop windows, and employer contacts usually ranked 3, 4, or 5, and
pnvate agencies always came last. This ranking applied across different delivery types.
Table 5 4 Mean number of job search methods used at time ofsurvey interview, by New Deal status
I
Mean number of methods Weighted base
Gateway 2 9 1423 U
Employment Option 0 9 621
Voluntary sector Option 2 1 170 1
ETF 22 127
Fufl-time education and training 1 4 776 U
Post-Option advice 3 1 418
Ex—New Deal unemployed 25 _1 107
Base all New Deal participants and ex-New Deal unemployed at time of survey interview
ITable 5.5 New Deal status, by type ofjob search methods used
UGateway E.’np Option Vol Option ETF P7’ eduir Post— Ex-ND
Option Opuon unerap 5
Advice
% % U
Papers 73 26 63 59 42 72 65
Jobcentre 67 18 49 45 29 73 51
or ES office
Fnends etc 56 17 33 41 23 60 50
Contacted 38 10 22 33 17 4.0 31
cmploycrs
direct
Shops or 36 10 35 25 17 37 32
noticeboard
S
Job agency iS 3 8 15 9 20 18
Other 3 2 * 5 3 4 2
None 18 70 33 33 51 14 27 1
Weighted 1423 621 170 127 776 418 1107 U
base
Unweighted 1485 606 173 133 825 429 1070 U
base


















White 2 2 3873
• Black Caribbean 23 1B3
Black African 2 4 81
I ~1ack Other 2 7 53
Indian 2 4 79
• Pakistani 2 2 207
Bangladeshi 2 6 55U ~eiuf - ~
‘U Loneparent - 13 75





U ~ Level 1-2 2.2 2628NVQLcve1 3 24 337
— NVQLeve14-5 24 174
— Other qualifications 2 1 229
• till
U
Drug or alcohol problems 1 9 138
No drug or alcohol roblerns 2i 4511
•
U Benefit stopped/reduced since ND entry 2 6 971
No benefit sto /reduction 2 1 3678U
Job before New Deal 24 3176
• No job before New Deal 2 0 1473
I II- -
5 Number of social disadvantages
0 24 902
• 1 22 1739
2 2.2 1307











Table 5.6 shows the mean number ofjob search methods used in the four week period up
to the survey interview by a range of individual charactenstics.
• There are some indications that search intensity was higher among those who might
be able to command higher wages (those with previous work experience and higher
qualifications), but the differences were not large 8
• The number of search methods used fell with multiple disadvantage, but not all
disadvantages were associated with the use of fewer search mei:hods. Lone parents
and those with drug or alcohol problems used the lowest number ofsearch methods. a
• There was no evidence of lower job search method usage among the longer-term
unemployed respondents. U
• Those who had experienced benefit stoppages or reductions since entenn~New Deal
were using more search methods than those without benefit stops or reductions U
5.1.3 Number ofjob applications 1
The third measure of job search intensity is the number of job applications respondents
made in the four weeks before the survey mterviewf Half (49 per cent) of those on New I
Deal at the survey interview had made no job applications in the previous four weeks, a
quarter (25 per cent) had made between one and four, andthe remaining 25 per cent had I
made five or more The ex-New Deal unemployed were a little more likely to have
applied for jobs, the figures being 41, 30 and 29 per cent respectively. Again, search
effort varied by New Deal status: those on the Gateway and post-Option advice were U
more likely to have made job applications than others (Table 5 7) Once again, there was
an association between Option participation and lower search activity. Those on post- I
Option advice were the most active job applicants
Tablc 5 7 Number ofjob applications in four weeks before survey interview
Gateway Emp Op Vol Op ETF FT ed’~ram Post-Op Er-ND
advice unemp
% %
o 31 80 48 47 67 29 41
1-4 33 10 32 25 18 36 30
5+ 36 10 20 27 15 35 29
Weighted 1423 621 170 127 776 418 1107 U
base
Unwred base 1485 606 173 133 825 429 1070 1
Base all New Deal participants and ex-New Deal unemployed at time of survey interview
U
U
~Previous research shows that job search intensity increases with the expected financial returns to working I
(White etal. i994).








U Table 5 8 Percentage of New Deal participants and ex-New Deal unemployed making job apphcauoris in
the four weeks before survey interview
• Ethnicity
White 52 3873
• Black Caribbean 58 183
Black African 61 81
• Black Other 61 53
Indian 65 79
• Pa)ustam 52 207
Bangladeshi _______ 73 55
• ___________
1 Lone parent 39 75Not lone parent 53 4574
U ___
I ~ 48 1211
• NVQ Levcl 1-2 53 2628
— I NVQ Level 4-5 65 174
— Other qualificanons 55 229
Drug or alcohol problems 41 138
I No drug or alcohol problems 53 4511
U ~ _
Benefit stopped/reduced since ND enu~y 62 971
• No benefit stop/reduction 51 3678
U ____
Job before New Deal 56 3176




Number of social disadvantages:
0 59 902
U 1 55 1739
2 50 1307
U 3 50 5854 41 73
• __ _______ ____
I __ _ _ _
• __ __ _










Table 5 8 shows the percentage of respondents making one or more job applicatrnns in
the four weeks before the survey interview.
U
• Many of those groups with low job search intensity on the search methods indicator
also had low search intensity according to the applications measure. These included U
those with children, literacy or numeracy problems, drug or alcohol problems, no job
pnor to New Deal, work-limiting long-term illness, women, whites and lone parents.
• The relationship between higher qualifications and higher search intensity, although U
detectable with the search methods measure, was more apparent when using the job
application measure U
• Similarly, the relationship between multiple disadvantage and low search intensity,
detectable with the search methods measure, was more apparent when using the job
application measure.
• As well as using more search methods, those who had experienced benefit stoppages
or reductions since entering New Deal were making more job applications than those U
without benefit stops or reductions
• The job application measure of search intensity indicates lower search effort among I
those with qualifying unemployment spells of three years or mare, although there was
no evidence of a reduction in the number of search methods used. These findings are
reminiscent of White et al’s (1994 173-176) finding that some of the long-term
unemployed often ‘go through the motions. ..but (their] activities tend to fall short of
producing job applications’ (White et al., 1994’ 173). Alternatively, they may have U
high job expectations which means they rarely encounter vacancies they wish to
apply for
5.2. Job search efficacy
U
The questionnaire contains a batch of attitudinal statements relating to individuals’
perceptions of their own ability to search for jobs, their feelings about being unemployed, U
and their perceptions about the qualities they had to offer employers Responses were
coded along a six-point scale identifying how strongly each respondent agreed or
disagreed with fourteen statements ~ These questions are replicated in the wave two
questionnaire, permitting analyses of attitudinal change between the sixth and fifteenth
month after New Deal entry. Analysts of participants’ changing orientation towards U
work and their own ability to obtain it will be fundamental to understanding ‘distance
travelled’ towards employability This section and the following section describe U





ID The frequencydistributions for these statements are given in the appendix of tables Responses ranged






• A single index representing ‘job search efficacy scale’ emerged from analyses of
responses to the fourteen attitudinal statements.~ The scale comprises responses to the
U following five statements:
- I know the best way(s) to apply for the kind of work I want
- I know how to write a good application letter
• - I do well at job interviews when I get them
- I have lots of expenence relevant to work
• - I have many work related stills that would make me a good employee.
U How strongly respondents agreed with these statements establishes the degree to which
U they felt capable of finding a job themselves and performing well in a job. Figure 5 1
plots the job search efficacy scores of those on the programme at the time of the survey
• interview (the broken line) and the e,-New Deal unemployed Respondents were
clustered towards the positive end of the scale, with those on the programme scoring
I more positively than the ex-New Deal unemployed.
U
Figure 5 1 Job search efficacy
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1 Those with low job search efficacy tended to make fewer job applications and use fewer
U search methods, although there was no difference in the search intensity of those withmedium and high search efficacy (Table 5.9) 12 However, this relationship did not
always hold in particular, despite searching more intensively, those on Gateway were
more likely to score ‘low’ on the job search efficacy measure than those on Options (30
• per cent and 23 per cent respectively).’3 Search efficacy was highest among those with
U ~ Items for the scale were selected using factor analysis Principal components analysis initially identified
. ii as the single factor with an Eigen value of above 2 It accounted for 25 per cent of the vanance in the
scores (or the fourteen statements The Cronbach alpha for the selected items is 0 77 The scale presented
I runs from —2. low job search efficacy, to +2, high job search efficacy The scale was constructed by takingthe mean of the five attitudes referred to in the text The scale was then centred around zero and multiplied
— by—i
• 12 Scores of —2 0 to 0 3 denote low job search efficacy, scores between 0 4 and 1 2 denote medium job
search efficacy, and scores between 1 3 and 2 0 denote highjobsearch efficacy
~~The corresponding figures for those on post-Option advice and the ex-New Deal unemployed were 26







the lowest search Intensity, namely employment Option participants: 18 per cent scored
‘low’ on the search efficacy measure.14 .
Table 5 9 Association between job search efficacy and job search intensity among New Deal participants 1
and ex-New Deal unemployed
Low search efficacy Medium search efficacy fl~ghsearch efficacy
%
Number of job applications in —
Iast4weeks
0 56 44 43
1-4 26 27 25 U
5+ 18 29 31
Mean number of search 2 0 2 4 2 4
methodsusedinlast4weeks I
Weighted base 1319 1954 1375 I
Unweighred base 1412 1998 1317
Base. alt New Deal participants and ex-New Deal unemployed at time of survey interview U
It is likely that those with low job search efficacy will be among those with the furthest I
distance to travel to obtain employment. Table 5 10 identifies who had low job search
efficacy. U
UI
. The following charactenstics were associated with low search efficacy and low job
search intensity scores, no or low quahficaiions, literacy or numeracy problems, drug I
or alcohol problems, work-limiting long-term health problems, no job before New
Deal entry, lone parenthood. Being a woman and having children were also I
associated with low search efficacy and low search intensity
• Job search intensity was lower among those with multiple social disadvantages, but
the link between multiple disadvantage and low search efficacy was even more
marked.
• Long-term unemployment was linked to lower job search intensity, but only for those I
who had been unemployed for three years or more before entering New Deal.
However, the link between long-term unemployment and low job search efficacy
became apparent earlier in participants’ unemployment spells. Those with qualifying I
spells of 18 months or more had lower job search efficacy than those with shorter
unemployment spells.
• Some groups had low job search efficacy, even though they did not have low job
search intenstty. These included: younger participants, Black Africans, single people, U
ex-offenders, and those with job search problems in the last year. U
• Job search efficacy was marginally lower among those who had been subject to
benefit penalties since entenng New Deal, although they searched more intensively
than those who had not had benefit stops or reductions.
U
___________ U’
~‘ The corresponding figures for other Options participants were voluntary sector Option 27 per cent. ETF







I Table 5 10 Percentage of NewDeal participants and ex-New Deal unemployed with low search efficacy
I ____ _____ _____
Age
18-20 years 32 2027I 21-22years 27 1279






U Noctuldren 25 4217
-‘ fi
.ne.
U Marned/living as mamed 23 608
Single. divorced or se arated 29 4041U
U
U .~
Reading. writingor numeracy problems since age 16 49 1110
U No problems 22 3539
•
Ex-offerider 37 424
— Not ex’~ffender 28 4225
— Isto -
U Job search problems in last year 31 3264
No ob search robiems 23 1385
• - ‘C -
a Work-liming tong-term health problem 34 538health problem, not work limiting 30 259
No ion -term health roblem 27 3852
I
U
I Length ofqualifying spell of unemployment<6months 24 1209
6-Il months 24 1i66I 12—I7inonchs 24 473
18—23 months 29 252U 24-35 months 37 249










53’ Non-financial work commurnent
- U
Some argue that ‘employment commitment is likely to be one of the major factors that
determine long-term employability’ (Galhe et at., 1994 j79)15 The authors argue that
this is because people interested in work for work’s sake, rather than for the pecuniary S
rewards it offers, are more likely to make satisfactory employees for employers. They
may also be more willing to put in work effort beyond what is formally required. Using U
the standard measure of non-financial employment commitment contained in the NI)YP
survey~,earlier surveys have found a higher proportion of the unemployed would wish
to continue work even if there were no financial necessity than is the case for people in
work (Gallie ez a], 1994 179)
U
Strong employment commitment was associated with higher search intensity among
those participating on New Deal at the tune of the survey and the ex-New Deal I
unemployed, but the associations were not especially strong Fifty-six per cent of those
who strongly agreed that they would still want to work even if they could live
comfortably without the income had applied for jobs in the four weeks before the survey
interview, compared to 51 per cent of those who strongly disagreed Eighteen per cent of
those strongly agreeing had used five or more search methods in that period, compared to 5
ntne per cent of those strongly disagreetng. Employment commitment was also
associated with job search efficacy: 39 per cent of those who strongly agreed they would U
still work had high job search efficacy, compared with 27 per cent of those strongly
disagreeing.
Non-financial employment commitment was strongest among New Deal participants on
post-Option advice, 46 per cent of whom strongly agreed that they would still want to
work even if they had enough money to live comfortably. There were no great
differences in employment commitment between those on Gateway, Options or the ex- I
New Deal unemployed, where the figures were 36, 39 and 38 per cent respectively. Table
5 11 identifies those most strongly committed to employment for non-financial reasons
U
• Women have higher employment commitment than men. Earlier studies have
identified increasing employment commitment among women since the early 1980s U
(Gathe et al.. 1998. 189) such that, by the early 1990s, there was no significant
difference in the commitment of men and women (Gailie et al, 1994: 182)
I
15 The impact of employment commitment on job acqwsrnon is, however, less clear Evidence from the
1980s suggests that employment commitment had no significant effect on job acquisitionamong
unemployed men and women, with the exception ofunemployed claimants who were not seeking work
(Gallie and Vogler, 1994) More recentevaluation Tesearch identified a significant negative association
between job acqwsition and employment commitment among samples of Work Tnals. Jobclub and JIG
participants and matched comparison groups (White ci aL, 1997). However, this association in cross-
sectional data is consistent with higher work commitment among the unemployed, discussed below
t6Respondents were asked how strongly they agreed or disagreed with the statement. ‘Even if 1 had enough
money to hvecomfortably for the rest of my life, I would suit want to work’ This statement is identical to
the one used in earlier studies such as the Social Change and Economic Life Initiative (GaIlie and Vogler,









• Table 5 II Percentage of New Deal participants awl ex-New Deal unemployed strongly agreeing with the




18-20 years 37 2027
U 2i-22 years 37 1279




• No children 38 4217
I Mamed/livuig as married 43 608




Reading. wnting or nuineracy problems since age 16 45 1110
• No roblems 36 3539
Ei-offender 35 424
Not tx-offender 39 4225
I Job search problems in last year 38 3264
No ob search mblcms 38 1385
I
— Woiic-bnung long-term health problem 41 538
— Long-term health problem, not work limiting 37 259
No Ion -term health roblem 38 3852
U
I
Lcngth of qualifying spell of unemploymentU <6momhs 39 1209
6-11 months 35 1166
I 12-. 17 months 40 473
18—23 months 42 252
— 24-35 months 39 249
— 36months+ 35 317








Employment commitment increased with age, a finding consistent with the small
amount of research on employment commitment among young unemployed people I
(Jackson, 1994 112-117; Galhe et a!., 1994. 181) Initially this occurs in the
transition to adulthood, whereupon young people acquire an adult economic and
social identity. At that point, paid work offers the prospect of independent living. S
This is followed by movement into parenthood when supporting dependent children
acts as a fillip to independent income generation. However, employment U
commitment falls after age 25 (Gaflie et a!., 1998: 192-195). The table suggests that
employment commitment was a little higher among those with children (with the
exception of lone parents), and among those with partners
• Employment commitment was lower among the white majonty than among non-
white ethnic minorities (36 per cent against 49 per cent)
• Employment commitment was higher among those with higher qualifications, a
finding consistent with previous research (Gaihe et al., 1998: 194) 1
• There was no simple association between measures of social and labour market U
disadvantage and levels of employment commitment. For example, there were no
associations between high commitment and health problems or poor work histones.
and employment commitment did not decline markedly with longer qualifying spells
of unemployment or multiple social disadvantage. However, those with literacy or U
numeracy problems had high employment commitment, while those with drug or
alcohol problems had particularly low employment commitment U
54 Feelings about being our ofwork I
The mirror image of employment commitment is the feeling the unemployed have about
being out of work All respondents were asked ‘Some people do not really mind being U
out of work Others feel it is Just about the worst thing that ever happened to them
Would you look at this card arid tell me which number shows your own feelings about I
being out of work9’ Answers were scored on a nine point scale running from ‘I do not
really mind being out of work’ to ‘Being out of work is just about the worst thing that
ever happened to me’
This ‘anti-unemployment’ measure was associated with the other components of I
employability referred to above. Respondents lending to the view that unemployment
was the worst thing that had happened to them searched more intensively, had higher job
search efficacy, and exhibited stronger employment commitment However, the measure
is worthy of consideration in its own nght simply because it is a direct measure of how
respondents were feeling about their unemployment at the time of the survey interview U
The presumption is that those least comfortable with their unemployment were most
likely to do whatever they could to get a job Over a quarter (27 per cent) of those who, 1
at the time of the survey interview, were either on New Deal or unemployed having left
New Deal, said it was the worst thing that had happened to them. This figure was
identical for those on Gateway, Options and post-Option advice. However, there were
big differences across Option participants. Those on ETF and the voluntary sector Option
were less likely than those on the employment arid full-time education and training U








$ them. The figures were 18, 17, 33 and 26 per cent respectively. The percentage of
respondents saying being out of work was the wirst thing that had happened to them fell
• with longer qualifying spells of unemployment (29 per cent among those with spells of
• under 12 months, falling to 22 per cent among those with spells of three years or more)
This is consistent with research by psychologists who have pointed to resigned adaptation
a to prolonged unemployment (Jackson, 1994: 113)
1 55 Job searchflexibility
U If the unemployed are flexible about the vacancies they will consider, they may increase
a their chances of employment by increasing the pooi of vacancies they are prepared to
apply for and by increasing the likelihood of accepting job offers This flexibility may
I relate to pay, or non-pay features of a job such as hours, occupation, contract duration,
and location
I
U The nature of jobs available to the unemployed changed markedly in the 1990g. withpan-time, self-employed and temporary work opportunities replacing full-time job offers,
• trends which have contributed to declining real wages in jobs first entered on leaving
unemployment (Gregg and Wadsworth, 1997) Recent evaluation research indicates that
5 these shifts in labour demand may have placed a premium on job search flexibility. In the
rnid-1990s, high wage expectations did not adversely affect claimants’ job prospectsU What did matter were the hours unemployed claimants expected to work Job chances
fell with iricrea.sed hours expectations (White et al, 1997: 72ff) This finding held for
male entry to full-time and part-time jobs, and femaLe entry to part-time jobs.
U
The following sections consider the wage and non-wage job search flexibility of NDYP
U participants in the period through to the first survey interview The second wave data will
U
permit analyses of changes in search flexibility over tame, and an assessment of the value
of search flexibility at wave one in entering jobs and remaining in empLoyment
subsequently.’1
• 5.5 1: Wage expectations
• Those who had sought work in the nine months before the survey interview were asked
I what wage they sought — referred to here as their ‘target’ wage — and the minimum wagethey would accept.~If job seekers maintain target and minimum acceptable wages that
• are above entry wages — the wages offered in jobs which seekers tend to enteron leaving
U ~ Claimants’ ability to hold ontojobs in the longer-term depends on effecting a good job match Failure to
U do somay mcrease the likelihood of voluntary qwts through employee job dissatisfaction or involuntaryquits through employer dissatisfaction with performance So there may be a trade offbetween job search
U flexibility which leads toearlyjob entry, and longer-term job prospects
‘~Respondents were asked to name wages net of tax and other deductions, and say how many hours per
S week they expected to work for the wage Analyses presented in this section are confined to those still onthe programme and the ex-New Deal unemployed who provided valid net wage and hours t~garesCases
U are excluded whcrc the net hourly rate exceeds a value five standard devLatlons from the mean, namely£13 42 in the case ofthe target wage and £10.57 in the case of the minimum acceptable wage Results arc








unemployment — then they may impair theirjob prospects. On the other hand, job search
theory suggests that search effort is higher where the rewards from working are greater, U
in which case there should be an association between job search intensity and target
wages In fact, those making no applications in the four weeks before the survey
interview and those making 5 or more applications (table 5.12) held the highest target
and minimum wages. This suggests two groups of job seekers. those with high
expectations who could not find vacancies worth applyrng for, and those who were highly S
dnven, who wanted a good wage and were making every effort to get it Target and
minimum acceptable wages also rose with job search efficacy, so that those who felt best
able to get a job were confident enough to command higher wages
Table 5 12 Associations between job search measures and wage expectations S
Mean target Weighied base Mean minimum Weighted base 5
wage wagç
£r per hour £s per hour I
Number of job applications in 4
weeks before interview
0 435 1646 347 1596
1-4 4 19 10~1 3.39 1061
5÷ 437 1102 348 1085
Job search efficacy
Low 418 1013 333 964
Medium 428 1653 344 1625
High 447 1165 337 1157
Base New Deal participants and ex-New Deal unemployed at time of survey interview with valid wage
and hours data. Excludes cases with mean wages over 5 standard deviations from the mean
Those on New Deal at the time of the survey interview had slightly higher average hourly U
target wages than the unemployed who had left New Deal (f4.34 against £4 22), but their U
minimum hourly acceptable rates were virtually identical (E3.45 and £3.47 respectively)
However, there was considerable variation in the target wages among New Deal U
participants (Table 5.13). Average target wages were highest among participants on
Options, and lowest among those on post-Option advice (f4 46 and £4 15 respectively).
Participants on the full-time education and training Option had the highest target wages,
followed by those on the employment and voluntary sector Options Those on ETF had
target wages as low as Gateway participants’ target wages.
A different story emerges from analysis of minimum acceptable wages. Options I
participants, with the exception of those on the full-lime education and traming Option,
who had the highest minimum acceptable wages of all, held the lowest minimum
acceptable wages Participants on the employment and voluntary sector Options showed U
the greatest wage flexibility in terms of the amount they were prepared to drop from their










U Table 5 13 Mean target and minimum acceptable net hourly rates among New Deal participants and cx-
New Deal unemployed, by current New Deal status
Mean target wage Weighted base Mean minimum ~ Weighted base
• per hour £s per hour
Gateway 4 28 1227 3 44 1204
• Employment Option 442 515 3 35 504
Voluntary sector 438 132 336 131
• Option
ETF 427 110 334 108
• FT education and 4 54 547 3 62 535
training Option
5 Post-Option advice 4 iS 377 3 43 370
Ex-New Deal 422 916 3 47 8885 unemployed
Base New Deal participants and ex-New Deal unemployed at time of survey interview with valid wage5 and hours data Excludes cases with mean wages over 5 standard deviations from the mcan
U Caution should be exereised in drawing inferences from this cross-sectional descriptive
analysis. As shown below, wage expectations are an indicator of human capital, whichU itself may influence current New Deal status. However, current status may also influence
• wage expectations
• Table 5 14 shows variations in average target and minimum acceptable wages by
individual characteristics
U
I s Hourly target and minimum acceptable wages varied with demographiccharacteristics arid household circumstances Wage expectations were higher among
I men, older people, and non-whites (with the exception of Pakistanis) Target and
minimum acceptable wages were higher where respondents had some responsibility
• for Iheir housing costs arid dependent children
• Target and minimum wages were higher among those with higher earning potential
S Those with qualifications at NVQ Level 3 or above had higher wage expectations
than those with lower or no qualifications Dnving licence holders sought higher
wages than those without licences However, although those with work experience
• can usually be expected to command higher wages than those with no pnor work
expenence, those with jobs before entering New Deal had similar target wages to
I those with no prior work expenence Their minimum acceptable wages were only
S marginally higher
• Target wages fell among those wab longer qualifying spells of unemployment The
• relatively low target wages among those with qualifying unemployment spells of
under six months may be due to the fact that this group includes voluntary early
U entrants to the programme, many of whom had special needs. However, minimum
acceptable wages did not fall with the length of the qualifying unemployment spell,
• although they did dip among those with unemployment spells of 2-3 years. These










downwards with 1engthenm~unemployment, but are less inclined to lower their
rnrnimum acceptable wages.’~
• Minimum acceptable wages fell with multiple social disadvantage, but there was no
simple relationship between social disadvantage and wage expectations. Those with
basic skill problems had higher target wages than those with no basic skill problems,
although there was no difference in the nunirnum acceptable wages they sought. Ex-
offenders had higher target and minimum wages than other respondents. On the other I
hand, those with drug or alcohol problems had lower target and minimum wages than
those without such problems
• Target wages were lowest in Wales and the South West of England, and highest in
London and the South East. Along with the North East of England, Wales and the
South West also had the lowest minimum acceptable wages. U
• There were sizeable differences in target and minimum wages across different New
Deal delivery types. 1
Table 5 14 Target and minimum acceptable net hourly wages among participants and ex-ND unemployed
Men 437 2845 350 2798
414 986 332
White 420 3192 337 3121
Black Canbbean 520 150 393 147 5
Black African 554 66 435 67
BlackOther 490 43 400 43
indian 466 66 371 66
Pakistani 418 175 345 169
None 4 24 979 3 39 952
NVQLeveI 1-2 423 2171 340 2126
NVQLeveI3 463 2’78 372 277
NVQI..tvel4-5 479 147 381 144
~
Drug or alcohol problems 4 13 113 3 38 113
No drug or alcohol problems 432 3718 345 3632 U
19 However, wnhoui the wave two longitudinal data one can not discount the possibility of a compositional 1
effect, whereby the longer-term unemployed are observed as having lower target wages than the shorter-







coin Target Weighted Minimum Weighted base
• ~
Job bef~eNew Deal 4 31 2705 3 47 2651
No job before New Deal 430 1127 3 41 1094
U
Number of social disadvantages
• 0 437 777 351 770
434 1416 34.8 1387
U 2 423 1091 341 10573 428 4.61 337 448





Driving iicence. access to vehicle 455 538 3 65 527
• Driving licence, no access to vehicle 4 59 325 3 72 307





U ES individual contract 4 37 2648 3 47 259!ES joint parmership 4 14 676 3 34 658
Consortium 444 194 374 187





Base New Deal participants and ex-New Deal unemployed at time of survey interview with valid wage
and hours data Excludes cases with mean wages over 5 standarddeviations from the mean
•
55.2: Non-wageflexthilizy
Programme evaluations have tended to focus on four aspects of non-wage flexibility’








asked about the first three of these items, irrespective of whether they had looked for a
job recently 20 The measures are based on the foflowing questions:
(a) Hours flexibility ‘Are you prepared to accept only full-time work, or only part-time U
work, or are you prepared to work either full-time or part-time?’
(b) Contract flexibility’ ‘Would you accept a short-term or temporary job?’
(c) Geographical flexibility’ ‘Would you be prepared to move to a different area for the U
sake of ajob7’
Table 5 15 shows the percentage of respondents showing non-wage flexibility by New
Deal status at the time of the survey Interview
U
New Deal participants and the ex-New Deal unemployed were most flexible with respect
to taking a short-term or temporary job: 64 per cent were prepared to do so Just over U
half (53 per cent) were flexible on hours, and a third (36 per cent) were geographically
flexible Those on post-Option advice exhibited the greatest non-wage flexibility, while
those on Options showed the least non-wage flexibility. U
Table 5 15. Non-wage flexibility among current New Deal participants and cx-New Deal unemployed U
Gateway Options Post-Option advice Er-ND unemployed
% flexible on hours 57 47 55 57
% flexible on contract 66 57 74 67 1
% geographically flexible 33 37 43 33
Weighted base 1423 1701 418 1107 U
Unweighted base 1485 1743 429 1070
Base New Deal participants and ex-New Deal unemployed at time ofsurvey interview Note flexible on
hours if prepared to work full-time or part-time, flexible on contract if prepared to accept a short-term or
temporary job, geographically flexible if prepared to move to a different area for a job
U
Table 5 16’ Non-wage flexibility among Options participants
I
Employment Voluntary ETF FT education and training
OotI~T sector Option _~tion
%flexiblc on hours 41 50 52 50
% flexible on contract 52 56 56 61
% geographically flexible 35 25 40 40
Weighted base 621 170 127 776 U
Unweighted base 606 173 133 825 U
Ease Options participants at time of survey interview Note flexible on hours if prepared to work full-
time or pan-time, flexible on contract if prepared to accept a short-term or temporary job, geographically 5
flexible if prepared to move to a different area for a job
Employment Option participants were less likely than other Option participants to be
flexible over hours or contract duration (fable 5.16). Those on the full-time education U
~ A measure of occupational flexibility can be constructed from the question ‘Can you describe the kinds 1
ofjob you would accept9’ However, this question was only asked of those who had searched for work in —






U and training Option were most likely to consider short-term or temporary contracts,
• perhaps because these would fit in with their studies. Voluntary sector Optionparticipants were the least geographically mobile.
UAn index of non-wage flexibility was constructed with respondents scoring I for each
U item on which they were flexible A score of zero means they were not fLexible on any of
U the three items, while a score of 3 means they were flexible on all three items 21 The non-.wage flexibility index was not associated with target or minimum acceptable wage levels,
U However, there was a positive relationship between non-wage flexibility and wage
flexibility, as measured by the extent to which respondents were prepared to dropped
• below their target wage when stating their rmnimum acceptable wage Those scoring
zero on the non-wage flexibility index were prepared to drop 17.6 per cent, compared to
U 19.7 percent among those scoring 3 on the index.
Non-wage flexibility was also positively associated with greater job search intensity and
• job search efficacy (Table 5.17)
Table 5.17 Non-wage flexibility and job search intensity and efficacy among New Deal participants and
ex-New Deal unemployed at timeof survey interview
U
Inde~çgfnon-wage labourmarketfle.xibility
• 0 1 - 2 3




% using 3÷ job 43 48 51 57U search methods in
4 weeks before
survey interview
% with high job 25 28 30 43
search efficacy
— Weighted base 493 2148 1590 418
— Unweighted base 529 2144 1638 416
Base New Deal participants and ex-New Deal unemployed at time ofsurvey interview Note figures are
ccii percentages, not column percentages
Table 5.18 shows how non-wage flexibility varied across respondents.
U
. There is evidence that some groups traded off non-wage flexibility and wage
• flexibility. For instance, men were more flexible than women on the non-wage
• flexibility index, but their wage expectations were higher. Older respondents were
more Likely to be flexible than younger people on non-wage issues, but their wage
a ___________
~ Although this index is a Convenient way to rank respondents according to their non-wage flexibility, it is
important to bear in mind that the threeitems measure verydistinct aspects ofjob search flexibility.
Further analysis not presented here found that geographical flexibility was notcorrelated with hours









expectations were higher. Similarly, although they sought higher wages, those with i
higher qualifications also exhibited greater non-wage flexibility ~
• Thirty-eight per cent of non-white ethnic minonties had high non-wage flexibility,
compared to 44 per cent of whites But a closer look at different non-white ethnic
groups reveals that Black Canbbeans, Black Africans and Indians were just as U
flexible as whites. Pakistanis and Bangladestus who had low non-wage flexibility.
• Non-wage flexibility was lower among those with qualifying unemployment spells of
two years or more.
• Those with experience of jobs before entenng New Deal had higher non-wage
flexibility than those without work experience. If non-wage flexibility is a fixed U
charactenstic, this may explain why those with higher flexibility scores were more
likely to have hadjobs in the past
• The most severely disadvantaged — those with all four social disadvantages — had
lower non-wage flexibility scores than others, but there was no simple relationship
between non-wage flexibility and markers of social disadvantage. U
• There were marked differences in non-wage flexibility across regions Flexibility
was highest in Scotland. and lowest in the Midlands and East Anglia. U




18-20 years 42 2027
21-22 years 42 1279
23+ years 47 1337
__ - .~- - I
______ - U
_ _____ _ U
____ 1~ ___________
Cluidren 44 432
No children 43 4217
Mamedltiving as married 45 608




Reading, writing ornun~racyproblem since age 16 38 1110
No readin , wntrn or nu~rac lenis 45 3539
____________ U
~ Earlier studies suggest that occupational flexibility falls among those with higher qualifications. U






• Cont % with htg4 non-wageflexibility Weighted base
Ex-offender 41 424
U Not ex-offender _______________ _____________ 43 4225
U Job search problem in last year 44 3264
Dnving licence, no access to vehicle 43 385
U No dnving licence 43 3641Length ofqualifying spell of unemployment
<6months 45 1209U 6-Il months 1166
i2-17 months 45 473
U 18-23 months 47 252
24-35 months 38 249U onths 37 _______ 317
U ‘ ____
Responsibility for housing costs
U SeLf 49 856Partner 52 74
Shared with others 44 366
Parentslrelatives 42 2250
U Others responsibility 41 284No housing costs 38 692
Not living in nvate residence 42 119
• _ __ __ _ _ _
U _ _ _ _ __
4 — .- -
I — Region
Scotland 56 560
U North east 45 443
North wesi 41 707
U Yorkshire and Uumberside 44 773
Wales 43 204
U West Midlands 34 313East Midlatids and East Anglia 35 499
South west 43 65I London and south east 42 1086











5.6.’ Perceived impact ofNew Deal on improving employabiliry
A ngorous appraisal of New Deal’s impact on participants’ employability must await the
second wave data which will permit analysis of change on the measures discussed above.
However, respondents were asked how helpful New Deal had been in increasing their
confidence, improving skills, learning new skills, getting work expenence, and looking
for work. Where participants viewed New Deal as helpful in these respects, one may
argue that participation has improved employability The section begins with perhaps the
most direct measure of New Deal’s impact on employability, namely the extent to which
respondents thought it had improved theirchances of getting a good job. Again, analyses
are confined to those on the programme at the time of the survey interview and the ex-
New Deal unemployed. •
If participants believe a programme has improved their chances of getting a good job,
even if they have yet to enter work, it is arguable that the programme has assisted in
improving their employability However, there are difficulties in interpreting this measure U
as an indicator of New Deal’s success. First, without some comparison with another
programme with similar aims and partIcipant profile, it is difficult to interpret
percentages agreeing that the programme had improved their chances of a good job as
either good or bad. Secondly, differences across groups of participants may reflect
genuine differences of opinion about the impact of the programme. However, they may U
also reflect differences in expectations about what constitutes a ‘good job’ and the
chances of getting one, regardless of the help offered by the programme In fact, there is
a strong negative correlation between individuals’ target wages and whether they thought • I
New Deal had improved their chances of getting a job 23 This suggests that responses to
this question were influenced by job expectations Thirdly, although it seems self-evident U
that a successful programme should assist all participants, those programmes of most
benefit to the labour market as a whole are those that disproportionately assist those least U
able to get a job without assistance.24 Therefore, it is important to consider what sorts of
people thought New Deal had improved theirjob prospects.
Not surpnsingly, the extent to which participants thought New Deal had improved their
chances of getting a good job varied a great deal according to their experience on the U
programme Overall, sixty per cent of those still on the programme at the time of the
survey interview agreed that New Deal had improved their chances ofgetting a good job, I
compared to only a quarter (26 per cent) of those who had left the programme for
unemployment (Table 5.19). Employment Option participants were the most likely to
think that New Deal had increased their chances of getting a good job, followed by those
on the full-time education and training Option Gateway participants were less positive
about the job impact of New Deal than other participants, perhaps because their U
involvement with the programme was less advanced.
~ Those who ‘strongly agreed’ that New Deal had improved their chances of getting a good job had mean
hourly net target wages of~425. compared to £449 amongthose who ‘strongly disagreed’
24 This is because those least well placed to compete in the labour market are less likely to substitute for
other workers when entering work Of course, assisting the least well placed also makes for a more
efficient programme, by minimising ‘deadweight’, that is, resources going to those who were most likely to








Table 5 19 Percentage ‘strongly’ or ‘slightly’ agreeing that New Deal had improved their chances of
U getting a good job among NewDeal participants and ex-New Deal unemployed
• Weighted base
I Gateway 52 (19) 1423Employment Option 73 (40) 621
Voluntary sector Option 61 (28) 170
U ETF 62(16) 127
Full-time education and training Option 65 (30) 776
I Post-Option advice 60(25) 418
Ex-New Deal unempl~yed 26 (9) 1107
U Base New Deal participants arid ex-New Deal unemployed at time of survey interview Note figures in
parentheses are percentages strongly agreeing New Deal improved their chances of getting a good job
— There was a strong positive association between satisfaction with help offered by NDPAs
— and perceptions that the programme had improved chances of getting a good job. Almost
I half (47 per cent) of those completely satisfied with NDPA help suvngly agreed that theprogramme had improved their chances of getting a good job This figure fell to 34 per
I cent among those ‘very satisfied’ with NDPA help, 11 per cent among those ‘fairly
U satisfied’, and under 5 per cent among the remainder.
The view that New Deal improved chances of getting a good job was also associated with
the recollection of more Intensive assistance Those strongly agreeing that New Deal
U had improved their chances ofgetting a good job were more likely to recall referrals than
other participants, and recalled more topics being discussed with NDPAs. Almost two-
• thirds (64 per cent) of those strongly agreeing that New Deal had improved their chances
ofgetting a good job recalled referrals by their N1)PA to other agencies or individuals for
help, compared to 46 per cent of those who strongly disagreed3~Those strongly agreeing
U recalled a mean of 4 9 items discussed with the NDPAs, compared to 3 5 among those
strongly disagreeing
I
Table 5.20 shows the percentage of participants agreeing ‘strongly’ or ‘slightly’ with the
• statement ‘New Deal has improved my chances of getting a good job’. The figures in
parentheses are the percentages strongly agreeing with the statement.
U • Perceptions of New Deal’s impact on job prospects varied markedly across ethnic
groups Those least likely to agree that it would benefit them were Indians, Black
U Canbbeans, and ‘Other Blacks’, respondents classifying themselves as Black,
excluding Canbbeans and Africans.
U • Some disadvantaged groups were least likely to agree that New Deal had improved
U their chances of getting a good job. These included those with drug or alcohol
problems, ex-offenders, lone parents, those with no qualifications, and those with all
• foursocial disadvantages used to construct the multiple disadvantage scale.
However, judging by this criterion, the programme appears to be reaching some
I disadvantaged groups For instance, the perceived job Impact of New Deal did not
U ~ There wasa positive association between the mean number of referrals made and perceptions ofa








differ across those with and without literacy and numeracy problems. Those with
longer qualifying spells of unemployment were more likely to agree that New Deal
had improved their chances ofgetting a good job.
• There are further indications that expenences on the programme influenced
perceptions of the impact of the programme on job prospects Perceptions were more U
positive in delivery areas in which the Employment Service was the sole or Joint
contractor. Where benefits had been stopped or reduced perceptions of New Deal’s I
job impact was more negative U
Table 5.20 Percentage of New Deal participants and ex-New Deal unemployed agreeing that New Deal




21-22 years 51(22) 1279 I
23+ yeatS 52(24) 1337 U
U
I. U
Children 49 (24) 432
Nochildrrn 53(22) 4217
- -
Mamcdillvmg as mamed 50 (23) 608
Sin Ic. divorced, or separated 53 (22) 4041
UI
U
Reading writing or numeracy problem since age 16 52 (22) ii iO
No reading. writing or numeracy roblems 52 (22) 3539 U
Ex-offenders 41(17) 424 U
Not ex-offenders 53 (22) 4225 U
Job search problem in last year SI (2i) 3264 U
No job search problems 52 (25) 1385
o ~Ne
Number of social disadvantages
1) 52(23) 902 U
1 51(23) 1739
2 55(22) 1307 U
3 53 (20) 585







U Work-limiting long-term hea]th problem 49 (17) 538
Long-term health problem, not work limiting 54(24) 259
I No_long-term heaith problem 53 (23) 3852 _____
ths~’~ ___ ___ ________
U 8-. ___ ._-_- ________ I -
I -6~ -Delivery type
I ES individual contract 53 (22) 3216ES Joint partncrship 54 (24) 832





U a” ___ __
U Base New Deal participants and ex-New Deal unemployed at time of survey interview Note figures in
parentheses are percentages ‘strongly agreeing’ that New Deal increased their chances of getting a good
U job
U Participants viewed New Deal as improving their chances of getting a good job where the
— programme was helping with their confidence, skills improvement and acquisitIon, and
— job search. Table 5.21 shows the link between the overall perception that New Deal had
U improved job chances and the help the programme offered with these specific ‘distancetravelled’ measures.26 For each of the five measures, the percentage citing New Deal as
U helpful rose with the likelihood of viewing New Deal as beneficial in getting a good job.
• Table 5.22 shows that, of the five ways in which New Deal could have improved
— employability, It W~SIts effect on looking for work which was cited most frequently,
— followed by improving confidence, then improving or learrnng new skills, and fInally




~ Respondents were asked ‘Has New Deal been helpful to you in any of the following ways increasing
~our confidence, improving your skifls, learning new skills, getting work experience, looking for work”’
There was no association between saying ‘yes’ to the question ‘Has New Deal increased your
confidence”’ and mean job search efficacy scores (those answenng ‘yes’ sconng 077. and those answenng
‘no’ scoring 0 78) This suggests those answering ‘yes’ tended to have lower confidence levels in the first
place Those saying New Deal had helped with looking for work were searching more intensively than









Table 5 21. New Deal impact on ‘distance travelled’ by perceived job Impact among those on New Deal at
time of survey interview and ex-New Deal unemployed
New Deal has improved my chances of getting a good job I
ND helpful SiTongly Slightly Netther Slightly Strongly No opinion Not
in agree agree agree nor disagree disagree applicable I
disagree
UIncreasing 74 54 31 21 8 17 1
confidence
Improving 67 49 29 17 9 20 2
skills
Learnrng 63 47 31 22 10 17 2 U
skills
Getting 49 39 21 16 9 S 2 U
work
expcnence
Looking for 80 70 51 42 21 25 3
work
None of 4 9 26 37 65 66 96 I
these
Weighted 1020 i408 712 520 761 116 III
base
Unweighted 1030 l46i 695 552 758 123 i08
base
Base New Deal participants and ex-New Deal unemployed at time of survey interview Note- percentages U
add to more than 100 because respondents could give more than one answer The not applicable’ column
relates to those who said they had not been on New Deal or could not recall a
Table 5 22 Ways New Deal has been helpful for those participating in New Deal at time of survey U
Interview and ex-New Deal unemployed U
Count of responses Per cent of r~p~ns-es Per cent of cases
Increasing confidence 1932 18 42 U
Improving skills 1758 17 38
Learning new skills 1735 16 37 U
Getting work experience 1360 13 29
Looking for work 2573 24 55 U
None of these 1213 i2 26
U
Total 10572 100 227
Base 4,649 respondenl:s on New Deal at time of survey Interview and ex-New Deal unemployed U
What differed was the extent to which respondents found New Deal helpful with any of U
these five items Table 5.23 shows the percentage of respondents in each group who
viewed New Deal as helpful with at least one of the five items.
• Disadvantaged groups including those with drug or alcohol problems, ex-offenders, U
lone parents, the unqualified, and those with all four social disadvantages, were least
likely to say New Deal had helped with any of the five items. I
• Black Caribbeans were less likely than other ethnic groups to say that New Deal had
helped with these employability items
• Where participants had experienced benefit stops or reductions they were less likely








I • Participants with children or partners were less likely to say they New Deal had
U helped improve theiremployability
. Consortium delivery areas were the least likely to have helped with employability.
U
• Table 5 23 Percentage of New Deal participants and ex-Ncw Deal unemployed saying New Deal had been
helpful in increasing confidence, improving skills, icarning skills, getting work experience or looking for
• work
• ~ 1 .
U ~ ~6T~
Age
• 18-20 years 76 2027




— Children 67 432
— NochiidreTl 75 - 4217
U -
Mamedlliving as roamed 68 608
U Single divorced, or ed 75 4041
U -
1
I Reading, writingor numer~yproblem since age 16 16 1110No reading, writing or numeracy problems 73 3539
I
E,~.offenders 62 424
I Not ex-offenders 75 4225
U
Job search problem in last year 73 3264
• No job search mblems 77 1385
U Work-limiting long-tern health problem 74 538
Long-terra health problem, not work limiting 79 259
U No lon -term health roblem 74 3852
• ~.-
U














4 _____ 64 ________________ 73
Region
Scotland 77 560
North east 79 443 1
North west 79 707
Yorkshire and Humberside 75 773 I
Wales 73 204
West Midlands 76 313
East Midlands and East Anglia 71 499
South west 80 65
London and south east 67 1086 U
Base New Dealparticipants and ex-New Deal unemployed at time of survey interview
Respondents’ New Deal status at the time of the survey interview was strongly associated
with what they viewed as helpful in New Deal (Table 5.24) Those participating in the
voluntary and ETF Options viewed New Deal as being most helpful in getting work U
expenence, while those on (he full-time education and training Option thought it most
helpful in learning new skills Participants on Gateway and post-Option advice were U
most likely to cite looking for work as the way in which New Deal had helped them.
Perhaps surprisingly, this was also the case for participants on the employment Option, U
although work experience was cited second most frequently. Fifty-five per cent of the
ex-New Deal unemployed said New Deal had not been helpful to them in any of these
ways Among participants, this figure was roughly one-in-ten, but it rose to 27 per cent U
among Gateway participants, perhaps because they were at a relatively early stage in their
programme participation. U
TabLe 5 24 HelpfuLness ofNew Deal among participants at survey interview and ex-New Deal unemployed U
Gateway ~ V~Qp ETF FT ed/sr 0p Post-Op advice Er-ND u.nemp
ND helpfid in % %
Increasing 39 54 69 62 54 48 20
confidence U
improvmg skills 22 57 64 54 71 46 15
Learning new 18 58 64 6! 75 47 13 U
skills
Getting work II 66 74 69 37 40 12
experience
Looking for 64 72 56 57 47 68 36
work
None of these 27 8 9 9 12 12 55
Weighted base 1423 621 170 127 776 418 1107
Un-weighted 1485 606 173 133 825 429 1070
base








6 New Deal Leavers
U
Summary -
> Forty-one per cent of respondents had left New Deal by the time of the survey interview,roughly six months after they began the programme. These early Jeavers are unlikely to be
U representative of all leavers in their characteristics or destinations
I > Thirty-eight per cent of leavers were in paid work by the time of the Interview, 30 per cent
were claiming unemployment benefits, 14 per cent were unemployed but not claiming
— unemployment benefIts, and 8 per cent described themselves as long-term sick or disabled
• Most of the remaining 10 per cent were looking after the home or in education or training
• > Half the }eave,-s were leavers from Gateway, a fifth were Option leavers, and the remainder
recalled little or nothing of New Deal. Option leavers had lower employment rates than
• Gateway leavers and those recalling little or nothing of New Deal. By wave two, Option
U completers will be counted among Option leavers, and it is likely that their post-programmedestinations will be different
U
> A relatively small minority of leavers (8 per cent) cited problems with claiming or
U dissatisfaction with New Deal as reasons for stopping New Deal However, 87 per cent of this
group were unemployed at the time of the survey interview
U > Employment rates were highest among those viewing New Deal as ‘very useful’, and lowestamong those viewing it as ‘not at all useful’ and those who were unsure Employment rates
U were positively associated with getting along with NDPAs and satisfaction with NDPA help.
Employment rates were also high among participants viewing careers guidance under New
• Deal as helpful. They were particularly low among participants who found work expenence or
U basic skill assistance most helpful, suggesting that these participants did not necessarily expectthe help to lead directly to ajob
I -> Women were more likely than men to have left New Deal early, and to have entered part-time
U employment. Men were more likely than women to leave for full-time employment or
I unemployment.
U > Non-white ethnic minority participants were more likely than whiles to have left New Deal,
and were more likely to recall little or nothing of the programme. Differences across non-white
• minority groups were greater than the difference between non-whites and whites. Respondents
from the Indian sub-continent were more likely than any other group to have left New Deal,
U while Black Canbbeans were more likely to be stayers than any other group, including whites.
Although white leavers had higher employment rates than non-whites, differences ui labour
U market destinations were greater among non-white ethnic minorities than they were between
the white majonty and non-white minorities Black Caribbeans had the lowest employment













> Having longer unemployment spells and no job before the programme were associated with
lower chances of leaving New Deal early and leaving for paid work. Employment rates were
particularly high among those who had been in a full-time job before the unemployment spell U
leading to NDYP eligibility However, having a part-time job before entering unemployment
did not improve subsequent employment prospects There was evidence of ‘churning’ or I
‘cycling~through unemployment among those on government programmes before entering their
qualifying spell of unemployment their rate of claimant unemployment on leaving NDYP was
higher than for any other group U
> Work-limiting health problems were associated with an increased likelihood of leaving New U
Deal, and with leaving with no job to go to.
> The most highly qualified were three times more likely to be in paid work at the time of the
survey interview than leavers with no qualifications Given the NDYP’s objective of improving
employability, it is of concern that a quarter of those leaving the programme in the first six I
months had left with no qualifications, and that 80 per cent of this group had left without ajob to
goto U
> Having basic skill problems was associated with staying on the progranurne, and with lower U
employment rates on leaving NDYP. It may be that participants with basic skill problems were
persevering with New Deal participation in the hope that the programme would improve their
labour market prospects U
> Participants with working partners were more likely than others to leave the programme, and U
more likely to enter jobs on leaving Those with unemployed partners were no more likely than
single people to have left the programme, or to have entered paid work on leaving Those with
children were more likely than those without to have left NDYP, but relatively few had entered
jobs, perhaps raising questions about young people’s ability to maintain participation in New
Deal when they had care responsibilities
> Employment rates fell and unemployment and inactivity rates rose with the number of social U











U Four in ten respondents had left New Deal by the time of the survey interview. This
U chapter focuses on this group of participants and tackles three issues: reasons for leavingthe programme, who left, and where they went. It is important to bear in mind that little
• can be learned about the effectiveness of the programme from a descnptive analysis of
leavers’ destinations six months into the programme. This is for two reasons.
U
First, those who left within the first six months had done so relatively early in their
1 programme participation. They are not representative of all those who will eventually
• leave the programme Because they are a select group, it is not possible to extrapolate
from their experiences to generalise about the likely impact of programme participation
• for particIpants in general
U Secondly, without constructing a counter-factual as to where leavers may have gone in the
U absence of New Deal, we have no information with which to compare leavers’destinations. The second wave analysis dunng 2000 will construct counterfactual
U scenarios using multivariate analyses which take account of selection into various parts of
the programme. This is not possible at this stage because this selection process is
U incomplete, since many are still at a relatively early stage in their New Deal participation
U Nevertheless, the descriptive analysis presented here is valuable in shedding light on who
U leaves early on, and where they go. It serves as a foundation on which to build for the
second stage of the research
The first section of the chapter analyses the reasons respondents gave for leaving New
U Deal In fact, many citing reasons for leaving were on New Deal at the time of interview,
indicating that some were refemng to short interruptions to their programme
U participation, so these data are not analysed in detail. The second section identifies the
— first destinations of New Deal leavers based on the work history information collected in
— the survey The more detailed analysis of leavers is contained in the third and fourth
U sections of the chapter, which focus on those who had left the programme by the time of
the survey interview. The third section compares the charactenstics of leavers and those
I remaining on the programme (‘stayers’) to establish whether there is anything distinctive
U about those who left the progranimne early. Some comparisons are made according to thestage the participants had reached in the programme before leaving The fourth section
U focuses on the destinations of leavers and the characteristics of those leaving to different
labour market states.
U
6.1 Reasonsfor leaving New Deal
U Respondents recalling time in New Deal activities were asked: ‘Since the time youstarted any of these New Deal activities in (a date is then given to cue them) have you
U stopped taking part in New Deal for any of the reasons shown on this card”
Respondents were able to identify as many reasons as they liked, and reasons that did not
U appear on the showcard were recorded and have subsequently been added to the coding









One-third (32 per cent) of those reporting reasons for leaving New Deal were actually on U
the programme at the time they were interviewed, indicating that many were reporting U
reasons for a temporary interruption to their programme participation.
U
Among those participating in the programme at the time of interview, those on the
employment Option, and those on post-Option advice were the most likely to report I
having left New Deal at some point (Table 6 1).
Table 6 1 Percentage of respondents who had stopped NewDeal at some point, by current New Deal status
% Unwcightcd base U
Gateway 19 1485
Employment Option 39 606
Voluntary sector Option 4 173
Environment Task Force 10 133 U
Full-time education and training 12 825
Post-Option advice 28 429 U
No longer on New Deal 87 1787
Base those recalling one or more activities on New Deal U
Table 6 2 lists the reasons given for leaving New Deal Over half (55 per cent) had left to U
start a job Of these, seventy-one per cent were in paid work at the time of the interview
Eighteen per Cent leaving for a job were on the employment Option at the time of the U
survey interview this group may have been referring to interruptions to their New Deal U
as they transferred onto the employment Option.
Ten per cent of current Gateway participants and 13 per Cent of those on post-Option
advice reported leaving New Deal for a job at some point. This indicates that they had U
left the programme forjobs that had not lasted long.
Only 1 per cent reported leaving New Deal to claim other benefits, yet 14 per cent left the
programme due to sickness, injury or disability, and a further 2 per cent left due to
pregnancy These reasons for leaving may have involved benefit claims, although not U
reported as such
U
Seven per cent of those cIting reasons for leaving New Deal had stopped the programme
to go into full-time education and training However, 44 per cent of these respondents U
were currently on full-time education and training under New Deal This indicates that U
the ‘stoppage’ they were referring to arose from delays in transferring to the full-time
education and training Option.
In 4 per cent of all cases, respondents said they had stopped New Deal due to problems U
with claiming or dissatisfaction with New Deal as reasons. These reasons were given by
12 per cent of all respondents recording a reason for stopping New Deal. The reasons
given included: U







I • not getting on with New Deal Personal Adviser;
• opting to sign off or missing appointments, either because they actively disliked NewDeal or simply felt it was not worthwhile;
U • having benefit stopped or reduced
• In 3 per cent of cases where respondents reported reasons for leaving New Deal they said
U they had been taken off New Deal or signed off by Employment Service staff.
• Table 6 2 Reasons for leaving New Deal
I To start ajob 55
U To start work as self.ernployed 2
To look after thehome 6
To go into full-time education/training 7
Became long-term sick, injured, disabled 13
U Sickness, injury but not long-term 1Became pregnant 2
U Prison/remand/criminal proceedings 1Moved onto other benefits/partner claiming
I Went abroad/moved away 2I decided to sign off/leave ND
U I was signed off/taken offND 3Benefit stopped/reduced/suspended 1
Missed appointment/didn’t sign onU New Deal came to an end, Option/activity ended 1
Break between stages ofNew Deal *
U Didn’t like Options offered 3
Didn’t get on with NDPA/no help from NDPA I




• (Jnweighted base 2167
U Base all those with New Deal experience recalling dated activities who had stopped taking part in New
Deal, at least temporanly Respondents could give multiple responses to this question so the percentages
U add to more than 100
• 6 2 First destinations on leaving New Deal
• Reasons given for leaving New Deal do riot equate directly with destinations on leaving
U New Deal for two reasons. First, some gave reasons for leaving or stopping New Deal
which were not related to where they were going on leaving the programme. Secondly,
• many were reporting reasons for a temporary interruption to their participation on the
programme However, respondents’ first labour market destinations on leaving New











histories First destinations are defined as what the respondent was doing in the weeks
following the last date which the respondent recalled doing a New Deal activity I
Table 6 3 First destinations on leaving NewDeal U
— Gateway leavers Option leavers All
%
Full-tune job (30-i- hours per week) 33 21 30
Pan-time job (under 30 hours per week) 10 10 10
Self-employed 1 3 2
Government/TECFLEC programme 1 2 2
Full-tuneeducation or training 2 7 4
Unemployed claiming benefits 20 30 23
Unemployed, not claiming benefits 15 16 15
Long-term sick, injured or disabled 10 7 9
Looking after family or home 5 3 4 U
Other 2 1 2
U
Weiglued base /233 468 170/
Unweig#ued base 1196 — 447 1643
Base all New Deal leavers recalling penods on New Deal U
Four in ten leavers (40 per cent) went into paid work on leaving New Deal (TabLe 6 3)!
Three-quarters of those going into paid work entered full-time jobs Thirty-eight per cent
of Jeavers said they were unemployed on leaving New Deal, rncluding 23 per cent who
said they were unemployed and claiming unemployment-related benefits A tenth (9 per
cent) had become long-term sick, injured or disabled. U
The destinations of leavers differed depending on the stage they had reached in New U
Deal Gateway leavers were more hkely than Options leavers to have entered a job (43
per cent against 31 per cent) and they were less likely to have become unemployed (35
per cent against 46 per cent). This finding may reflect the timing of the intel-view about U
six months after starting New Deal, so that many of those who had left Options were
likely to have been non-completers3
6 3 Characteristics ofleavers and stayers
This section compares the characteristics of those who were on New Deal at the time of
the survey interview (‘stayers’) with those who had left the programme by that point
(‘leavers’). An understanding of which participants remained on the programme gives an
in-sight into how the programme is operating Often, the more ‘able’ participants in a U
programme leave before the end because they have moved into jobs or taken up other
Therefore, this analysis is conducted on the respondents leaving on or after Gateway or an Option It does
not include leavers with little or no recall ofNew Deal, since they did not provide date information on their
participation in New Deal. The analysis in Sections 3 and 4 ofthe chapter is based on all leavers.
2 In 25 percent of cases, the respondent’s labour market destination was an activity that had actually begun
before their entry to New Deal in the inajontyof cases, this was a spell of unemployment In these U







• attractive alternatives to the programme. At the same time, participants may be unable or
U unwilling to ‘stay the course’ if the programme- is too demanding or not to their liking.These are among the issues explored below
U
in what follows, distinctions are made between three categories of leaver.
U
U I those with Little or no recall of New Deal, including those with no recall ofNew Dealat all, those recalling a letter to attend a New Deal interview, and those who recalled
U interviews with a New Deal Personal Adviser, but could not recall anything about
when they had taken place,
• • those who Left New Deal during the Gateway;
• those who left while on an Option, or at the end of an Option
Forty-one per cent of respondents had left New Deal by the time of Interview, including12 per Cent with littJe or no recall of the programme, 21 per cent who were Gateway
• leavers, and 8 per cent who were Options leavers (Table 6.4).
I The comparison of leavers’ and stayers’ charactenstics covers a range of factors known
U to affect chances of leaving unemployment and finding a job These attributes are oftencorrelated, so that differences between leavers and stayers may become smaller or larger
U when adjusted to take account of intercorrelations. This will farm part of the multivanate
statistical analysis at stage two of the research
I
Table 6 4 New Deal leaversU __________________
U Leavers
Little or no New Deal recall 13
U Left New Deal dunng Gateway 21









The characteristics covered are: gender, age; ethnicity; period of unemployment on entry
I to New Deal, activity prior to entering unemployment, whether the individual had ever
U been in paid work pnor to New Deal, health problem or disability, problems of numeracyand literacy; qualifications; car licence holding and vehicle access; partners. children and










Results are reported where there is an indication of a difference between stayers and
leavers that could be of practical significance. Where there is no comment on a U
characteristic noted in the above hst, this indicates that there is no apparent association




Women were less likely than men to be on New Deal by the time of the survey intex-view
(55 per cent against 61 per cent, Table 6.5) Women were also more likely to have left
with little or no recall of New Deal (16 per cent against II per cent), indicating a more
fleeting experience of the programme
U








Weighted base 4281 1729




Table 6 6 Ethnicity, by leaver status
_____________________________ U
White Non-white ethnic No answcr
% U
Left, little or no recall ofND 12 16 (22)
Gateway leaver 20 23 (6)
Option leaver 8 5 (22)
U
Stayer 60 56 (50)
U
Weighted base 5002 998 (10)
Unwcighted base 4635 1357 (18) I
Base all respondents
U
A slightly smaller proportion of the ethnic minonties was on New Deal at the time of the
survey interview than in the case of the white majority (56 per cent against 60 per cent; U
Table 6 6) Thirty-six per cent of leavers from ethnic rrunonties recalled little or nothing
ofNew Deal, compared to 30 per cent of whites, suggesting that ethnic minority leavers
had had a more fleeting experience of New Deal.
As mentioned in Chapter Four, previous research shows that variations between ethnic
minority groups in terms of labour market expenences are at least as great as between the








I surveys of the unemployed, there are sufficient respondents to make comparisons across
non-white ethnic groups statistically reliable in some cases En this case, differences
I across non-white minonties are indeed greater than the difference between ethnic
minorities and whites Respondents from the Indian sub-continent were more likely than
other non-white minonties and the white majority to have left the programme by the time
• of the survey interview This was due, in large part, to their increased likelihood of
leaving the programme while on the Gateway (Table 6.7). indians were more likely than
I any other group to have left the programme. Black Caribbeans, on the other hand, were
more likely to be stayers than any other group, including whites
• These results confirm the importance of going beyond white — non-white comparisons in
analysing the ethnic dimension of NDYP, and raises questions aboul how the programme
• is working for different non-white ethnic groups.
U Table 6 7 Ethnic group, by leaver status
I White Black Black Black. Inthan Paktstan Banglades Chinese Other
—~ Caribbean ~fncan other hi
U Left, 12 13 14 II 20 15 16 (19) 23
I litticiriorecall
Gateway 20 15 22 20 31 25 29 (0) 22U
Option 8 5 I 7 7 6 4 (0) 5U leaver
• Stayer 60 67 62 61 42 54 51 (81) 51
Weighted 5002 203 106 69 119 282 78 (9) 132
•
(Jnweighie 4635 258 143 100 158 392 130 (12) 164I dbase
Base all respondents except do not know on ethnicity
6.3.3: Qualifying spell ofunemployment
U
I Table 6 8 Qualifying spell of unemployment, by leaver status
<ómths 6-<12mths 12 - < 18 18 - < 24 24- < 36 36mths+
• ,nths mths
% %
• Left. littlelno 12 13 12 12 11 11
recall
U Gateway 23 19 22 22 [8 [3
leaver
I Option leaver 8 8 7 7 8 8
I Stayer 57 60 60 60 63 68
I Weighted 1589 1527 627 312 309 3717
ba-se
I Unwted base 1583 /448 63) 306 334 379








The qualifying spell of unemployment is the time spent unemployed up to entry to New I
Deal, as recalled by the respondent. Twenty-one per cent of respondents did not give
precise information, so results with this variable should be treated cautiously. The
likelihood of being on the programme by the time of the survey tnterview was greater
among those with qualifying spells of unemployment of three years or more (Table 6.8).
This is primarily because the very long-term unemployed were much less likely to have U
left the programme dunng the Gateway. This finding is not very surpnsmg, since the
probability of leaving unemployment declines with unemployment duration (e.g. White, U
Lissenburgh and Bryson, 1997)
634 Activity prior to the qualifying spell of unemployment U
Table 6 9 Labour market status before qualifying spell ofunemployment, by leaver status U
FT PT SE Govt FT Onemp linemp, LTsick Home Other Missing
job job prog educ, claunin not
ZrOLfl ,g claimin
% % % 9~ %
Left. 12 15 (21) 10 Ii 12 14 tt 17 13 (9 I
little/no
recall
Gateway 22 23 (34) 16 16 26 24 21 IS 21 19
leaver
Option 8 6 (2) 6 8 8 7 10 8 10 8
leaver
Stayer 58 56 (44) 68 65 54 55 58 57 57 54 UWeighted 2134 387 (45) 3/5 1306 429 328 89 49 248 680
base
tinweighr 2017 380 (40) 306 1395 441 357 84 51 247 691
edbase
Base all respondents Note those unemployed and claiming benefits pnor to the qualifying spell of
unemployment were those whose qualifying spell was not an unemployment spell
As mentioned in Chapter One, research has estabhshed that what people were doing U
before becoming unemployed is an important determinant of where they go on leaving
programmes (Walker et at, 1999) Irithcations from this descnptive analysis are that I
labour market status before entenng unemployment is a predictor of whether participants
were likely to have left the programme early. Those who had been on a government U
programme before entering unemployment were the most likely to still be on New Deal
at the time of the survey interview (68 per cent, Table 6.9). This may reflect a degree of
‘churning’ or ‘cycling’ in and out of government programmes among a minonty of
participants, a phenomenon identified in previous research. Those who had previously










I other respondents. This was not because they were on the full-time education and
• training Option- they were no more likely than other participants to be doing this ~
• Those most likely to have left New Deal were those who had previously been self-
employed. 56 per cent had left the programme, most of them before they had tried an
I Option.
• 63.5. No previous job
U One might have expected that those with experience of full- and part-time jobs would
• have been in a better position that others to leave the programme early, because their
work experience might improve their chances of employment. Having a full- or part-ume
I job immediately before the qualifying spell of unemployment did not seem to increase
— the likelihood of being an early leaver (Table 6 9) However, those with any previous job
were more likely than those without previous job experience to have left New Deal by the
• time of the survey interview (43 per cent against 37 per cent; Table 6 10) This is
because they were more likely to have left the programme during Gateway.
I
Table 6 10 Previous job expcrience, by leaver status
Previousjob No previous job
•
Left, little/no recall 13 12
• Gateway leaver 22 18
Option leaver 8 8
I
Stayer 57 63U










U ‘Twenty-two per cent of those previously in full-time education and training were on the education and
training Option at the time of the survey interview, aswere 22 per cent of those previously in a part-time








636 Health problem or disabilay
Table 6 II Health problems or disabilities, by leaver status
No Health Health Health Health Health prob
problems problem affecting affecting affecting nor affecting
lasting 1+ kind/amount kind ofwork amount of kind/amount
yrs, ofwork work of work
Left, 13 13 17 8 15 10
IittleIno
recall
Gateway 20 23 27 20 14 20
leaver
Option 7 10 9 11 0 11 1
leaver
Stayer 60 54 47 61 71 59
U
Weighted 4868 1077 496 235 18 328
base U
Unw:e,d base 4885 1048 466 254 21 307
Base all respondents U
63.7. QuallflcaziorLs
Table 6 12 presents the leaver status for respondents by their highest qualification, I
combining information on academic and vocational qualifications s
Table 6 12 Highest qualification, by leaver status
No I~/VQlevel 1 JWQ level 3 NYQ level 4 Other j
gua~ftcatton,s or2 or 5 Qucth~ficatzons
U
Left, little/no 14 11 15 14 15
recall U
Gateway 21 20 22 25 18
leaver
Option leaver 7 8 6 8 9
U
Stayer 58 60 57 52 58
U
Weighted 1463 3408 475 270 394
base U
Unweighted 2601 3332 459 257 361
base U
Base all respondents U
One might expect a higher leaver rate among the better qualified, if they can convert their
qualifications into better employment chances Although, as shown later, employment 1






• rates was the higher leaver rate among the best qualified holding the equivalent of an
U NVQ Level 4 or 5 This might be explained by the opportunities under New Deal forparticipants with qualifications below NVQ Level 3 to improve their qualifications, an
U opportunity that might tie some of them to the programme
• 6.38 Literacy and nwneracy problems
• Respondents with basic skill problems were more likely to remain on the programme
than those without such problems. Sixty-four per cent of those who, since the age of 16,
had expenenced problems reading or wnnng English were on the programme at the time
• of the survey interview (Table 6 13) Similarly, 64 per cent of all those with problems
with numbers or simple arithmetic were stayers The stayer rate was highest for all with
• reading or wnting problems, whether or not they had problems with numbers However,
U the stayer rate did not differ much between respondents with no basic skill problems andthose with numbers problems but no problems reading or wnting English (the figures
U being 58 and 61 per cent respectively)
• The next section shows that leavers with basic skill problems had much lower
employment rates than other leavers Together, these pieces of evidence suggest that
• participants with basic skill difficulties were persevenng with New Deal participation in
the hope that the programme would improve their labour market prospects
Table 6 13 Basic skill problems, by leaver status
U
No basic skills Problems with Problems wz,th Problems with
U problems reading, writing reading, wnting numbers only
and numbers only
%
Left, little/no 13 12 13 9
U recall
Gateway leaver 22 14 17 18
• Option leaver 7 9 7 12
U Stayer 58 64 64 61
• Weighted base 4672 477 595 266




63 9 Driving licence holding and vehicle access
• Possession of a driving licence has been a competItive advantage in the youth labour
market since~àtleast the early 1980s, substantially increasing the job chances of the
• unemployed (White and McRae, 1989). It is an important entry qualification for many
jobs and, when coupled with access to a vehicle, may provide the individual with a









routes. On the other hand, licence holding and vehicle access are associated with social
class, and may proxy access to other resources that may facilitate job entry Either way,
holders ofdriving licences were more likely than those without a licence to have left New U
Deal by the time of interview, and those with a licence and vehicle access were the most
likely to have left (Thble 6 14) U
Table 6 14 Dnving licence possession and vehicle access, by leaver status U
No driver’s lAcence Driver’s licence, no vehicle Driver’s licence and velucle
access access
U
Left, littlcino recall 12 12 16
Gateway leaver 19 23 27 U
Option leaver 8 10 8
U
Stayer 62 55 49
U
Weighted base 4516 513 981
Unweighted base 4623 508 879
Base all respondents
U
6.3 1O~Partners, children and lone parenthood
I
Respondents with partners were more likely than those without partners to have left New
Deal by the survey interview (49 per cent compared to 40 per cent: Table 6.15) Further U
investigation reveals that this differential is accounted for by those with working partners.
70 per cent of those with partners working part-time and 73 per cent of those with
partners working full-time had left the programme Those with partners who were I
unemployed and claiming benefits were no more likely to have left the programme than
single people — 53 per cent had done so As shown in the next section, those with U
working partners were themselves more likely to leave the programme forjobs, a finding
consistent with other evaluation research (for example White, Lissenburgh and Bryson,
1997)
Table 6 15 Pastner staius. by leaver status
Single, divorced orseparated Marned orliving as married U
Left, littlrfno recall 13 14 U
Gateway leaver 20 24
Optionleaver 7 11 U
Stayer 60 51 Ui
Weighted base 5169 841
Unweighted base 5199 811
Base all respondents •
Those with partners were also more likely than single respondents to have children U
Leaver rates were higher among those with children (49 per cent compared with 40 per






1 between leaver rates by partner status. It is possible that having dependent children
• increases the pressure on participants to leave the programme in search of money to meet
household needs, which will be greater than the needs of single people, other things being
• equal Leaver rates were particularly high among the small number of lone parent
respondents (62 per cent compared with 4~per cent for all other respondents)
6.3.11 ‘Housing tenure and houstng costs
a Table 6 16 Housing tenure, by leaver status
I Not in Owned Mortgage Social Private Rent free, Other Don’tpriv ret outright . loan rented rented squatting know
• %Left, 12 12 15 12 11 (6) 18 9
• little/no
recall
— Gateway 16 20 23 20 21 (32) 20 7
— leaver
U Option II 7 8 7 11 (14) 7 7leaver
I Stayer 61 61 54 61 57 (48) 55 78
U Weighted 142 669 1232 2888 859 (36) 95 91
base
• Unweigh: 130 673 1100 3071 825 (41) 81 89
edbase
U Base all respondents
U Leaver rates differed by housing tenure (Table 6 16). The small number of those
U squatting and living in rent-free accommodation appeared to have the highest leaver
rates. Those living in pnvate residences being purchased through a loan or mortgage also
U had high leaver rates. The highest staying on rates were found among those living in
social rented accommodation, private residences owned outright, and those living in
• places other than private residences. However, the differences are not large
U Table 6 17 Responsibility for housing costs, by leaver StatUS
Sole Partner Shared with Parents, Others Don’tknow No costs
• responsibility others relatives
%
U Left, 13 19 14 13 9 5 12little/no
I — recall
— Gateway [9 29 23 21 17 26 19
U leaverOption 10 12 12 7 6 5 7
U leaver
U Stayer 59 40 5J. 59 68 63 62









Unweig/ue 1177 105 496 2803 398 /7 884 U
d base
Base respondents living in pnvate residences U
Analysis of leavers and stayers among those living in pnvate residences shows that those
living in accommodation paid for by a partner were the most likely to have left New Deal
by the time of the survey Interview (60 per cent; Table 6.17) This group was also the
most likely to have little or no recall of the programme. Leaver rates were identical U
among those solely responsible for their housing costs and those whose housing costs
were met by parents or other relatives (59 per cent) 1
6.3 12 Multiple disadvaniage
U
Table 114 in Chapter One showed the distribution of respondents along four dimensions
of social disadvantage which previous research shows impair job chances~not having a I
job prior to programme participation; having no qualifications, having a long-term health
problem, and living in social rented accommodation. An index of multiple disadvantage I
running from 0 (none of these disadvantages) to 4 (all four of them) can be constructed
for each respondent.5 There are no significant differences in leaver rates for different
levels of disadvantage measured in this way, with one exception. the 2 per cent of
respondents with all four disadvantages were more likely than others to have little or no
recall of the programme (19 per cent, compared with 14 per cent for those with 3 1
disadvantages, 12 per cent for those with I or 2 disadvantages, and 14 per cent for those
with none of these disadvantages)
6.3.13 Region
I
Given the interest in regional variations in New Deal delivery, leaver status is presented
for each region in Table 6 18 There are sizeable differences across regions. For U
instance, leaver rates were particularly high in London and the South East and Scotland
(45 per cent), and particularly low in the North West and North East (35 and 36 per cent
respectively) Leavers with little or no recall of the programme were most in evidence in
Wales (18 per cent) and the South West (17 per cent) There were also differences in the
percentage of respondents leaving New Deal as Options leavers, with East MidlandsfEast U
Anglia having the highest percentage of Options leavers and the South West the lowest
(10 per cent and S per cent respectively) U
There are no immediate or obvious explanations for these differences, and they may be
confounded by other factors, such as local labour market conditions and differences in
_____________ U
~This score has not been validated in any way There are no theoretical grounds for confining the index to
these variables Nor does the scale take account of intercorrelation between the included items.
It is not intended to measure multiple disadvantage in any rigorous way Rather, the index is presented by
way of an illustration of the relationship between leaver status and multipledisadvantages The variable is







• New Deal delivery The stage two multivariate analyses will establish whether regional
differences in leaver rates persist when controlling for other local factors.
U
U
Table 6 IS region, by leaver status
I Scodand NE NW Yorks/Hu Wales W Mids E SW Lon andmber MidsJEA SE
I % % % % %Left, 13 11 11 9 18 12 14 17 16
little/no
• recall
• Gateway 26 17 18 22 14 24 19 21 21
leaver
Option 6 8 7 8 9 6 10 5 8
I leaver
• Stayer 55 65 64 61 59 58 57 58 55
• Weighted 742 558 893 1001 251 410 668 82 1404
base
• Unweiglu 653 523 1006 890 331 452 609 109 1437
ed base
Base all respondents Note based on unit of delivery regions
• 6.3 14 Units of delivery
U Table 6 19 presents leaver statuses among different types of New Deal delivery It breaks
with the approach of presenting results only where significant differences are apparent
because the lack of significant differences is, in itself, an interesting finding Leaver rates
• were remarkably constant across the four main types of contract delivery
I Table 6 19 Units of delivery, by leaver status
U ES individual contract ESjointparrnerslup Consortium Private sector led
%
U Left,liffle/norecall 12 12 16 15
Gateway leaver 21 20 19 18
II Opuonleaver 8 8 7 8
• Stayer 59 60 58 59
U Weighted base 4174 1071 293 472
Unweighied base 4153 961 286 610
U Base all respondents
U 6 4 Characteristics of those leaving to different labour market destinations









survey interview, and presents associations between their charactenstics and
circumstances and the labour market status they were in at interview. One can not draw
causal inferences about the impact of New Deal on labour market outcomes from these
descriptive analyses forreasons outlined at the beginning of the chapter
I
The analysis covers the characteristics dealt with in the last section. Only results
showing significant differences are presented. For the purposes of presentation, the ten- U
category labour market status variable has been collapsed into three statuses for most
tables
• paid work, including full-time employment, part-time employment and self-
employment. U
• unemployment, including being unemployed and claiming benefits, being
unemployed but not claiming benefits, and government programme participation,
• other, including full-time education and training, long-term sickness, injury or
disability, family responsibilities and the catch-all ‘other’ code.
I
However, due to the interest in full-time employment, figures for full-time employment
rates appear in brackets in the paid work rows of tables.
Table 6.20 shows the labour market statuses of leavers at the time of the survey U
interview Almost four in ten were in paid work (38 per cent), which is roughly in line
with the planning assumptions made by those designing the NDYP. Forty-five per cent
of leavers were unemployed, and 17 per cent were doing something else U
Two-thirds of those who were unemployed said they were unemployed and claiming
benefits. They accounted for almost one-third (30 per cent) of all leavers. This figure
raises the issue of the numberof leavers who said they were still claiming the Jobseeker’s
Allowance — people one might have expected to be on the programme.6







Unemployed, claiming benefits 30 U
Unemployed, not claiming benefits 14
Long-term sick, injured or disabled 8 5
Looking after borne 4
1 5
6 One possibility is that the larger than expected caseloads of NDPAS require advisers to pnorinse cases
whose programme participation is at an early stage Some who have recently completed or left an Option.
or passed from Gateway onto an Option that has yet to start, may find that their contact with NDPAS and
training providers is low or non-existent, whereuponthey mayconclude that they are no longer on the









— Unweighted base 2353
Base. all leavers
In all, 28 per cent of leavers said they or their partner was claiming the Jobseeker’s
Allowance at the time of the survey interview A further 14 per cent said they were
• claiming Income Support, a benefit whose claimants In thiS age group are almost
exclusively lone parents, suggesting that some may have confused Income Support with
U non-contributory Jobseekei-’s Allowance Table 6 21 shows these results by marital
status.
Table 621 ISA and Income Support receipt among leaver bencfii uwts, by mantal status
5 Singje. divorced or separated Married or living as married
• JSA 27 32
Income Support 13 17
• Neither 60 51
5 Weighted base 2052 415
Unweighied base 1981 372
5 Base all Leavers
I Among leavers who said they were unemployed and claiming benefits at the time of the
survey interview, around three-quarters lived in a benefit unit claiming Jobseeker’s
5 Allowance, and a further 15 per cent said they were claiming Income Support (Table
6 22). Since this information is collected late on in the interview, well after the questions
• about labour market status, the benefit claimmg questions act as a check on the labour
marker status ‘unemployed and claiming benefits’ it seems likely that in all but around
10 per cent of cases, leavers saying they were unemployed and claiming benefits were
U indeed claiming Jobseeker’s Allowance or Income Support
5 Table 6 22 ISA and Income Support receipt among leaver benefit units, by whether respondent
unemployed and claiming benefits at time of survey interview
U
Unemployed and claiming benefits Unemfioyed andnor claiming benefits -
iSA 73 8
• Income Support 15 13
Neither 11 79
U
Weighted base 744 1724
• Unwergluedbase 740 1613
Base. all leaversU










Women and men leaving New Deal had similar employment rates (37 and 39 per cent U
respectively; Table 6.23) but women were less likely to be in full-time employment at the
survey Interview (22 per cent against 29 per cent). Women were less likely than men to I
be unemployed but more likely to be in the ‘other’ category because 10 per cent were
looking after the home, compared with only 2 per cent of men leaving New Deal
Table 6 23 Gender, by leaver destinations I
Male Female
Paid work 39 (29) 37 (22)
Unemployed 47 40
Other 15 23
Weighted base 1690 777
Unweightedbase 1608 745
Base all leavers. Note figures in parentheses are full-time employment rates
642 Age 5
Table 624 Age, by leaver destinations
18-2~years 21-22 years Over 22_years I
Paid work 34(24) 37(27) 45(31)
Unemployed 48 49 37
Other 18 14 iS
Weighted base 1010 664 792 U
lJnwevghied base 9 652 739
P~aseall leavers Note. figures in pareiitheses are full-time employment rates





Table 6 2.5 Ethnicity, by leaver destinations U
White Black Black Black Indian Pak,..ctani Banglades Other
Caribbean African Other hi I
Paid work 39 (29) 18 (11) 30 (10) 51(27) 36 (18) 39 (22) 43 (26) 28 U
(22)
Unemploy 44 70 37 38 43 43 40 52 5
ed
Other 17 12 32 10 22 19 17 20 U
Weighted 2025 67 40 27 69 13) 38 65 5
base








U Base all leavers except 2 Chinese cases and .5 ‘no answers’ Note figures in parentheses are full-time
employment rates
Whites had higher employment rates than non-white ethnic minorities on leaving New
• Deal (39 per cent against 34 per cent). However, differences in labour market
destinations were greater among non-white ethnic minorities than they were between the
U white majority and ethnic minonties (Table 6 25). The employment rate among
5 participants from the South Asian sub-Continent was 39 per cent This was the same as
the rate for whites, although a greater proportion of Whites was in full-time jobs Black
5 Caribbeans had the lowest employment rate and highest unemployment rate (18 per cent
and 70 per cent respectively)
U
644 Qualifying spell of unemployment
Table 6.26 Qualifying spell ofunemployment, by leaver destinations
U <6 mtks 6 - < 12 mrh~ 12 - < 18 iS - < 24 24. < 36 3órnths +trzths m:h~ mths
I Paid ~rk 42 (32) 41(31) 44(29) 33(23) 35 (23) 34(22)
— Unemployed 45 42 39 52 48 49
— Other 13 17 17 15 17 17
U Weighted 688 618 250 125 115 119
baseI Unweighied 658 563 250 110 hO 117
base
I Base leavers with reliable and precise qualifying spells. Note figures in parentheses arc full-time
employment rates
— Among those leaving New Deal within the first six months, job prospects continued to be
— affected by individuals’ recent unemployment histories. Those with a qualifying spell of
• unemployment ofeighteen months or more had lower employment rates on leaving New
Deal than those with shorter duration qualifying spells. They had commensurately higher
U unemployment rates. The difference in employment rates was due entirely to lower full-
time employment rates among those with a qualifying spell of eighteen months or more.
However, there were no differences between the employment and unemployment rates of
those with qualifying spells of 18-24 months and those with longer quahfymg spells
S
645. Activity pnor to the qualifying spell of unemployment
U Table 6.27 shows that where participants went on leaving the programme correspondedwith where they were before entering the programme For instance, employment rates










There is also evidence of some ‘churning’ or ‘cycling’ through unemployment among —
those who were on government programmes before entering their qualifying spell of
unemployment On leaving New Deal, 40 per cent of this group found themselves
unemployed and claiming benefits, a higher percentage than for any other group
U
U
Table 6 27 Labour market status before qualifying spell of unemployment, by leaver destinations
FT job PTjob SE Govt FT Uneinp Unemp U Home Other Missing
prog educ. clatmmg no: sick
train claiming U
% % % % % % %
Paid 44 38 43 34 39 32(18) i9(13) 33 13(5) 32 39(26)
work (35) (22) (39) (25) (25) (32) (24)
linem 42 45 31 46 48 56 67 26 44 49 32 —
ploycd —
Other 14 17 26 20 14 12 14 40 42 19 29
Weigh: 892 /72 25 99 456 199 148 38 21 107 3/1
ed I
base
Unwei 789 I6~ 19 89 491 188 154 35 22 /05 295
glued
base
Base all leavers Note those unemployed and claiming benefits prior to the qualifying spell of
unemployment were those whose qualifying spell was not an unemployment spell Note figures in
parentheses are full-time employment rates
6.4.6 No previous job
U
Those with a job at some point before entenng New Deal were more likely to be
employed on leaving the programme (40 per Cent against 34 per cent for those without a U
previous job, Table 6 28). It was also more likely that the job would be full-time.
Table 6 28 Previous job expenence, by leaver destinations
Previous job No previous job
Paid work 40 (29) 34 (22)
Unemployed 44 47
Other 16 19
Weighted base 1784 684
Unweighied base 1628 725 5
Base all leavers Note figures in parentheses are full-time employment rates
This appears to be further evidence that labour market disadvantages before New Deal









• 64.7. Health problem ordzsabiliry
I The last section showed that those with work-limiting health problems were more likely
U to have left New Deal than those without such problems These problems also adversely
affected respondents’ employment prospects on leaving New Deal Most of those with
I work-limiting health problems who had left New Deal had done so with no job to go to,
suggesting that they had chosen to leave the programme because they did not find it
S worthwhile, or because they were unable to persevere on the programme.7 However,
— where a health problem or disability was expected to last a year or more, but was not
— work-limiting, employment prospects were not significantly different from those who had
• left the programme with no health problems (Table 6 29)
5 Table 6 29 Health problems or disabilities, by leaver destinations
U No problems Health affects Health affects Health affects Healthproblem
kind and kind ofwork amount of work not affecting
amount of kind or amount
work ofwork
U %
U Paid work 41(29) 15(13) 31(21) 89 (21) 38(30)Unemployment 45 39 49 11 48
• Other 13 47 19 0 14
• Weighted base 1977 261 91 5 134
— Unweiglued 1896 238 103 6 110
U baseBase all leavers Note figures in parentheses arc full-time employment rates
Those with health problems that limited the kind and amount of work they could do had
• particularly low employment rates (15 per cent). Thirty-eight per cent with health
problems limiting the kind and amount of work they could do classified themselves as
U long-term sick, injured or disabled at the survey interview.
6.4 8 Qualifications
U
There was a strong association between qualification levels and employment rates, on
U leaving New Deal. The most highly qualified were more than three times as likely to be
in paid work at the time of the survey interview than leavers with no qualifications (69
per cent against 20 per cent, Table 6.30)
The value of qualifications at NVQ Levels 1 and 2 is illustrated by the fact that the
• employment and full-time employment rates were twice as high among leavers with these
qualifications than they were for leavers with no qualifications
“In fact, when asked ‘Generally how useful have you found the New Deal”, Ieavers were less likely to say
‘very useful’ if they had a long-term work.Jimiung health problem (9 per cent said so. compared to 12 per








An explicit objective of New Deal is to improve,participants’ employability. One way in
which it tries to achieve this is by enabling partIcipants to engage in education or training I
leading to a recognised qualification. Yet a quarter (25 per cent) of those leaving the
programme within the first six months (10 per cent of all respondents) had left with no
qualifications, and 80 per cent of this group had left without a job to go to.
Table 6 30 Highest qualification, by leaver destinations
I
No NVQ level / or NVQ level 3 NVQ level 4 or Other
qualifications 2 5 qualifications I
Paid work 20 (14) 42 (29) 49 (36) 69 (56) 37 (27) 5
Unemployed 59 42 32 25 42
Other 20 16 19 6 21 U
Weighted base 616 1355 203 129 164
Unweighted 626 1281 195 110 14)
- base 5
Base all leavers Note figures in parentheses are full-time employment rates
U
64 9 Literacy and numeracy problems
Leavers who had experienced literacy or numeracy problems since the age of 16 had
lower employment rates than other leavers (27 per cent agaInst 41 per cent, Table 6.31),
primarily because they were less likely to have entered full-time jobs Over half the
leavers with basic skill problems had become unemployed. Their claimant
unemployment rate was 11 percentage points higher than the rate for leavers with no
basic skill problems (39 per cent agaInst 28 per cent)
Leavers who had had basic skill problems since they were 16 accounted for 2 per cent of
all respondents. Although a relatively small group of participants, they were certainly
facing considerable labour market thfficulttes on leaving the programme •
I
Table 6 31 Basic skill problems, by leaver destinations
II
No basic skilLs Problems with Problems with Problems with
problems reading, wntlng reading, writing numbers only I
and numbers on4y
% % %
Paidwork 41(29) 26(17) 28(20) 24(15)
Unemployed 43 52 55 54
Other 16 22 17 22
Weighted base 1975 172 217 103
Unweighted 1870 175 220 88
base —







S 64.10- Driving licence holding and vehicle access
Holding a driving licence substantially improved leavers’ chances of getting a job, but the
• combination of a licence and vehicle access proved particularly advantageous (Table
6 32) The employment rate of those with a licence and vehicle access was nearly double
5 that for leavers without a licence (60 per cent against 32 per cent) The difference in
employment rates was pnmanly due to differences in the chances of entering full-time
I employment.
Table 6 32 Driving licence possession and vehicle access, by leaver destinations
- No driver’s licence Driver~s licence, no Driver’s licence and
I vehicle access vehicle access
U Paid work 32 (22) 39 (27) 60 (45)Unemployed 50 45 29
Other 19 16 11
U Weighted base 1734 231 502Unweiglized base 1719 218 416
Base all leavers Note figures in parentheses are full-time employment rates
6 4 .1) Partners, children and loneparenthood
• Employment rates were sirmlar among single leavers and those with partners (38 and 37
per cent respectively). However, those with working partners were more likely to leave
• the programme for a job than single leavers (Table 6 33) Leavers were most likely to
U enter a full-time job where they had a partner who was also in a full-time jobEmployment rates were lowest, and unemployment rates highest, where respondents were
5 living with unemployed partners The link between claimants’ job chances and the
employment status of partners has been identified in many studies, but there are
U competing views as to why the link exists (Millar, 1994). Some point to
‘complimentanty’ between partners, others to the possible financial disincentive effectsU of working when living with an unemployed partner, and others to the impact of
U household resources on claimants’ ability to find and hold onto jobs
5 Table 6 33 Labour market ctatus of partner, by leaver destinations
• FT job PTjob U, claiming ~U.nor claiming Home No_partner
Paid work 54 (40) 53 (26) 12 (8) 26 (18) 37 (22) 38 (28)
Unemployed 29 19 58 70 45 45
• Other 17 28 30 4 17 17
I Weighted base 107 31 71 28 132 2052Unweiglired base 75 30 57 31 129 198!
Base all lea vers but for presentation purposes partner status columns are excluded where they contain 20
unweighted cases or fewer Note figures in parentheses are full-time employment rates









participation on the programme, and where they went on leaving the programme. The
last section noted that those with children were more likely to have left New Deal by the I
time of the survey than those without children. However, relatively few were entenng
jobs The employment rate for leavers with children was 26 per cent, compared with 40
per cent among leavers without children (Table 6.34). Furthermore, higher proportions
of the jobs entered by those with children were part-time. Unemployment rates across
the two groups were similar because those with children were twice as likely to be 5
classified ‘Other’ This is because a quarter (25 per cent) of leavers with children had left
the programme to look after their children I
Among tone parent leavers, the employment rate was 6 per cent, with 3 per cent in full- I
time jobs Forty-four per cent of lone parent leavers gave looking after their children as
their main actIvity at the time of the survey interview
U
These findings raise questions about the ability of young people to maintain their
participation in New Deal when they have care responsibilities It is possible that the I
figures are picking up the effects of recent childbirth, requiring women to leave the
programme. I
Table 6 34 If dependent children, by leaver destinations I
No children Children
%
Paid work 40 (29) 26 (13)
Unemployed 45 43
Other 15 31
Weighted base 2177 290 I
Unweighted base 2095 258
Base all respondents Note figures in parentheses arc full-time employment rates I
There were 73 weighted cases (68 unweighted cases) of women who were pregnant at the I
time of the survey interview. In most cases (87 per cent) they were pregnant with their
first child In all but 11 per cent of these cases, the woman had left New Deal
6 4 12 1-lousing tenure and housing costs
I
Employment rates were highest among leavers living in owner occupied accommodation,
and lowest among those in social rented accommodation, squats and other rent free U
accommodation, and those living in Institutions and other non-private residences (Table
6.35) The differences are large- employment rates among those in social rented
accommodation were two-thirds those of respondents living in owner-occupied
accommodation (30 per cent compared with 49 per cent). This housing tenure effect may
be an indication of the degree to which young people from more socially disadvantaged I
backgrounds lose out to the more advantaged in competition for jobs. The numbers in
rent free accommodation and non-private residences are small, making interpretation of I
the results hazardous. However, it is possible that their high unemployment rates on
leaving the programme may be explained in part by the difficulties of getting and holding









Respondents with sole responsibility for their housing costs had relatively low
employment rates on leaving New Deal, but they were not much lower than employment
• rates among those whose housing costs were met by parents or other relatives (34 per
cent against 38 per cent) Employment rates were highest where leavers were sharing
• housing costs with people other than relatives or partners 47 per cent of respondents in
I this situation were working. It is possible that working becomes more feasible whenhousing costs are reduced through sharing the burden. On the other hand, young people
• may only move away from home to live with others once they have ajob to go to.
Table 6 35 Housing tenure, by leaver destinations
5 Not in Owned Mortgage Social Private Rent free. Oilier Don’t
priv res ourright , loan rented rented squatting know
I
Paid 25 (23) 47 (36) 50(38) 30 (20) 42(26) 32(21) 42 30(17)
U work (32)Unemplo 60 37 39 49 41 62 53 65
U Other 15 17 II 21 17 6 5 4
U leaver
I Weighted 55 259 561 1138 372 19 42 20base
— Unweighi 46 264 470 1150 342 18 35 28
— edbase
Base all leavers Note figures in parentheses are full-time employment rates
• Employment rates were particularly low (26 per cent) where housing costs were being
met by a partner. Respondents in this situation were much more likely than in other cases
‘5 to be unemployed and claiming benefits, or looking after the children
I 6.4 13 Multiple disadvantage
I. Recent debates about social exclusion have brought into focus once again the problems
I associated with multiple disadvantage, first discussed in the 1960s and 1970s when PeterTownsend devised the concept of multiple deprivation (Townsend, 1979: Townsend,
I 1987) There has been concern that those facing multiple social disadvantages may suffer
more than others in the labour market Table 6.36 seems to support this contention by
I presenting leaver destinations for respondents with different degrees of multiple social
U disadvantages. The table indicates that employment rates fell and unemployment ratesrose with the number of social disadvantages leavers faced
U
Table 6.36 Multiple social disadvantage, by leaver destinations
I ________________
None One Two Three Four
•
Paid work 56(43) 41(28) 31(22) 18 (12) 9(6)
I Unemployed 35 45 48 55 58









Weighted base 544 892 661 286 39 I
Unweighted base 456 855 653 290 48
Base all leavers with non-missing dataon four data items in the index Note figures in parentheses are full- U
tune employment rates
Before reading too much into this table, the reader should bear in mind that this indicator
is not exhaustive and has not been ngorously validated (see footnote 4). Respondents
score a point for each of the following four known markers of disadvantage
• Living in social rented accommodation, U
• Having no qualifications,
• Suffenng from a health problem or disability expected to last for more than a year; U
• Having no job before the qualifying spell of unemployment
The percentage in the £Other~category also rose with the degree of social disadvantage.
This was due to the increasing incidence of long-term sickness, injury and disability
among the most socially disadvantaged. Among those with a score of zero on the social U
disadvantage index, the rate of long-term sickness was 3 per cent. This rose to 19 per
cent among those with a score of 3, and 23 per cent among those with a score of 4.
U6.4 14’Job search problems
I
The employment rate at the time of the survey interview was 31 per cent among leavers
reporting one or more job search difficulties over the previous year, compared to 54 per I
cent reporting no such difficulties. The full-time employment rate for those with
problems was half that of those with no problems (21 per cent against 40 per cent).
Those reporting problems were more likely to say they were unemployed and claiming
benefits (33 per cent against 24 per cent) and long-term sick (12 per cent against I per
cent). I
64.15’Regwn I
There were notable differences in labour market destinations for leavers in different
regions of Bntazn However, it is not possible to say whether the observed differences
are true regional effects without controlling for other factors which vary with region, such
as the composition of the unemployed, labour market conditions, and so on The region
with the lowest employment and full-time employment rates was the South West.
London and the South East had the second lowest full-time employment rate
Table 6.37 region, by leaver destinations
U
Scotland NE NW Yorks/Hu Wales W Muir E SW Lon arid
mber MidilEA SE I
% % % % %
Paid work 35 (27) 40 38 39 (28) 35 (28) 43(30) 41(31) 31 36(24) 1
(29) (28) (20)







Other 20 19 19 19 ii 14 18 19 14
Weighted 335 197 324 390 103 17] 285 35 627U base
Unweighi 281 181 355 343 119 180 241 47 606I
Base all leavers Note based on unit of delivery regions Figures in parentheses are full-time employmentU rates
U 6.4 16 Units ofdelivery
Table 6 38 Units ofdelivery, by leaver destinations
I
ES individual contract ESjoin~pannership Con.sortium Pnvate sector led
•
Paid work 38 (28) 40 (24) 40 (28) 38 (27)
• Unemployed 44 44 47 49
Other 18 [7 13 13a Weighted base 1726 425 122 194
U Unweighted base 1629 383 -~ 109 232Base all leavcrs Note figures in parentheses are full-time employment rates
Leaver unemployment rates were higher in private-sector and consortium-led units of
I delivery than they were in other delivery areas, though the differences were not great(Table 6 38). Leavers in private sector areas were most likely to say that they were
• unemployed and claiming benefits (37 per cent said so, compared to 30 per cent in
consortium and ES individual contract areas, and 27 per cent in ES joint partnership
• areas) However, employment rates were roughly similar across the four delivery types
The dLfference in unemployment rates is explained instead by the percentages in the
~Other’ category this was larger in delivery areas where the ES operated alone or in a
• Joint partnership Here long-term sickness rates were a little higher (10 per cent in ES led
areas, 7 per cent in ES Joint partnership areas, and 4 per cent in both consortium and
1 pnvace sector-ted areas).
I 6 5 Experiences ofNew Deal and subsequent labour market outcomes for leavers
1 This section analyses associations between respondents’ experiences on New Deal and
• their subsequent labour market destinations. It is worth stressing that perceptions of New
Deal may be influenced by subsequent labour market experiences, rather than the other
I way round, so that what respondents say about their New Deal expenences may say more
about their satisfaction with their current circumstances than it does about New Deal
I Furthermore, as stated earlier, the survey came early on in respondents’ New Deal
• participation, so associations identified here may not hold with data collected once miDst
of the respondents have completed their programme participation
U
65.1. Point at which left New Deal
U








Gateway leavers and those recalling little or nothing of New Deal (the figures are 31, 41
and 37 per cent respectively; Table 6.39) Over half of Option leavers were unemployed,
compared to four-in-ten Gateway leavers
These findings are not surprising since those leaving Options in the six months after
programme entry are mostly Option non-compteters leaving through dissatisfaction with
New Deal, or because of difficulties in maintaining their participation. By wave two of U
the survey, Option completers will be counted among Option leavers, and it may be that
their post-programme destinations will be different.
I
Table 6 39 Point at which left New Deal, by leaver destinations
I
L.eft. liii! elno recall Gateway leaver Option leaver I
Paid work 37 (26) 41 (31) 31(19)
Unemployed 47 39
Other 16 19 13
Weighted 764 1235 468
Unwezghted 709 1197 447
Base all leavers Note figures in parentheses are full~ employment rates
U6.5.2 Breab in New Deal participation
Leavers reporting breaks in their New Deal participation had higher employment rates
than those reporting no breaks (41 per cent against 32 per cent). Conversely, their U
unemployment rates were lower (39 per cent against 54 per cent). It is not clear why this
should be so
6.5.3: Negative experiences ofNew Deal orbenefit claiming
U,
As mentioned earlier in the chapter, 4 per cent of respondents said they had stopped New
Deal due to problems with claiming or dissatisfaction with New Deal. In fact, this group U
made up 8 per cent of leavers Almost nme-tent.hs of them (87 per cent; TabLe 640) were I
unemployed at the time of the survey interview, including 56 per cent who were
unemployed but not claiming benefits. I
Table 640- Negative perceptions of New Deal or benefit claiming given as reasons for leaving New Deal,
by leaver destinations
I
No negative reasons given Negative pe~ç~ptzonsa reasons or lenvzng U




Weighted base 2261 207
Unweighted base







I All respondents were asked how much they agreed or disagreed with the statement: ‘On
New Deal people are pushed into things they don’t want to do.’ There was no association
between responses to this question and destinations on leaving the programme.
6.54 Benefit reductions and hardship
U
Leavers who had been subject to benefit reductions or stoppages had lower employment
• rates and higher unemployment rates than participants who had ‘eft without any benefit
— sanctions (Table 6 41). Among those sanctioned, it was those who subsequently suffered
— hardship who were least likely to be in jobs by the time of the survey interview. It may
a be that the process of sanctioning claimants, and the experience of hardship in the face of
benefit stops arid reductions, may reduce participants’ chances of subsequently getting
• jobs Alternatively, the types of people who were sanctioned might be the sorts of people
who are least likely to get and hold onto a job.
Table 6 41 Benefit penalties and hardship, by leaver destinations
— No swps/reduczions Benefit stoppedireduced, Benefit stoppedlreduced, no
— hardshq, hardship
U Paidwork 42(30) 18(13) 31(17)
Unemployed 40 67 53
‘U Other i8 15 16
I Weighted base 1980 356 132
Unweightedbase 1858 343 152
U Base all ieavcrs Note figures in parentheses arc full-time employment rates
U 6.5 5 Overall usefulness ofNew Deal
Perhaps not surprisingly, leavers who viewed New Deal as most useful were also those
• most likely to be in paid work at the time of the survey interview (Table 642) Similarly,
leavers who said it had not been at all useful were most likely to be unemployed.
•
Table 642 Usefulness of New Deal, by leaver destinations
I
Very useful Fairly usefid Not v useful Nor at all Not sure No recall of
1 useful ND
%
U Paid work 47 (32) 38 (29) 39 (27) 31(21) 28 (20) 41(31)
Unemployed 36 43 41 56 44 44
I Other 17 18 20 13 28 15
U Weighted 280 749 436 516 86 401
base
• Unweighted 262 738 428 477 83 365
base
Base all kavers NoteS the question asked was Generally. how usefuldid you/have you found your time










6.5.6 Helpfulness of New Deal componenis
All respondents were asked to identify which element of New Deal they thought had i
helped them the most Guidance with careers was most strongly associated with higher
employment rates and higher full-time employment rates (Table 6.43).
Those saying they found the work experience or basic skill assistance most helpful had I
the lowest employment rates and highest unemployment rates This indicates that they
did not necessanly expect the help to lead directly to a job However, these are the sorts
of people one might have expected to find still on the programme.
Table 643 Helpfulness of New Deal components, by leaver destinations U
Careers NDPA Help Help Work Further Help with None
guidance interviews looking getting job expene educ and reading/
for jobs interviews nce training wriungfia
nguage
% To To To UPaid 45(36) 41(30) 41(30) 39 (30) 30(22) 31(27) 26 (3) 36
work (24)
Uriemp 44 39 43 41 58 39 58 48
Other 11 20 17 20 12 29 17 16
Weighted 83 399 391 124 62 91 40 847
base
Unweight 82 406 347 112 56 104 35 815
ed base
Base all leavers except the 31 unweighted cases answering ‘Don’t know’ or ‘Something else’ Note
figures in parentheses are full-time employment rates
65.7 Satisfaction with NDPA help
Employment rates did not differ very much with satisfaction with the help offered by U
their New Deal Personal Adviser, apart from those who expressed themselves either very U
or completely dissatisfied Among leavers who were ‘completely satisfied’, the
employment rate was 44 per cent, compared to 42 per cent among those expressing I
themselves ‘fairly dissatisfied’ However, the rates for the very and completely
dissatisfied were 28 and 20 per cent respectively.
U
6.5 8 Getting along with the NDPA
I
Table 6 44 Gettmg along with the NDPA, by leaver destinations
Very well Quite well No: v well Not a: all well Not sure No NDPA
advice recalled U
To To To To
Paid work 43 (31) 35 (25) 28 (18) 18 (13) 29 (20) 44 (30) U
Unemployed 39 49 57 64 48 39
Other 17 17 15 18 23 17 1






• (inweighted 874 903 129 87 45 315
I baseBase all leavers Note figures in parentheses are full-time employment rates
U The association between labour market destinations on leaving the programme and the
• NDPA was much clearer in responses to the question. ‘how well do/did you get along
with your Personal Adviser’~’Those who had got along better had higher employment
U rates and lower unemployment rates than those reporting a poor relationship (Table 6 44)
Again, it is worth beanng in mind that this does not necessarily imply a causal
U relationship running from getting along with an adviser to better labour market outcomes,
I although this is possible. Equally plausible is the suggestion that those in jobs at the timeof the survey interview were wont to reflect more favourably on their tIme with their
• NDPA than those who were unemployed
U There were no significant differences in leaver destinations by whether or not the NOPA
had referred participants to other advice or assistance.
6.5.9: Delayed entry to the Gateway
• There was no association between elapsed time between entering the programme and the
first NDPA interview and leaver destinations.
I
U 65.10 Time spent on the Gateway
I There was no association between the time spent on Gateway and subsequent leaveremployment rates (Table 6.45). However, those who had spent 5 months or more in
• Gateway were more likely to be unemployed and less likely to be ‘Other’ on leaving the
programme than those who had spent less than 5 months on Gateway
U
Table 645 Length ofGateway spell, by leaver destinations
No Gateway Gateway spell of less than 5 Gateway 5pell of 5 months or
U months more
To To To
U Paid work 36 (26) 41(30) 39 (27)
Unemployed 48 39 47
• Other iS 19 14
• Weighted base 814 889 320
Unweighred base 757 844 308
Base all leavers except the 444 unweighted eases with Gateway spells but date problems Note figures in












7 Perceptions of the overall usefulness of New Deal
U
Summary
> Nearly two thirds believed New Deal was ‘very’ or ‘fairly’ useful while 30 per cent
believed it was not. These findings compare favourably with the perceived helpfulness of
Jobcentre services by those of similar age taken from the comparison group used ui the U
Jobclub/J1G evaluation of 1994/95.
> NDYP was perceived as most useful by those with greater exposure to the programme,
and positive perceptions of NDPAs and the help they offered Conversely, those who
thought New Deal ‘pushed people into things they didn’t want to do’, and those with
direct experience of benefit stops or reductions, were least likely to view NDYP as
useful. U
> New Deal was viewed most positively where it was perceived as increasing
employability — a third of those who said it had improved confidence, improved skills,
helped learn new skills, or acquire work experience, agreed New Deal had been ‘very
useful’ and a further half ‘fairly useful’. Those least likely to view the programme as
useful were those who thought it had done little or nothing for their employability (see
Chapter Five). These included participants from the most disadvantaged groups, such as I
the multiply disadvantaged, ex-offenders, and drug or alcohol abusers These findings




Chapter Six focused on ways in which New Deal was addressing particIpants’
employability. This chapter considers respondents’ general, overall impression of the U
New Deal by considering responses to the question: ‘Generally, how useful have you
found (did you find) the New Deal?’
U
7.1 Comparison of NDYP with Jobclub and Job interview Guarantee (JIG) in 1994/5
U
Almost one-quarter (23 per cent) of respondents said they had found New Deal ~very
useful’, and another 38 per cent said they had found it ‘fairly useful’ (Table 7.1) Nearly
a third (30 per cent) had not found it useful, halfof who said it was ‘not at all useful’
Without some benchmark, or point of comparison, it is not possible to judge from these
figures whether New Deal is scoring well or poorly. Therefore, as a point of comparison,
Table 7.2 presents results from the evaluation of the Jobclub and JIG programmes U








• Jobclub/JIG survey asked how helpful the Jobcentre services had been This is a similar
question to the ‘usefulness’ question asked ofNIDYP participants
u Table 7 1 Usefulness of New Deal
U Very useful 23 —
I Fairly useful 38Not very useful 16
U Notatall useful 14Not sure 2
Do not recall New Deal 7
U Weighted base 6010Unweighted base ___6OlO
Base all respondents
• Possibly the most sensible companson for NDYP is with the Jobclub/JIG comparisongroup, since the Jobclub and JIG participants are selected groups whereas the NDYP
I sample is not 2 Taking ‘very helpful’ and ‘fairly helpful’ together, there is no evidence of
any difference between NDYP (66 per cent) and the 1994/95 companson group (65 per
• cent). However, NDYP comes out much higher on the ‘very helpful’ category and
considerably lower on the ‘fairly helpful’ category.
• Table 7 2 Comparison of NDYP usefulness with helpfulness of Jobccntre services in 1994/95
I Undcr-25s in
NOYP Jobclub HG Jobclub/J1G
comparison group -
Veryhelpful 25 13 25 9
• Fairly helpful 41 55 52 56Very or fairly 66 68 77 65
• helpful
a Weightedbase 5599 198__ 192 176Base NDYP participants with recall of New Deal Jobclub, JIG and Jobclub/.flG companson group taken
I from evaluation of Jobclub and JIG in 1994/95 Bases are confined to those aged uridcr-25 Note NDYPfigures based on question relating to ‘usefulness’ of NDYP. while Jobclub/JIG figures based on responses
to question relating to ‘helpfulness’ of iobcentre services
I However, the relevance of this companson is chiefly with respect to the Gateway in
NDYP, in that Jobclub and JIG were job search support programmes Table 7.3 presents
I perceptions of NDYP’s usefulness by participants’ current New Deal status It shows
. that, although Gateway participants were less likely than other participants to say New
Deal was ‘very useful’, the figure is more than double that for the Jobclub/JIG
• comparison group, and higher than the figure for Jobclub participants in 1994195
U Although similar questions are asked in other labour market evaluations, Investigations indicated that they
U contained too few young people to make comparisons feasible2 Even the c mparis n roup is selected to atch the Jobclub/IIG participants on age. gender, duration of








Table 7 3 Overall usefulness ofthe New Deal by current New Deal status 1
Gateway Employment Vol sector ETF FT ed/tr Post- Left New 1
Option Option Option Option Deal
advice
%
Very useful 21 45 35 31 4.0 30 11 I
Fairly 46 38 42 42 44 42 30
useful I
Notvery 19 11 14 15 10 18 18
useful U
Not at all 12 5 8 11 6 8 21
useful U
Notsure 2 1 * * 1 1 3
Norecall * 0 0 0 0 0 16
Weighted 1423 621 170 /27 776 418 2468
base
Unweiglued 1485 173 /33 825 429 2353 1
base
Base all respondents
Nevertheless, Option participants viewed New Deal as more useful than Gateway I
participants, with the ranking of Options reflecting levels of Option satisfaction (see
Table 4 17) U
7.2 Lrnks between perceived usefulness and current labour marker status
Perceptions of the New Deal’s overall usefulness also differed by labour market status at
the time of the survey interview (Table 7.4) Those in full-time education or training and I
those on government programmes were most likely to view it as ‘very useful’ (38 and 33
per cent respectively), followed by those in a full-time job or self-employment (26 and 25
per cent respectively). Those who were unemployed and not claiming unemployment-
related benefits were the least hkely to view it as very useful (8 per cent).
I
Table 7 4 Overall usefulness of the New Deal by current labour market status
Very useful Fairly useful Nor very Nc’t at all Not surelNo Unweighted
useful useful recall base U
~Tjob 26 36 14 12 12 1107
FT job 20 31 20 16 13 343
Self- 25 26 17 19 13 51
employed
Govt prog 33 43 15 8 1 381 I
FTed/train 38 40 11 7 4 841
U,claiming 20 41 17 14 8 2519
U,noclaim 8 29 21 32 10 378
LTsick 11 36 24 17 13 237
Rome 17 28 14 IS 23 119




U Base all respondents Note i-ow percentages
U 73 Perceptions of New Deal usefulness by participants’ characteristics and New
U Deal experiences
U Table 7 5 shows the percentage of respondents saying New Deal had generally been ‘very
useful’, by their personal characteristics and household circumstances.
U
• The table gives cause for concern about NDYP’s ability to reach the mostU disadvantaged groups of participants Respondents from some of the most
• disadvantaged groups - namely ex-offenders, those with drug or alcohol problems,
and those with work-limiting long-term health problems, and those with all four
U disadvantages in the multiple disadvantage index — were much less likely to say they
had found NDYP ‘very useful’. The gap was not apparent on all measures of
U disadvantage there was no gap between those with and without basic skill problems,
— nor between those with and without housing problems.3 Moreover, the very Iong-
— term unemployed actually found NDYP more useful than participants with shorter
U unemployment durations did. Nevertheless, the general picture is one which suggestsNDYP was viewed as less useful among those who might perhaps be the most
U difficult to assist.
• Perceptions of usefulness did not differ markedly with household circumstances or
U demographic characteristics, with the exception of ethnicity The white majonty
— were a little more likely than the non-white mlnonty to view NDYP as very useful
— (24 per cent against 20 per cent), but differences within the non-white minonty were
U more marked Bangladeshis and Pakistanis - the groups identified in previous
research as the most disadvantaged in the labour market (Jones, 1993) - were the least











Respondents were identified as having housing problems where they said having no permanent place to
— live had made it difficult to find or keep work in the last year, or where at the survey interview they had no












18-20years 23 2551 1
21-22 years 22 1617






No children 23 5412 U
Mamed/hvutg as married 22 84i





Reading, writing or nu~y problem since age 16 24 1338
No reading. ~iung or numeracy blems 23 4672
o - - U
Ex-offcnders 16 507
Not ex-offenders 24 5503 U
Job search problem in tast year 22 - - 4142
No ob search blems 26 1868
Work-limiting long-term health problem 17 749 U
Long-term health problem, not work linuting 27 328




Length of qualifying spell of unemployment I
<6 months 22 1589
6-11 months 24 1527
12-Ilmont.hs 21 627
18-23 months 21 312
24-35 months 26 309 1
36-i- months 31 377







U New Deal was also perceived as more useful by those who showed flexibility in theirjob
— search and had low wage expectations Usefulness was positively associated with higher
— non-wage job search flexibility (Table 7 6). Those finding it ‘very useful’ had mean
• hourly net target wages of £4.20, and mean hourly net minimum acceptable wages of
£3.33 These figures compared with £4.61 and £ 3 70 respectively for those who thought
• New Deal was ‘not at all useful’. Those finding New Deal ‘very useful’ also tended to
have low job search intensity, high job search efficacy, and high non-financial work
I commitment.
Table 7 6 Helpfulness of New Deal by job search characteristics
I -- ~ ~~W~hsedbase
— Number ofjob applications in 4 weeks before survey
— None 26 3283
1-4 18 1394U 5+ 21 _____ 1322
• ____________
Even if I had enough money to live comfortably for
the rest of my life, I would still want to work:
Strongly agree 29 2245
• Slightly agree 21 1368
Neither agree nor disagree 21 586
U Slightly disagree 21 523
Strongly disagree 16 1288
U Base all respondents
When considering the overall usefulness of New Deal, participants were very outcome-
U oriented (Table 7 7).
• • Where New Deal was perceived as increasing employability, it was often viewed as
‘very useful’ Thus, two-thirds (68 per cent) of those who strongly agreed that New
U Deal had improved their chances of getting a good job considered New Deal ‘very
useful’, compared to under 5 per cent who disagreed with the statement. Almost half
U of those who said it had improved confidence, improved skills, helped learn new
skills or acquire work expenence, agreed New Deal had been ‘very useful’. This
compared to a third (34 per cent) who mentioned its value in looking for work, and
U only 2 per cent among those who said it was not helpful in any ofthese ways.
• Participants were also influenced by their experiences of the NDYP process
U Perceptions that NDYP ‘pushes people into things they don’t want to do’, and direct
— experience of benefit stops or reductions, were both associated with more negative
— views of New Deal’s usefulness.
• The relationship with the NDPA was also influential Where participants felt they









programme as ‘very useful’ Perceptions of usefulness were also positively
associated with more intensive assistance, so that those recalling NDPA referrals U
were more likely to see New Deal as ‘very useful’ ‘~
• As noted earlier, participants in Options at the time of the survey interview had found
it more useful than those on Gateway However, overstaying Gateway made little U
difference to respondents’ views of NDYP’s overall usefulness Those who had not
overstayed were a little more likely to say they had found it ‘very useful’, but the I
percentages saying it had been ‘very’ or ‘fairly’ useful were identical (69 per cent)
• There were differences in perceptions of New Deal’s usefulness by delivery method.
Although there were no big differences in the percentages viewing New Deal as very
useful, the percentages viewing New Deal as ‘very’ or ‘fairly’ useful in consortium
and private sector led delivery areas were lower than the percentages for Employment U
Service individual contract and Employment Service Joint partnership areas The
figures were 47, 54, 62 and 63 per cent respectively This is the same ranking as the















~There was also a poSitive association with the number of issuesdiscussed with the NDPA The mean
number of items recalled was 5 0 among those considering New Deal ‘very useful’, and 3 5 among those








U Table 77 Impact ofNew Deal experience and delivery on percentage viewing New Deal as ‘very useful’
~
• On NDYP people are pushed into things they don
want to do
I Strotigly agree 7 29 1471Slightly agree 16 49 1224
U Neither agree nor disagree 22 42 741Slightly disagree 31 51 996
Strongly disagree 52 34 1123
• ___ __
• Overstayed on Gateway 25 44 1392
Did not overstay 29 40 198 i
Current Gateway, hasn’t overstayed 23 48 645
New Deal useful in following ways
B Increasing confidence 45 47 2284
Improving skills 48 43 i960
• LearninZ new skills 47 43 1933
Getting work expenence 45 43 1482
U Looking for work 34 49 3142Nothing helpful 2 16 1892
• __
Delivery type
• ES individual contract 23 39 4174
ES joint partnership 24 39 1071
U Consortium 21 26 293Pnvatc sector 21 33 472
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U Table Al: All and by gender, ‘Gethng a job is more down to luck
than the effort you put in.’
U Getting a job is more down to luck than the effort you put in All Male Female
• % % %
Strongly agree 15 15 13
U Slightly agree 23 24 21
U Neither agree nor disagree 16 17 13Slightly disagree 24 21 23
Strongly disagree 25 23 28
Noopinion 1 1 1
U
• Weighted base 6010 4281 1729
Unweighted base 6010 4252 1758
Base: all respondents
Table A2: All and by gender, ‘My future depends on me.’
My future depends on me All Male FemaleU 0% 0% %
• Strongly agree 79 80 77
Slightfyagree 16 15 18
• Neither agree nor disagree 2 3 3
U Shghtly disagree 1 1 1Strongly disagree 1 1 1
• Noopinion 1 0 0
U Weighted base 6010 4281 1729
U Unwezghted base 6010 4252 1758











Table A3: All and by gender, ‘Having almost any job is better U
than being unemployed.’ U
Having almost any job is better than bemg unemployed All Male Female U
% %
Strongly agree 41 41 43 U
Slightly agree 25 25 26
Neither agree nor disagree 9 9 10
Slightly disagree 13 14 12 U
Strongly disagree ii 11 9
Noopinion 1 0 0
IWeighted base 6010 4281 1729
Unweightedbase 6010 4252 1758 UBase: all respondents
I
Table A4: All and by gender, ‘I want to continue to train & U
develop so that 1 maintain & add to my work skills.’
I want to continue to train & develop so that I maintain & All Male Female U
add to my work skills
% % U
Strongly agree 60 60 62
Slightly agree 25 25 24 U
Neither agree nor disagree 7 8 8 U:
Slightly disagree 4 4 4
Stronglydisagree 3 3 3 I
Noopinion 1 0 0
Weighted base 6010 4281 1729 U
Unweightedbase 6010 4252 1758
U












U Table A5: All and by gender, ‘Even If I had enough money to live
comfortably for the rest of my life, I would still want to work.’
U Even if I had enough money to live comfortably for the rest All Male Female
• _ofmy life, I would still want to work
%U Strongly agree 37 35 42
Slightly agree 23 22 24
Neither agree nor disagree 9 10 8
• Slightly disagree 9 9 7
Strongly disagree 21 23 18
1 Noopimon 1 0 0
U Weighted base 6010 4281 1729
U Unweighted base 6010 4252 1758
U Base: all respondents
•
• Table A6: All and by gender, ‘For someone like me, benefits give
U more security than trying to earn a wage.’
For someone like me, trying to earn a wage gives more All Male Female
secunty than benefits
U % % 0%
Strongly agree 6 6 8
• Slightly agree 13 13 12
U Neither agree nor disagree 12 12 12
Slightly disagree 21 21 21
U Strongly disagree 46 47 46
Noopinion 1 1 2
U Weighted base 6010 4281 1729
Unweightedbase 6010 4252 1758
U











Table A7: All and by gender, ‘I know the best ways to apply for
the kind of work that 1 want.’
I knowthe best ways to apply for the kind ofwork that I All Male Female — U
want
Strongly agree 34 33 36 I
Slightly agree 38 38 37 -
Neither agree nor disagree 13 14 12 1
Slightlydisagree 10 10 9 U
Strongly disagree 5 5 6
Noopinion 1 0 0 U
Weighted base 6010 4281 1729 U
Unweighted base 6010 4252 1758
Base: all respondents I
U
ITable AS: All and by gender, ‘I know how to write a good
application letter.’ 1
I know how to write a good application letter All Male Female I
% 0% %
Strongly agree 38 37 40
Slightly agree 32 32 31 I
Neither agree nor disagree 9 10 8
Shghtlydisagree 12 12 12
Strongly disagree 10 10 10
Noopinion 1 0 0
U
Weighted base 6010 4281 1729













• Table A9: All and by gender, ‘I do well at job interviews when Iget them.’ -
U I do well at job interviews when I get them All Male Female
• 0% %
Strongly agree 30 31 29
U Slightly agree 36 36 36
Neitheragree nor disagree 16 20 19
Slightly disagree 9 8 11
U Strongly disagree 4 4 5
Noopinion 4 0 0U
• Weighted base 6010 4281 1729




• Table AlO: All and by gender, ‘I have lots of experience relevant
U to work.’
I have lots ofexperience relevant to work All Male Female
%
• Strongly agree 27 28 27
Slightly agree 33 33 33
• Neither agree nor disagree 13 14 12
• Slightly disagree 16 15 18
Stronglydisagree 10 9 11
U Noopinion 1 0 0
• Weighted base 6010 4281 1729
• Unweighted base 6010 4252 1758













Table All: All and by gender, ‘I have many work related skills
that would make me a good employee.’ I
I have many work related skills that would make me a good All Male Female~ U
employee
0% 0%
Strongly agree 40 40 39
Slightly agree 35 35 34
Neither agree nor disagree 12 12 12 U
Slightly disagree 8 8 9
Strongly disagree 5 5 6
Noopmion 1 0 0
Weighted base 6010 4281 1729 U
Unweighted base 6010 4252 1758 i
Base: all respondents U
U
UTable A12: All and by gender, some people do not really mind
being out of work I
Some people do not really mind being out ofwork. Others All Male Female U
feel it is just about the worst thing that ever happened to
them Would you look at this card and tell me which
number shows your own feelings about being out ofwork U
% 0%
I I do not really mind being out ofwork 3 2 3 1
2 1 1 2
3 3 3 2
4 5 5 4 I
5 13 12 13
6 12 11 12 U
7 21 21 21
8 15 15 16
9 Being out ofwork is just about the worst thing that ever U
happened to me 28 28 26
lODon’tknow 1 * I
Weighted 6010 4281 1729 1









































Table A13: Reason for dissatisfaction with course of New deal —
Full-time Education & Training Option —
U
Reason for dissatisfaction with course % U
Not enough teaching/training provided 1 U
Poor quality training (general) / not learning anything 12
Learn more through work than courses 1
Training given doesn’t match description 5 1
Inappropriate for age / level! students ofdifferent standards 13
trained together U
Class behaviour offensive / poor /obstructive 8
Course is not what I wanted / inappropriate for me or my job 18
needs
Shortage of equipment /matenals necessary for practical 3
learning U
Have to go due to New deal / have to even on holidays due 5
to New deal
Shortage of staff available 4
Poor standards ofteaching 2
Course badly organised 5 U
Personal learning difficulties 9
Money issues 2
Other problems with tr~inrngcontent 2 1
other 19
Don’t know / no reason given 21 U
UWeighted base 71 --
Unweighted base 85
U
Base: all respondents currently in New Deal Full-time Education and Training
Option who were dissatisfied with the course
I
Note: multiple response format means percentages can add up to more than 100, as















Table AU: Ethnicity by current New Deal status
• White Blcwk- Back- Black- indian Pakistani Bangio4esh, Chinese Other
Caribbean African other
I % °‘~ % % %
Gateway 23 35 28 25 19 28 24 (43) 26
• Employment I I 6 2 6 6 5 5 (31) 2
Option
I Voluntary sector 3 3 1 1 2 3 1 (6)
Option
I U Environment 3 * 0 0 1 0 0 0
Task Force
I Sell-employment * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Option
U Full-time 12 17 25 15 10 14 14 0 16
educationl
• training Option
Post-Option 7 6 7 15 4 4 7 0 6U advice
LeftNew Deal 40 33 38 39 58 46 49 (19) 49
• Weighted base 5002 203 106 69 119 282 78 9 132
Unwezghted base 4635 258 143 100 158 392 130 12 164
U



















Table A15: Ethnicity by current labour market status
white Black- Back- Black- Indian Pakistani Bang!adeshi Chinese OtJi~~
Caribbean African other -
% %
Full-timejobof 22 7 5 17 15 15 17 0 13
30+ hours per U
week -
Part-time job of 5 4 9 6 8 9 8 (43) 5 U
under 30 hours
per week I
Self-empfoyed 1 * 0 4 3 1 2 0 *




FuU-time 13 17 29 16 17 19 18 0 19
education or -
tr~!flIng
Unemployed and 40 54 39 47 31! 39 35 (45) 47
cl~ITflTngbenefits
Unemployed, not 6 10 7 4 16 7 11 (6) 9
claiming benefits
Long-term sick, 4 4 1 4 3 1 0 1 a
injured or
disabled
Looking after the 2 2 2 1 * 3 2 0 *
home
Other 1 0 0 0 1 * C) 0 3
U
Weightedbase 5002 203 106 69 119 282 78 9 132
Unweighted base 4635 258 143 100 158 392 130 12 164!
a

















U -.Table A16: Ethnicity by how well participants got along with
U New Deal Personal Advisers -
How well White Black- Back- Black- Indian Pak2slam Bangladesh; Chinese Other





% % % % % %
Very well 53 46 43 52 51 52 54 (61) 47
• 38 41 42 36 43 38 38 (39) 41
Quite well
U Not very 4 7 9 9 2 5 3 0 9
U wellNotatall 3 2 1 2 4 2 3 0
U well
Not sure 1 3 5 1 0 3 1 0 2
U
Weightedbase 4525 188 96 65 98 240 67 7 108
U Unwe:ghred 4220 239 130 93 137 343 116 9 145
base
U
















UTable A17: Ethnicity by Tasters and short courses
White Black- Back- Black- Indian Pakistani Bangladeshi Chinese Other
Caribbean African other -
Typeof % % % % %
taster/short
course:
Time with 15 21 23 21 20 14 25 (8) 18 U
employers to -
find out about I
kinds ofjobs








Gomgona 14 14 10 15 17 16 19 0 8 U
short course to
learn how to U
find orapply
forjobs U
~Notaster1short 51 39 46 45 45 49 39 (68) 58
course





Weightedbose 4525 188 96 65 98 240 67 7 108
Unweighzed 4220 239 130 93 /37 343 116 9 145
base a
Base: all respondents who gave ethnic origin, who recalled New Deal Advice















U Table A18: Ethnicity by Issues discussed with New Deal
U Personal Advisers
U White Black- Back- Black- indian Pakistani Bangladesh: Chinese Other
Caribbean African other
U % % % %
Your 72 74 69 82 67 66 68 (84) 72
U expenence and
skills
I U What work you 71 66 67 69 62 58 49 (62) 65
might do in the
U future
Whateducation 63 62 65 65 54 55 60 (30) 66
U or training you
might need
U The possibility 18 15 11 29 12 11 12 (39) 15
of working self-
U employed
Different ways 59 55 50 62 55 46 65 (68) 51
U oflooking for
jobs
U Makingjob 43 33 47 38 39 43 60 (62) 35
applications
U Your 52 42 51 59 51 39 41 (62) 41
responsibilitiesU as ajob seeker
U
Different things 71 59 58 69 68 58 63 (70) 65
you could do on
the New Deal
U Something else 1 4 2 0 2 2 3 0 3
None ofthese 3 2 4 1 3 3 2 (8) 4
U Mean number 4 51 4.10 4.20 4.73 4.10 3.78 4.21 (4.17) 4.12
of issues
discussed
U Weightedbase 4525 188 96 65 98 240 67 7 108
U Uirwe:ghled 4220 239 130 93 137 343 116 9 145
base
Base: all respondents who gave ethnic origin, who recalled New Deal Advice
U












Table A19: Ethnicity by New Deaf Personal Adviser referrals U
White Black- Back- Black- Indian Pakistani Bangladesh: Chmese Other U
Caribbean African other -
% U




Independent 14 15 16 15 15 17 17 (24) 8 -
careers advice I
Job search skills 14 14 15 12 15 16 20 (8) 12
course U
Employerswith 12 17 12 16 18 8 12 (8) 11
vacancies to fill I
Course to 5 4 9 6 8 7 (14) 9
improve U
reading/writing
Mentor 4 5 2 9 10 3 3 0 4 U




Health adviser 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
Specialist 2 * 4 1 1 * 0 0 0
agency to help U
offenders
None 45 41 40 46 40 45 37 (54) 51
Mean number 0.78 0.95 0.89 0.93 0.80 0.80 0.86 (0.61) 0.73 U
ofreferrals
U
Weightedbare 4525 188 96 65 98 240 67 7 108
Unwezghted 4220 239 130 93 137 343 116 9 145
base
Base: all respondents who gave ethnic origin, who recalled New Deal Advice U













I Table A20: Ethnicity by Mentors
U White Black- Back- Black- Indian Pakistani Bang!adeshi Chinese Other
U Caribbean African other% % % % % %
U referred 4 5 2 9 10 3 3 0 4
to a
U mentor
U Weighted 4525 188 96 65 98 240 67 7 108
I baseUn~:gki 4220 239 130 93 137 343 116 9 145
ed bare
U Base: all respondents who gave ethnic origin, who recalled New Deal advice
U
U Table A20a: Ethnicity by mentors’ helpfulness
Helpfulness of White Non-white ethnic
U mentor
u
very helpfui 45 (45)
I quite helpful 40 (29)
I Not very 5 (13)helpful
U Notatall 4 (4)
helpful
U Notsure 5 (8)
U Weighted base 170 39
U Umve:ghted base 171 51
U Base~all respondents who gave ethnic origin,who recalled New Deal advice and













Table A21: Ethnicity by overall usefulness of the New Deal I
- U
White Black- Back- Black- Indian Pakistani Bang!adeshi Chinese Other
Caribbean African other U
% % % %
Very useful 24 19 23 28 23 18 15 0 18
Fairly useful 38 41 35 30 34 40 4 (74) 44 I
Notveryuseful 16 15 17 16 14 19 18 (6) 14
Notatalluseful 14 15 16 17 14 ii 13 C) 8 U
Notsiire 2 4 2 6 2 2 3 0 2
Cannotrecall 6 5 6 2 13 10 7 (19) 15
New Deal U
Weighted base 5002 203 106 69 119 392 78 9 132 U
(Jnwe:ghzed 4635 258 143 100 158 282 130 12 164
base
Base: all respondents who gave ethnic origin U
U
Table A22: Ethnicity by whether New Deal has improved my U
chances of gettingagood job
New Deal has White Black- Back- Black- Indian Pakistam Bangladeshi Chinese Other U




% % % % I
Strongly agree 20 14 22 20 20 18 21 (13) 13
Slightly agree 28 28 34 17 24 31 30 (31) 35
Neither agree 16 15 9 21 21 18 16 (6) 22 U
nor disagree
Sllgbtly 11 15 9 14 10 10 8 (38) 9 U
disagree
Strongly 18 22 18 20 14 13 12 0 7
disagree
No opinion 3 3 5 8 10 4 7 (6) 1
Not applicable 4 2 4 1 2 5 6 (6) 12 U
Weighted base 5002 203 106 69 119 392 78 9 132 U










































Table A23: Ethnicity by On New Deal are pushed into things they U
don’twanttodo
U
On New Deal White Black- Back- Black- Indian Pakistan: Bangladeshi Chinese Other I
people are Caribbean African other
pusiie~into U
things they -
don’t want to U
do
% % % % % U
Strongly agree 24 32 26 27 23 23 24 (13) 17
Slightly agree 21 18 19 27 28 21 20 (6) 18 1
Neither agree 12 11 12 7 10 14 8 (5) 13
nor disagree
Slightly 17 15 5 20 15 15 16 (44) 16
disagree
Strongly 19 16 26 15 20 18 21 (19) 23
disagree
No opinion 4 8 8 4 10 3 8 (6) 7
Not applicable 3 1 4 4 6 3 (6) 6
I
Weighted base 5002 203 106 69 119 392 78 9 132
Unweighted 4635 258 143 100 158 282 130 12 164 U
base
U
Base: all respondents who gave ethnic origin U
Table A24: Ethnicity by percentage with benefit stopped or U
reduced
White Black- Back- Black- Indian Pakistan: Bangladesh: Chinese Other U
Caribbean African other% % % I




Weightedbase 5002 203 106 69 119 392 78 9 132 U
Unweighted 4635 258 143 100 158 282 130 12 164
base
U



































Table A25: Ethnicity by what New Deal component helped the U
most
U:
White Black- Back- Black- Indian Pakistan: Bangladesh: Chinese Other
Caribbean African other U
¾
Guidancewith 4 5 3 2 6 5 3 0 8 I
careers
Interviews with 26 20 30 17 20 33 21 (54) 21 U
NDPA
Help looking 17 12 17 17 22 15 20 (24) 18 U
for jobs
Help getting job 5 10 4 7 7 2 10 (6) 8 I
interviews
Work 6 4 2 2 2 3 3 0 1 1
experience
Further 12 19 21 23 12 15 12 0 16 U
education and 1
Helpwith 2 2 4 5 1 2 4 0 2
reading/writing U
~anguagc
Other 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 (8) 0 1
None 22 27 19 26 30 24 26 (8) 26 U
Weighted base 4670 192 100 67 103 253 72 7 113
Un’wezghted 4353 243 134 97 142 363 121 9 150
base

















Table A26: Ethnicity by how New Deal was helpful
U -
I White Black- Back- Black- Indian Pakistan, Bangladesh, Chinese OtherCaribbean African other
U °“° % %
Increasmg 40 33 49 37 42 45 47 (39) 50
U confidence
Improving 36 30 31 26 37 34 37 (14) 28
• skills
Learning new 36 31 36 29 27 25 36 (16) 23
• skills
Getting work 28 22 15 ii 21 22 22 0 16
U experience
Looking for 56 55 53 55 63 59 66 (47) 54
• work
No helpful 26 30 28 32 25 27 22 (39) 24
• things
• Weightedbase 4681 193 100 67 103 253 72 7 113
U Unweighted 4362 244 134 97 142 363 121 9 150
base
U Base: all respondents who gave ethnic origin, who recalled New Deal
I


















ITable A27: Regions by current New Deal status
Scotland North North Yorkchwel Wales West East South London
Las: west ifuinbi Midlands Midlands West & South
lAnglia east
% % % U
Gateway 22 24 25 24 18 29 23 18 24
Employment 12 13 12 12 9 8 10 18 8 N
Option —
Voluntary 2 3 2 4 3 3 2 5 3 —
sector Option
Environment 2 2 2 3 9 1 3 0 1
Task Force
Self- 0 0 * 1 0 0 * 0 0 U
employment
Option




Post-Option 8 10 8 6 9 6 5 4 7
advice
Left New 45 35 36 39 41 42 43 42 45
Deal
Weighted 742 558 893 1001 251 410 668 82 1404
base
Unwe:ghzed 653 523 1006 890 331 452 609 109 1437 -
base U
















1 Table A28: Regions by current labour market status
U Scotland North North Yorkshjrel Wales West East South London
U East west tlumbs Midlands Midlands West & South/Anglia east
• % % % % % %Full-tune job 22 21 21 20 20 18 22 22 18
U of 30+ hoursper week




U Self- * 1 * 2 * 1 1 1 1
employed




U Full-time 7 13 16 15 12 16 16 16 13
education or
•
Unemployed 44 41 39 67 42 44 38 39 41
U and claiming
benefits
I U Unemployed, 4 3 6 9 6 5 5 4 11
not cthlTfllTIg
benefits
Long-term 7 4 4 5 3 2 5 1 3
U sick, injured
or disabled
U Looking after 2 2 2 2 2 1 3 2 3
the home
U Other 1 * * * * 1 1 2 1
U Weighted 742 558 893 1001 251 410 668 82 1404
base
Unweighzed 653 523 1006 890 331 452 609 109 1437
base












Table A29: Regions by how well participants got along with New U
Deal Personal Advisers
How well Scotland North North Yorkshire) Wales West Ec~t South London 1
do/did you EaSt we~ct Fluflibs Midlands Midlands! West &




% % % % % % % •
Very well 49 57 53 55 65 57 52 59 46
43 37 40 34 29 36 39 30 42 U
Quite well
Not very 4 2 3 6 4 4 4 6 5 U
well U
Notatall 4 3 2 2 1 2 3 4 4
well U
Notsure 1 1 1 2 * 1 1 * 2 •~
Weighted 667 515 816 926 207 374 603 74 1220 ~
base
Unwezglued 584 483 922 825 298 417 547 97 1274 •
base
U

















U Table A30: Regions by tasters and short courses
U Scotland North North Yorkshire) Wales West East South London
U East west Humbs Midlands Midlands/ West &Anglia South
U eastType of % % %
U raster/shortcow-se
Timewith 15 17 17 12 19 16 16 24 16
employers to
U find out aboutkmds ofjobs
U Visittngor 28 32 35 31 33 40 27 44 30
trying a course
U of education or
training




U Goingona 10 13 17 18 8 10 18 19 11
short course to
U learn how tofind or apply
U for jobsNotacter/short 54 50 46 52 50 41 54 41 52
U course





Weighted base 667 515 816 926 207 374 603 74 1220
U Unweighted 584 483 922 825 298 417 547 97 1274
base
U Base: all respondents who recalled New Deal Advice












Table A31: Regions by Issues discussed with New Deal U
Personal Advisers U
Scotland North North Yorkshire] Wales West East South London




Your 72 74 70 74 63 75 72 70 71
experience and
skills
What work you 72 65 69 75 62 67 72 75 67
mightdointhe
future
What education 63 65 62 66 57 61 64 64 60
or training you
might need
The possibility 15 19 18 22 15 17 22 22 14
ofworking self-
employed
Different ways 63 62 56 64 47 57 55 65 53
oflooking for
jobs
Making job 46 43 46 51 36 42 41 54 35
applications
Your 57 51 50 59 45 51 46 55 44
responsibilities U
asajob seeker
Different things 68 77 69 74 73 70 70 73 65 U
you could do on
theNewDeal
Something else * 1 2 1 1 1 2 6 2
None of these 2 2 3 2 3 1 4 5 U
Mean number 4.55 4.58 4.41 4.85 3.99 4.41 4.42 4.84 4.10
of issues
discussed
Weightedbare 667 515 816 926 207 374 603 74 2220
Unweighed 584 483 922 825 298 417 547 97 1274 U
base
U
Base: all respondents who recalled New Deal Advice








i U Table A32: Regions by New Deal Personal Adviser referrals
U Scotland North North Yorkslurel Wales West East South London
U East west Humbs Midlands Midlands / West &Anglia South
U %
• None 55 45 41 43 55 39 46 38 44




Independent 8 ii 17 15 8 20 14 10 15
careers advice
Job search skills ~1 12 18 17 11 12 12 16 14
course
Employerswith 14 11 11 11 12 12 9 28 13
U vacancies to fill
Courseto 2 3 5 5 5 6 4 8 8
U improve
reading/writing
U Mentor 2 4 4 3 2 6 3 13 5
Someone to 2 6 3 2 4 5 4 3 3U
becoming self-U employed
— Health adviser * 4 4 2 2 1 2 5 2
— Specialist 1 4 1 2 2 * 3 2 1
U agency to helpoffenders
Mean number 0 57 0.78 0.85 0 83 0.66 0.91 0 73 1 20 0.83
• ofreferrals
U Weighted base 667 515 816 926 207 374 603 74 1220
Unwe:ghted 584 483 922 825 298 417 547 97 1274U base
U Base: all respondents who recalled New Deal Advice












Table A33: Regions by Mentors
Scotland North North York~hireJ Wa1e~s West East South London U
Last west Hwnbs Midlands Midlands / West &
Anglia South U
east
% % % % % U
% referred to 2 4 4 3 2 6 3 13 5
a mentor
Weighted base 667 515 816 926 207 374 603 74 1220
Unwezghzed 584 483 922 825 298 417 547 97 1274 U
base
% finding the 48 42 48 37 84 56 21 20 53
mentor very
helpful U
Weighted base 14 19 34 32 4 24 19 10 55 U
Unweighted 21 19 40 23 7 19 31 10 52 U
base
U




















U Table A34: Regions by Overall Usefulness of the New Deal
U
U Generally, Scot/and North North Yor/cshirel Wales West East South London
how useful ~5t Humbs Midlands Midlands / West &





New Deal?U % % % %
— Very useful 22 28 24 23 23 24 25 28 20
— Fairly useful 41 40 44 38 36 39 34 30 34
U Notveryusefu] 16 15 13 17 15 19 17 12 17
Notatalluseful 13 10 12 15 10 10 15 20 16
Notsure 2 2 1 3 1 1 2 3 4
U Cannotrecali 6 6 5 4 14 7 7 7 9New Deal
U Weighted base 742 558 893 1001 251 410 668 82 1404
I Unweiglued 653 523 1006 890 331 452 609 109 1437
base
U


















Table A35: Regions by New Deal has improved my chances of
getting a good job
U
New Deal has Scotland North North Yorkthzrel Waler West Last South London
improved my East west Humbs Midlands Midlands / West &
chances of Angha South
getting a good &ist
job j
U
Strongly agree 17 26 22 19 15 24 20 22 16
Slightly agree 30 26 30 28 32 29 25 29 26 1
Neulieragree 15 19 15 17 17 15 18 15 15
nor disagree
Slightly 10 8 11 11 II 11 10 9 14
disagree
Strongly 20 12 16 19 14 15 iS 18 19
disagree
Noopmion 2 3 3 4 8 2 5 2 3
inapplicable 5 5 2 2 2 3 4 6 6
U
Weightedbase 742 558 893 1001 251 410 668 82 1404
Unwezghzed 653 523 1006 590 331 452 609 109 1437
base




















• Table A36: Regions by on New Deal are pushed into things they
don’t want to do
U
On New Deal Scotland North North Y~hjrei Wales West E4s1 South London
• people are Earl west Numbs Midlands Midlands! West &




• Strongly agree 23 28 25 23 28 23 27 23 24
Slightly agree 20 20 20 22 24 22 IS 19 21
U Neither agree 12 10 11 15 13 13 13 8 12
nor disagree
I St’ghuy 21 14 19 15 15 14 17 22 16
disagree
U Strongly 16 20 21 20 15 19 21 18 17
disagree
I Noopunon 4 3 3 6 3 5 4 5 6
inappLicable 4 4 2 1 2 5 2 5 5
U Weightedbase 742 558 893 1001 25! 410 668 82 1404
Unwe:ghzed 653 523 1006 890 33] 452 609 109 1437
• base
I Base: all respondents
I Table A37: Regions by Percentage with benefit stopped or
U reduced
U
Scot/and North North Yorkclurel Wales West East South London
• East west Humbs Mid1and~ Midlands! West &
Anglia South
U — east
% % % %
B Benefit stopped 24 14 19 21 18 18 21 22 17
I or reducedsince
September 1998
Weightedbase 742 558 893 1001 251 410 668 82 1404










ITable A38: Regions by what New Deal component helped the
most U
I
Scot/and North North Yor/crhzrel Wales West East South London U
East west flumbs Midlands Midlands / West &
Ang/za South U
east
% % % % % I
Giudancewith 3 4 6 3 1 6 6 6 4 U
careers
interviews with 25 36 30 27 28 27 24 15 20
NDPA
Heiplooking 20 15 17 13 15 17 14 17 19
for jobs
Help getting job 5 4 8 5 3 7 6 4 5
interviews
Work 7 5 5 7 9 3 5 3 4
expenence
Further 9 13 13 13 9 14 16 15 13
education and
training U
Help with 1 2 2 3 3 3 1 6 2
reading/writing
Ilanguage
Other 1 * J * j * / 2 UI
None 29 22 20 28 31 21 27 33 32
U
Weightedbase 697 523 846 957 215 383 622 76 /267
Unweighze4 610 489 957 850 304 429 569 100 ~ U
bare U












• Table A39: Regions by how New Deal was helpful
I
• — Scotland North North Yorkshire) Wales West East South London’
East west Humbs Midlands Midlands / West &
• Anglia Southeast
I % % % % % 0%
Increasing 38 50 44 37 41 44 42 47 37
U confidence
improving 30 39 42 34 45 36 33 42 30I skills
Learning new 32 40 40 35 45 33 36 40 27
I skills
Getting work 29 30 30 28 38 26 27 32 19
expenence
Looking for 59 64 60 51 56 59 55 60 52
U work
NohelpfW 25 22 23 28 22 24 29 119 31
U things
U Weighted base 697 523 846 957 215 383 622 76 1267
U Unweighted 610 489 957 850 304 429 569 100 1319
base
Base: all respondents who recalled New Deal
U




















Table A40: Delivery model by current New Deal status U
- U
ES :ndivuh~al ESjoint Contract with a Przvaie sector led
contract partnership consortium U
%
Gateway 23 26 24 23 -
Employment 10 11 10 11 a
Option
Voluntary sector 3 3 5 3
Option
Environment Task 2 2 2 4 1
Force
Self-employment * 0 0 * I
Option
Full-time 13 13 12 ii
education!
training Option U
Post-Option 7 6 6 7
advice
LeftNewDeal 41 40 42 41
U
Weightedbase 4174 1071 293 472





















Table A41: Delivery model, by current labour market status
U Es individuat E5jomt Contract with a Private sector led
contract partnership - consortium
I % % 0%
I Full-ume job of 21 17 19 2030+ hours per
U WeekPart-timejobof 5 6 7 7
I under 30 hours perweek
U Self-employed 1 1 1 1Ongovernmentl 6 3 9 5
U TECILEC
programme
• Full-time 13 16 13 14
education or
U tr~’mng
Unemployed and 40 43 35 45
• claiming benefits
Unemployed, not 7 7 9 5U clanning benefits
Long-term sick, 5 3 4 2
• injured or disabled
Looking after the 2 2 2 2
U home
Other 1 1 0 1
U
Weighted base 4174 1071 293 472


















Table A42: Delivery models by how well participants got along U
with New Deal Personal Advisers U
How well ES ~ndzvidual E-Sjo’nz Contract with a Private sector led





Very well 52 53 56 52
Quite well 39 37 40 39
Notveiywell 4 5 3 5
Not at all well 3 3 1 1 U
Notsure 1 2 * 2
Weighted base 3775 969 253 405 U
Unweighted base 3764 879 259 545






















I Table A43: Delivery models by tasters and short courses
U ES individual ESjoint Contract with a Private sector led
U contract paitnersiup consortiumType of % % %
U taster/shortcow-se
I~U
Tunewith 16 15 13 16
employers to find
U out about kinds ofjobs
U Visiting ornying 31 35 30 32a course f
U education ortraining
U Goingonashort 13 16 17 11course to improve
U basic skillsGoingonashort 13 iS 15 20
U course to learnhow to find or
U apply forjobsNo tasterfshort 51 48 52 47
course





Weighted base 3775 969 253 405
I Unweighzed base 3764 879 259 545
Base: all respondents who recalled New Deal Advice
U















Table A44: Delivery models by issues discussed with New Deal
Personal Advisers
ES individual ESjoint Contract with a Private sector
contract partnership consortium led U
0% 0% 0%
Your expenence 72 68 77 72
and skills
What work you 69 69 69 71
mightdointhe
What education 63 60 64 68
or training you
might need U
Thepossibility IS 14 11 28
ofworking self-
employed
Different ways 59 55 51 59
oflooking for
jobs
Makingjob 43 44 31 48
applications U
Your 51 48 41 52
responsibihties U
asajob seeker
Different things 71 67 60 73 1
you could do on
theNewDeal U
Something else 2 1 * 2
None ofthese 3 3 4
3
U
Mean number 4.48 4.27 4 03 4.75 U
of issues
discussed I
Weighted base 3775 969 253 405 U
Umc~ighted 3764 879 259 545
base I
Base: all respondents who recalled New Deal advice U
U











Table A45: Delivery models by New Deal Personal Adviser
U referrals
U ES individual ESjoint Contract with a Private sect or —
contract partnership consortiwn led
I % 0% %
None 46 42 45 43
U collegerI~c/ 19 21 19 19
U LECre.courses/training
U /workIndependent 14 17 14 Ii
— careers advice
— Job search skills 13 16 11 19
— course
— Employerswith 12 10 8 14
vacancies to fill
Courseto 5 5 7 5
U improve
reading/wnting




Healthadviser 2 2 1 1
• Specialist 2 2 * 2
agency to help
U offenders
U Mean number .78 .83 .74 84
ofreferralsI
U Weighted base 3775 969 253 405Unweigh.red 3764 879 259 545
U base
U Base: all respondents who recalled New Deal Advice












Table A46: Delivery models by Mentors 1
ES individual ESjoint Contract with a Private sector U
contract partnership consortium led
% %
%referredto 4 5 2 4 U
a mentor
I
Weightedbase 3775 969 253 405
Uiiwe:ghzed 3764 879 259 545 I
base I
%ftnding 47 44 50 27 1
the mentor
very helpful U
Weighted base 143 44 4 17 U
U’~’weighze.d 156 33 8 25 I
base
U
l3ase 1: all respondents who recalled New Deal Advice
~3ase2: all respondents referred to a mentor U
Table A47: Delivery models by overall usefulness of the New U
Deal U
ES indivithial ESjoint Contract with a Private sector
contract partnership consortium U
%
Veryuseful 23 24 21 21 U
Fairly useful 39 39 26 33
Not very useful 15 16 22 18
N~tataiJ 13 14 16 14 U
useful
Notsure 2 2 5 3 U
Cannotrecall 7 6 10 10
New Deal U
Weighted base 4174 1071 293 472 U
Uiiwezghted 4153 961 286 610
base
U






Table A48: Delivery models by New Deal has improved my
chances of getting a good job
U
U
I New Deal has ES rndividuai ESjomJ Contract with a Private sector led
improved my contract partnership consortium
• chances of getting
a good jobU
— % 0% 0%
— Strongly agree 19 22 19 17
• Slightly agree 29 26 21 27
Neither agree nor 16 16 18 17
• disagree
Slightly disagree 10 12 14 16
U Strongly disagree 18 18 18 13
U Noopinzon 3 3 3 6Not applicable 4 3 7 4
U
Weightedbase 4174 1071 293 472

















Table A49: Delivery models by on New Deal are pushed into
things they don’t want to do U
- On New Deal ES individual ESjoint Contract with a Prrvã~sector !ed I
people are pushed contract partnership consortium
into things they
don’t warn to do
I
Strongly agree 26 22 24 21
Slightly agree 10 23 19 24 U
Neither agree nor 12 15 10 15
disagree
Slightly disagree 17 17 12 16
Strongly disagree 19 18 24 18
Noopimon 5 5 4 4 U
Not appLicable 3 2 7 3
Weightedbase 4174 1071 293 472
Unweighted base 4153 961 286 610
U




















I Table A50: Delivery models by Percentage with benefit stopped
• or reduced -
U
U ES individual ESjoint Contract with a Private sector
— contract partners hip consortium led
%




— Weightedbase 4174 1071 293 472
— Un’.veigFued 4153 96! 286 610
1 base



















Table A51: Delivery models by what New Deal component
helped the most -
I
U
ES individual ESjomt Contract with a Private sector
contract partnership consortium led U
% 0%
Gwdancewitli 5 4 5 3 1
careers
Interviews with 26 28 27 24 1
NDPA
Help looking for 17 16 15 17 U
jobs
Help getting jOb 5 8 4 7
interviews
Workexperience 6 4 7 5 1
Further 13 13 8 13
education and
tr~immg
Helpwith 2 3 1 2
readingjwiiwzg/l 1
anguage
Other 1 * * 1 1
None 27 24 33 28
UI
Weightedbase 3895 1003 263 424
Unweighted base 3882 909 268 568
U



















U Table A52: Delivery models by how New Deal was helpful
U -
I ES individual ESjomt Contract with a Private sector led
contract partne.rrhip consortium
I %
— Increasing 41 41 34 38
— con~dence
U Improving skills 35 37 31 35
Learningnew 35 34 31 36U
Getting work 27 25 24 26
I
Looking for 57 53 48 57U work
Nohelpfulthings 26 27 36 27
U
Weighted base 3895 1003 263 424
1 Unwe:glized base 3882 909 268 568
Base: all respondents who recalled New Deal
I





















Table A53: Gender by target and minimum acceptable take- U
home hourly pay for those not in a job and currently searching U
forajob,bygender - U
men women I
Target Minimum Target Minimum
% % % 04 U
Under50p 0 * * *
50pto~1.49 * 1 * 2
£1.50 to £2.49 1 7 4 13 U
£2.50 to £3.49 20 43 29 45
£3.5OtoE4.49 42 33 36 26 1
£4.50 to £5.49 22 Ii 20 8 U
£5.50 ormore 14 5 10 5
U
Weighted base 2042 2017 610 597
Unweighted base 2070 2044 654 636
-.






















U Table A54: Gender by wage take-home hourly pay for those in a
U job or in New deal subsidised employment, by gender
men women




UnderSOp 6 0 7 0U 50pto~1.49 9 1 4 1
I £1.50 to £2.49 20 8 18 9
£2.50 to £3.49 37 37 44 38
• £3.50 to £4.49 23 35 21 39
£4.5Otof.5.49 2 11 5 8
• £5.S0ormore 3 8 1 5
U Weighted base 332 561 164 228
• Unweighted base 335 489 147 230
•
• Base: all respondents in a job or New Deal subsidised employment option at the
time of the survey interview, excluding those with missing data.
U
U Table A55: Gender by satisfaction with help offered by New Deal
Personal Adviser
I Satisfaction with help offered by NewDeal Personal Adviser Male Female
U
Completely satisfied 17 22
U Very satisfied 27 29
Fairly satisfied 28 26
IU Neither 10 8
• Fairly diss~iis~ed 7 7Very dissatisfied 4 4
Completely dissatisfied 5 4
U Noopimon 1 1
U Weighted 4057 1589
Unweighted 4038 1645
U





Table A56: Gender by whether gets along with New Deal
Personal Adviser U
Get along with New Deal Personal Adviser Male Fem~i~ U
Very well 50 55




Weighted 4057 1589 U
Umve~gJued 4038 1645 U
Base: all respondents who recalled New Deal U
Table A57: Gender by whether recalled completing a New Deal I
Action Plan U
U
Can you recall completing aNew Deal Action Plan with a Male Female




















Table A58: Gender by New Deal Personal Adviser referrals
Referrals by job centre stafilNew Deal Personal Adviser Male Femal~
•
U At least one referral ormore 56 54
• Independent careers advice 15 12
Job search skills Course 14 13
• Course to improvereading/writing 5 6
U Someone to assist in becoming sell-employed 3 3
Someone offering support and encouragement: mentor 4 4
U Employers with vacancies to fill 12 11
Someone at a collegeiTEC?LEC about courses/training/work
U experience 20 19
• Advisor forhelp with health problems/disabilities 2 3
Specialist agency helping offenders s~ichas the probations
U service orNACRO 2 1
Other 4 4
II None 44 46
Weighted 3833 1520
U Unweighted 3873 1574
Base: all respondents who recalled New Deal
U
1 Table A59: Gender by whether referred to a mentor
U
Referred to a mentor Male Female
U %

















Table A60: Gender by helpfulness of mentor
Helpfulness of mentor Male Female
U
Very helpful 46 42
Quite helpful 39 36 1
Not very helpful 7 7 U
Notatallhelpful 2 10
Notsure 7 4 U
Weighted 143 67 U
Unweighted 159 64 U
Base: au respondents referred to a mentor U
Table A61: Gender by issues discussed with New Deal PersonaJ U
Adviser
New Deal Personal Adviser discussed Male Female U
At least one or more ofthese things discussed 97 98 U
U
Experience and skills 72 71
What work might do in future 70 67 I
Education or training might need 63 62
Possibility ofworking as self-employed 19 15
Different ways oflooking forjobs 59 55 U
M~ikingjob applications 44 40
Responsibilities asjobseeker 52 47 U
Different things could do on New Deal 70 69 U
Something else 1 2
Noneofthese 3 2 U
Weighted 3833 1520 U








Base: those recalling interviews with New Deal Personal Advisers,
Note: this is a multiple response question so that the percentages add to more than 100
I
I _Table A62: Gender by Gateway courses Male Female
•
Type of Gateway course*:
• Time with employers to thid out about kinds ofjobs: in last
• sixmonths 32 31
Visiting of trying out a course ofeducation or training: in last
U six months 63 65
E Going on a short course to improve basic skills: in last sixmonths 25 33
I Going on a short course to learn how to find/apply for jobs:in last six months 30 24
U Weighted 1929 752Unweighted 1961 811
I
Base: those recallinginterviews with New Deal Personal Advisers.
I *Note: thetype ofGateway courses is a multiple response question so that the




U Table A63: Gender by how New Deal was helpful
U Male Female
% %
— Increasing confidence 55 57
• improving skills 47 50
Learning new skilLs 46 48
• (iettmg work experience 35 38
Looking for work 76 78
• Weighted 2967 1151
Unweighted 2930 1193
I —









Table AM: Gender by what New Deal component helped the I
most
Male Female
% % - I
Guidance with careers 4 5
Interviews with a Personnel Adviser 25 28 U
Help with looking forjobs 17 IS
Help with getting job interviews 5 6
Work experience 5 6 U
Further education and training 13 11
Help with reading/writing oi language skills 2 2 U
Anything else? 1 1
None 26 26
Don’t know 1 1
Weighted 3995 1591 1
Unweighted 3990 1637 1
Base: all respondents who recalled New Deal
U
Table A65: Gender by overall usefulness of New Deal
Generally, how useful did you find/have you found New Male Female
Deal U
Veryuseful 22 25 I
Fairly useful 40 34
Notveryusefiul 16 16 I
Notatalluseful 14 13
Notsure 2 4 I












U Table A66: Gender by New Deal has improved by chances of
• getting a good job
U
New Deal has improved by chances of getting a good job Male Femal~
• %
I Stxonglyagree 19 21
Slightly agree 29 24
I Neither agree nor disagree 16 17
Slilglitly disagree 10 13
Strongly disagree 18 15
U Noopinion 3 5
Not applicable 4 5
U
— Weighted 4281 1729
— Unweighted 4252 1758
1
Base: all respondents
1 Note: this is a multiple response question so that thepercentages add to more than 100.
I
I
U Table A67: Gender by on New Deal people are pushed intothings they don’t want to do
•
• OnNew Deal people are pushed into things they don’t want Male Female
todo
U % %
— Strongly agree 26 20
— Slightly agree 21 19
• Neither agree nor disagree 13 10
Slightly disagree 16 19
I Strongly disagree 18
U Noopinion 4 6Not applicable 2 4
U
Weighted 4281 1729









New Deal for Young People (NDLP) 15 a key element in the Government’s
Welfare to Work Strategy It aims to help young people who have been U
unemployed and claiming Jobseeker’s Allowance (iSA) for six months or
moreto find work and improve their longer term employability The
Employment Service (ES) has commissioned a major programme of research
and statistical monitoring to evaluate the effectiveness of NDYP I
As part of this evaluation, Policy Studies Institute (PSI) was commissioned to ~• I
undertake a national quantitative survey of participants in the programme
This survey is taking place in two parts Part one, conducted in spring 1 999 _____
with a sample of participants around six months after they had entered the ~‘
programme captures participants’ early experiences of NDYP Part two, to
be conducted after a further year, will focus on changes in employability
and labour market outcomes from the programme *
This report presents findings from stage one of the survey It describes the II
characteristics of participants, their experiences of the New Deal
programme after six months including experience of Gateway and early I
experience of Options, experience of looking for work and the perceived
impact of New Deal on improving employability It also reports on reasons I I










All reports and their summaries are available from
jobseeker Analysis Division I
Department for Work and Pensions
Level 2, Rockingham House I
1 23 West Street, Sheffield, Si 4ER
Tel 01142596278
Fax 0114259 6463
red es rh@gtnet gov uk
1
This Report is aiso avaiiabie in Braiile and Large Print formats upon request I
Note all R&D pubiications are avaiiabie free of charge
However thl5 poiicy is under review and the position may change Report Ref ESR44
